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ABSTRACT
Presented is a curriculum guide for preschool

handicapped children revised by a summer workshop group of 30 teacher
--4 trainees. Part One is an overview cf basic considerations in

developing, organizing and administering early childhood programs.
Provided are checklists for identifying such handicaps as behavior
disorders, learning disabilities and mental retardation. In addition
to suggested activities for toddlers and infants, Part Two details a
competency based curriculum outline for preschool handicapped
children in the areas of self help, language development basic
information and vocabulary, personal social behavior, perceptual
motor performance, number concepts and creative development.
Contained in Part Three are selected resources (including books,
pamphlets and materials, journals, films and sample forms) for
preschool staff. Appended are tables and figures providing such
information as a continuing of services and a delivery model for
comprehensive services to preschool handicapped children. (CL)
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In the past decade rapidly increasing attention has teen given to Early
:!-ILldhoo1 2,1L2ati,n, rorticularly the area nf the preschool handicapped. This

eclectic booklet - a curriculum anti resource guide - has been developed to fill
an otvious nrofes,7ional void in available Guidelines, resources, and methodology
for educational programs for those handicapped children in the early childhood
age rangP, and their parents.

The original version of this Curriculum Guide, a field test edition, was
prepared during the Summer of 1972 by a workshop group cf thirty teacher trainees
in Special Education at Mansfield State College. After a year 'f field study and
use of the Guide, in the Summer of 1973 a revision committee composed cf another
thirty teacher trainees was selected to prepare this revised edition of the
Curriculum Guide.

Each year the project has been funded by a federal grant awarded by the
Pureau of Special Education, Pennsylvania Department of Education. In order to

assist in meeting Pennsylvania priorities relating to education of the young
handicapped, this publication and others noted below are made available to
Intermediate Units, school districts, and other agencies offering programs and
services to the young handicapped.

In each sumr,r workshop the trainees were selected from a cross-section cf
those professionals woricing in preschool educational settings that also served
the handicapped child. A basic premise of the workshops was that handicap in
early childhood cuts across many disciplines and, therefore, is best approached
1-sy a high level of inter-disciplinary study. As a result the worksh()
participants incluaedl

Day Care and Child Development Personnel
Nursery, Kindergarten, and Primary Teachers
Special Educators and Teacher Aides
Supervisors, School Psychologists, and Speech Clinicians

The Curriculum is organized into three divisions which are considered
basic components of home/fimily-based and preschool programs for young handicapped
children.

Part I., Foundation Coneuts - This section contains an overview of basic
considerations in developing, organizing, and administering programs that serve
those with handicaps in the early childhood age range, and their parents.

Part II. Curriculum Materials - This section precents a competency-based
Tarricll,:m outline for infant-toddler and preschool handicapped programs.

rart {II_ Select,Id resources - This section contains a variety of resource
mater.Lalo for use in the implementation cf the numerous facets of Early :land-
hood Education for the Handicapped.



Cthe available in the lianFfield State College Early Childhood
Handi,:arred Serie3 inclnde:

Teacher Aide Handbook, 1973
Pehavicr Modification Handbook, 1974 (In process)

Dr. Richard L. Shick, Coordinator
Summer Workshop cn Early Childhood
Education for the Handicarped

Mansfield State College
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The purpAse of this eclectic Curriculum and Resource ^-uide for Early
.7hilihnAd Handicap Programs (hereinafter referred to as Guide) is to provide
curriculum and resource materi:d fcr delivering programs and services to the
preschool handicapped and/or their parents in a variety of educational
settings. The materials herein should in part - or total - prove useful
in meeting the needs of the young handicapped in such settings as:

Experimental Infant and Toddler Programs
Child Development Classes
ray Care, Nursery, and Kindergarten
rrelchool and Primary Spe7ial Classes
Transitional Classes and Regular Primar-, Grades

ThP Isuide has boon designed as a resource tool rather than a document
to be fellewed in the strictest sense. In essence it provides a framework -
a get of guidelines and resources - for planning, developing, implementing,
and evaluating programs and servines for the presehecl handicapped in a
variety "f educational settings.

It in presumed That in all areas of the state of Pennsylvania there
is a priority need in Early Childhood Education to develop and implement
coordinated programs and services with strong focus on Early Childhood
Hcndicap, whatever the educational setting. This Guide has teen designed
to prevido resAurce materials for accomplishing this by:

1. !Iirect services to preschoel handicall children - those with CA
of 3 and Aver -- developmental-stimulative activities; children
under CA of 3 -- home - based activities.

2. In-service traininz. of professional staff - in all related
regular and special educational settings to the total ramifications
of early childheed handicap and education. The in-service training
should he tailor-made to meet the unique needs of each participating
agency and/or greur.

3.. Parent services - focusing on parent education, parent ceunseling,
meetings, and Training sessions to develop parents as "home
teachers" of their handicapped presqineler.

The model for such Early Childhood programs is illustrated

graphically in Figure 1 en thP next page.
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DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of this Guide, the definitions listed below hold.

1. Behavior Modification - the systematic application of principles of....... .......
reinforcement for the purpose of changing or shaping a person's
behavior. The reinforcer can be either positive or nr--- -- and

used as often as necessary.

2. Blind - those children who have so little remaining vision that they
mu-ft use other sensory avenues, touch, smell, hearing, etc. for
learning and braille in order to learn to read. Few have complete
loss of vision; some have light perception, shadow vision, and
travel vision, which as residuals are important to their learning.

3. Crippled - a child who is handicapped because of a disorder of bones,
muscles, and/or joints. Some examples are club foot, cerebral palsy,
polio, spina bifida, etc.

4. Deaf_ - one born with little or no hearing, or who suffered the loss
early in infancy before speech and language patterns were acquired.
The deaf learn primarily by sensory means other than auditory.

5. Early. Childhood Fr4mcation - a general term encompassing a wide
variety rf early clildhcnd programs, e.g. day care, nursery, Head
Start, transiti,,nal preschool, kindergarten, grades 1, 2, 3,
preschool, primary special classes, and child development classes.

6. Early Childhood Handicap - exceptionality cr handicapping as it may
occur in children in the settings noted above.

7. Early. Childhood Handicap Programs - preschool activities or services
generated to begin the educational processes for the preschool
handicapped and/or their parents.

B. Educable - one who, because of subnormal mental development, is anable
to profit sufficiently from the program of the regular eler.entary
school, but who is considered to have potentialities for development
in three areas: (1) educability in academic subjects of the school
at a minimum level; (2) educability in social adjustment to a point
where he can get along independently in the community; and (3) mini-
mal ocnupatinnal adequacies to such a degree that he can later support
himself partially or totally at the adult level. In most instances
the educable retarded child is not known to be retarded during infancy
and early childhood. His retardation and growth in mental and social
activities can be noted only if observed closely during the preschool
years. Most of the time the growth is normal and his retardation is
not evident until he shows poor learning ability in school. In moot

iLstances there are no obvious pathological conditions that account
for his retardation. (Kirk, 1972)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Fj
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9. Emotionally 24:tu.b9d - the child who because of organic and/or
environmental influences, chronically displays learning disorders,
is unable to maintain the usual social relationships, and may
appear maladjusted, hyperactive, depressed, aggressive, withdrawn.
Sericusly emotionally disturbed children may be diagnosed as
neurotic or psychotic.

10. RandicapEed Children - under Title VI - B (13E91-230) includes the
mentally retarded, hard-of-hearing, deaf, speech impaired, visually
handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed, crippled, or other
health impaired children who, because of their handicaps, require
special education or related services to realize their full potential.

11. Hard of Hearing - those in whom the sense of hearing, although
defective, is functionally useful with cr without a hearing aid.
These children are sound conscious and have a normal, or near normal,
attitude towarde the world of sound in which they live.

12. Mental Retardation.- according to the American Association on Mental
Deficiency, this refers to subaverage general intellectual functioning
(low tested IQ) which originates during the developmental period
(below CA of 16-19) and is associated with impairment in adaptive
behavior (maturational lags, learning problems, social adjustment
difficulty).

13. Multiple-Haidicapped Child - an exceptional (handicapped) child

with two or more disability areas such as deaf-emotionally disturbed,
deaf-retarded, or crippled-retarded.

14. Paraprofessionals - non-certified people who work for the certified
professional staff; they may be volunteers or paid employees; they
may assist individual teachers directly in instructional situations,
or they may assist other professional staff in non-instructional
situations; they are utilized in the hopes that the students will bP
able to receive more individualized instruction; they may have taken
higher level curriculum work on the university - level or they may
have had only basic educational background.

15. partially. Sighted - those children with vision limitations ranging
from a low degree of vision, just sufficient to read enlarged print
under optimal conditions, to those who are able to read limited
amounts of regular print under very special conditions. These

children have enough residual vision to learn through sight.

16. preschoolAge - under Title VI - B (PL91-230) defined as the earliest
chronological age at which the child can benefit from the activities
or services to be provided either to the child or to his parents.
Usually includes children below the age of six or those between six
and eight who function below the first grade level.

17. Rioht to Education - any individual between the ages of 6 and 21 who
is mentally retarded, or thought to be, is entitled to, and must be

granted admittance to, a class for the mentally retarded, whether it
be for educables, trainables, severely and profoundly retarded, or
who needs instruction in the home. These needs will be served either

by the school districts or Intermediate Units. (Pa. State Law-1972)

5



1P. frecial Education - the "special" or "unique" educational service
over and above the regular education provisions necessary for the
handicapped child. Special education embodies and must include:
(1) Trainer, professional personnel 'teachers, supervisors, therapists,
etc.); (2) special curriculum: content; and (3) Special facilities
and equipment. (Dunn, 1963)

19. Special Health Problems - children with special health conditions
are those whose weakened conditions render them relatively inactive
or require special health precautions in the home and school. Some
exa.nples include anemic children, epilepsy, diabetes, and cardiac
cases.

20. Soee.)11. 1m7aired - a child with a deviation in speech which is
sufficiently extreme to attract attention to the process of speech,
to interfere with communications, or to affect adversely either the
speaker, listener, or both. A child is said to have a language
disorder when there is demonstrated inatility or difficulty in
comprehending speech of ethers or in projecting ones own ideas
through the medium of speech. Speech impairments include artioula-
ticn problems, stuttering, disorders of voice, delayed speech,
impaired sp..?ech accompanying cleft palate or cerebral palsy conditions,
and the language disorders of childheod aphasia and autism.

21. Trainable - one who is not educahle in the sense of academic achieve-
ment, ultimate socie'. adjustment independently in the community, or

independent occ-,11:-.al adjustment at the adult level. This is
what differentiates a trainable mentally retareded child from an
educable mentally retarded chili. The trainable mentally retarded
child, however, has potentialities loarning: (1) self-help
skills; (2) social adjustment in the family and in the neighborhood;
and 0) eeenomie usefulness in the home, in a residential school, or
in a shal',ered wDrkshop. In most instances, such children will be
knowr to to retarded during infancy and early childhood. The retarda-
tion £3 generally noted because cf known clinical or physical stigmata
or deviations, and tecause the children are markedly delayed in
talking cr walking. (Mirk, 197?)

FAIICNALE FOR PROrrFAMS Arm SERVICE:,

Crenmane to the idea of programs and services for rreschrel handicapped
children is some evidence that such early education programs are needed and
lave 3rAtS degree of effectiveness toward assisting the child in his total
development. Paoom's (194) analysis of IfinrIre,do of studies (dealing with

intelligence, aohleemAnt, physical traits, interests, attitude and personal-
ity) points up the early stabilization of many developmental characteristics.
With respect tn general intelligence measured at age 17, for example, Bloom
cencludas that the inr4ividual develcrs abrut 5( percent of his mature
intelligence between conception and age 4, and that another 3C, Tercent is
dieltper: from ages 4 tr r3. It seems likely then that early educational
Dr:grams for four and five yo :.r olds could have significant influence on the
cnildlo general deerelcpment and Jearning pattern.



D:nt :Pc') has analyzed an synthesized data frem a wide variety of

uroes and clnXiudes that there is a pnesitility of educating intelligenne

if 2ne can f-Ld th3 prnpor match between environmental encounter and the

pLsent status nr the human organism. In a similar vein, Gordon (1971)

and Linhtenbnrg c Nnrten .1"-7701, citing some of the research, state that

iespite somP eviden::P n the c-ntrary, reviews of the effects of a variety

of envirnnmental ornditions on intellectual development have tended tn show

tilat enrichment exrPriences, as in nursery school, experimental preschool

.21asses, and hor-based programs, are propitious for intellectual growth.

They point rut, however, that there is also impressive evidence that heredi-

tary variables, are impnrtant and that nature and nurture must to viewed as

interactinJ a every stage of development.

Within the past decade the rationale for and develrpmenc of experimental

and model preschool programs and services for the handicapped has come into

fecus. Caldwell's (197n) article is a key nnP showing the need for
positive effects of such programs. Pytwad and LaCrosse (19t3) and Sheperd

1971) are quite convinning in their reviews in arguing for an immediate and

full range of preschool activities for the handicapped and their parents.
Key elements needed they say are: (1) Programs of identification, diagnosis,
prescriptive child study and programming, and developmental stimulation;
(2) Parent and home-based activities, including education, counseling, and
training to reach the handicapped preschooler as early as possible; (3) In-

service training cf staff in a variety of preschool settings in order to
fully understand the nature and snope of appropriate services for the preschool

handicapped. Weintraub's i_c-17.11 renrnt review of legal trends regarding the
early identification and educational placement of children has major impli-
cations frr the early education of the handicapped and their parents.

While there are few studies available to show the effects of early
intnrventinn on all kinds of handicapped children, there are a number of
stv.-lies pointing nut the value of such programs on disadvantaged children,
mentally retarded children, language development, and on emotional and social

devolcpment.

According to articles in Jnrdrn (1971) and the review by Licatenberg
and Norton (197r), several ronent and ongoing studies attempted to assess
the effects of preschool intervention with culturally deprived children three

to five years of age. Some cf the tentative conclusions from these studies

are as follows: (1) relatively large gains in scores nn a variety of
intelligenne tests are almn3t always obtained during the first year; (2) the

spurt in revelopment of intellectual functions which characterizes the first

year is not always maintained; (3) the differences between the control and
experimental groups tend to be reduced after the first few years of public

school experience. Annording to these and ether researchers, the only point

-n whi2h we can be relatively confident is that prolonged deprivation cf

stimulation during the early years results in extensive and perhaps irreparable

damage to the child's cognitive development. The prevention of prolonged

deprivation, particularly as it works to the detriment of tne young handicapped,
is the strongest argument for Early childhood Handicap programs.
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Iic.:Itenberg and :Tcrton 197C; in a survey of the literature suggest that
neu:vingi3ally normal mentally retarded children have been deprived of
cnbnitive and emntional experiences, and this lack of experiences has cnn-
oributed substantially try their retardation. A number of studies cnmpleted
cr cligning indicc,.Le the e:Tects of preschool intervention en intelligence of
the mentally retarded. nark's (1953) preschool study i3 a significant one in
showing the positive effects of early education for the cultural-familial
retardate. ether researchers, such as those in the exemplary compensatory
education programs of the It nrks Series (USGPO, 1970) and Gray (1966),
have conducted studies with preschool children and found that intelligence
teat guntients and gcneral functioning changed conspicuously for the better.
The ;ermanenly cf the changes varied, depending upon the methods used and
the follow-up.

Hodges and others (1971) conducted a study with a group of five-year-old
mentA.ly retarded children to determine whether an intervention program
rould increase the intellectual, language, motor, and socialization abilities
of the group. rositive gains in almost all areas were registered for those
stucants in an experimentally designed curriculum.

In summary, basic and action research on the variations of preschool
program, for handicapped and/or disadvantaged children substantiate the need
for Early dh!ldhocd Handicap programs. Specifically, the works of Bangs (1963),
Children's Blreau (1972), corn:or and Talbot (1964), Jordon (1971), Meyer. (1967),
and partinuDxly Parker (1972), can be used tr justify and draw guidelines
for a full range of prgrar3 and services for the young handicapped child.
This includes direct. services to children, parent and other home-based training
programs, and comprehensive in-service training for staff in preschool
educational settings.

In conclusinn, many of the puLlications reviewed above and particularly
a recent series of articles in Phi Delta Tappan (1972) suggest some cautims
and nods as the profession critically moves ahead in early childhood handicap
and education. Some of the key ones include:

1. More research on early intervention is needed, focusing cn the
se cf experimental and control groups and replication and
extension of research programs already done.

Specific follow-up of children in early intervention programs
is needed to determine effects and their permanence.

3. ITot only follow-up research, but also follow-up - cr better,
follow-through - intervention is needed for these children at
later levels of the educational ladder.

4. More early education program and methodology description is
needed.

5. A more optimistic outlook and careful study of the role of
the family and parents is needed.

A careful examination is needed of the public school's
obligation and accuuntabiLity in the area of early childhood
handicap and education.



OBJECTIVES FOR PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

A review of same key publications (Bangs, 1968), (Caldwell, 1970),
k'Cruickshank, 1067), (Denenberg, 170), (Harmer, 1969), (Jordon, 1971),
,Sheperd, 1071) suggests the goals listed below as imporLaat fines in con-
sidering intervention programs and services for the preschool handicapped
child.

1. To survey, identify and register the cases of handicapped preschoolers
in a given area at the earliest age possible.

2. To provide information on diagnostic and consultative services
and follow-up for the identified preschool handicapped when
necessary.

3. To provide differential assessment for those preschool handicapped
children who will require special education and related services
upon admission to elementary school.

4. To provide specifically designed intervention services 4. programs

to fulfill the developmental needs of preschool handica, :13 child-

ren. In some cases, refinement of such services already existing
will be the focal point. Intervention strategies should focus
on such areas as sensory-mntcr, cognition, language, and social-
emotional development.

5. To develop coordination strategies with other education, health,
welfare, and related groups providing assistance to preschool
handicapped children.

6. To evaluate the effectiveness of early identification, differential
assessment, and intervention, services on the functional capabilities
of handicapped children.

7. To stimulate specialized training programs for in-service and pre-
service teachers in assessment and intervention techniques related
to young handicapped children, including training of parents to
be "home teachers".

3. In counsel and train parents of handicapped children in methods of
assisting their children toward optimal development.

9. To provide information for working closely with all agencies in
a given region concerned with handicapped children so that conpera-
tive, comprehensive preschool handicapped programs will be developed.

10. To create an awareness of the nced for services for handicapped
preschool children to facilitate their maximum growth and develop-
ment.



GENERAL ,20n1InERATIONS IN EARLY clinamen HANDICAP PRCGRAMS

2hilth.en with early 7hildhond handicaps may be found in all types of
c-xi2ting educational settings. These may include:

1. Experimental infant/toddler programs (CA under 3 or 4)
2. Day Care Nursery classes and Child Development classes
5. Kindergarten and Transitional classes
4. Preschool and Primary Special classes for the Handicapped
5. Primary elementary grades

At any rate, the children will ccmp:,se a mixed group of various handi-
capping conditions. Table 1 cn the next page, presents an overview of the
goals, programs, and services necessary to meet the needs of handicapped
preschoolers and/or their parents in these various educational settings.
This material was adapted from a model designed by Hammer (1969) for the
development cf early education programs for handicapped children.

Figure 2 on the following page, provides a comprehensive model for
the delivery of specific programs and services to those with early child-
hood handicaps.



Table 1. CCNTETUT.YM OF SERVICES FOR PRESCHOOL

HA.NDICAFFEP

Program and Service Settings

Behavior ExF. InfantAl'odiler.

Development
Prcje3ts

Systems

L(Lirth to 2 years)

PHYSICAL

MEITAL

SCCIEd,

and

I 1

Nursery /Day Care ; Kindergarten, Primary
Preschonl Classes, : Special Education
and Child Development:
Classes

((2 tc 5 years) (5 to 7 years)

Role: Identification'Role: Mediation of
& Referral 1 Deficits

1. Develop activitiel 1. Mobility & space
with pediatriciang relations
for home programs!

2. Planning with par; 2. Observations of
ents, home visits,' play activities
tutoring, follow-!
up activities

3. Experiences at ; 3. Encourage inter-
perceptual levels4 action with space
sensory input

I
& environment

motor output

1. Stimulation pro- i 1. Perceptual skills
gram with parents development
creating activities
& materials

2. Interactive envirl 2. language otimula-
onment Lrocedurr-b tion
for the home

3. Language stim- 3. Body concept
elation activities

1. Parent guidance,
education &
counseling

2. Ego development
3. Experiences,

introduction to
groups, response
to environment

1. Symbolic play

r

Role: Integration with
"normal" children

1 1. Interactive play
; & games

2. Space relations &
positions in
space

3. Interaction with
environment

2. Skills development
3. Group work &

exposure to new
situations

"40

?. Language development-
cognitive aware-
ness

2. Exploration of
environment

3. Structured tasks -
group & individual

4. Unstructured
activities

...IIDENIM.=.

1. Parent guidance &
education

2. Role development
3. Awareness of

abilities
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THE PRESCHOOL TEACHER

The teacher is the hardcore of the success or failure of any preschool
handi:ap program. The qualifications of the preschool teacher of the handicapped
are the same as for any truly effective teacher and should include a sincere
interest in this type of child. The teacher should be knowledgeable in
understanding various handicapping conditions, up-to-date methods used with
preschoolers, and diagnostic trends.

One fundamental role of the teacher of this type of child is to act as
a skilled observer in the course cf her daily schedule (Katz, 1970). This

will lead toward a better understanding of the child and create a basis upon
which to establish a good relationship. She has the advantage of group contact
with her children that should be exploited fully. The teacher is able to

record her observations of each child's behavior in such a way as to benefit
a clinician who only sees the child occasionally on a one-to-one basis. These

anecdotal records and observations must be as objective as possible so as to
aid in proper referrals. Some suggestions for the teacher in carrying out
these aspects of the child study technique are provided in Part III of this
Guide.

Another role of the teacher of preschool handicapped children is that of
a constructive and organized planner. That is, being able to create a flexible
procedure that anticipates the needs and interests of each handicapped pre-
schooler in her charge.

The classroom atmosphere is in large part set by the teacher and thereby
is another realm of her role (Katz, 1970). The teacher should be involved in
creating a stimulating environment by utilizing standard materials as well as
per3cnal inventions in creative ways to fit the particular needs of her
youngsters.

According to Katz (1970), much of the mood is determined by the
teacher's personality. Ideally, she should be friendly and warm, understanding,
enthusiastic, and willing to accept and respect each child as an individual.
A teacher of these children must be essentially patient, must be content with
slow progression, and muse, understand that a child reaches certain plateaus
while he is organizing himself before he takes the next step. At the same time

she should commend effort and give generous praise for work well done. Consis-

tency in the teacher is important for all children, and particularly so for the
preschool handicapped child.

A profile cf the necessary characteristics and competencies of the teacher
of the preschool handicapped is given in Table 2 on the next page.
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TABLE 2

CON:PET.a:CY TO:i01.'ILE FOR TEACHERS OF EARLY CHILDHOOD HANDICAPPED CHILDROJ

1, BASIC PERSONALITY TRAITS :

Patient Creative
Empathetic

_____
..___.

Understanding Stamina
Sense of Humor

__ ______
........

.___
Rapport-builder

Flexible Optimistic
__--

...

2. GENERAL PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND:

General background &
understanding of ECE as a discipline

Relationship of EC: to the handicapped child

Intensive background in child growth, psychology with emphasis on ECE

3. SPECIFIC PRESCHOOL TECHNIQUES RELATED TO:

_ General nature of handicapping conditions

Early recognition & identification of handicaps

Diagnostic & consultative services

Individually prescribed
programming & evaluation

Referral to agencies, resources, etc.

erimental, innovative programs

Facilities & staff (professional, paraprofessional)

Methods & materials
Curriculum development & research

4. CURRICULUM CAPABILITIES FOR DIPLENENTING:

Positive self-concept
Habits of cleanliness, care of property, responsibility

Speech, language, and intellectual development

Music, art, literature

quantitative thinking, science

Social & emotional development

Special interests,
creative & expressive arts

Psycho-motor development
Parent involvement
Program evaluation
Observing, recording, and analyzing pupil behavior

Effective behavior modification techniques



GUIDELINES FOR PRESCHOOL TEACHERS

Since the teacher is a key person in programs for the preschool handi-
capped, it is important to present some basic principles cf and suggestions
for learning in the young child. The following list was derived from a review

of several leading publications (Bangs, 1968; Kirk, 1972; Parker, 1972;
Smith, 1968) on methodology for the handicapped child.

1. Inter-individual, as well as intra-individual, differences must be
recognized in each handicapped preschooler.

2. Early identification, diagnosis, and intervention will give the child
a better chance to achieve his fullest potential.

3. Secure the complete attention of the child.

4. Locate first the basic level at which the child can succeed.

5. Limit the number of concepts presented in a given period of time.

6. Stimulation with high interest materials leads to vital motivation.

7. Associate stimuli with only cne response in the early stages of
learning.

8. Positive rewar -is (success) rather than negative rewards (failures
and punishment) must 1..e immediate and meaningful.

9. Prompt intervention on the part of the teacher is required before a
child has the opportunity to reinforce errors.

10. Arrange the learning sequences in easy step-by-step stages of
development.

11. Avoid abrupt shifting of concepts and activities.

12. Keep in mind, however, that a change of instructional method is
advisable to achieve success if other techniques have produced
no results.

13. Provision for sufficient repetition of experiences is necessary to
develop overlearning.

14. Frequent exercise provides for the child's physical well-being and
with rest and relaxation, enables him to return refreshed to a task.

15. Transfer of previously mastered skills may be achieved through
apprcpriate learning experiences in related areas.

16. Too much stress on ineron:qe.le too soon ern r2erluce A ,1=An ("f nogAtive

reinforcement that leads instead to dependence.

17. Encourage the child to work up to his fullest capacity, building
upon experiences that give him self-confidence and self-discovery.
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18. The child's development and learning will be enhanced by a feeling of
security, acceptance, and confidence. School services facilitate
lsarnint7 through appropriate curriculum, instruction, and guidance.
The cooperation of parents, teachers, and various other pro'essionals
will further the child's development.

SCI-L7DFLITTG FOR TI1E PrIESCHOOL HANDICAPPED

In any 7=thwhile educational progran, scheduling becomes a key consider-
ation. With preschool children, flexibility should be an important component
in determining and implementing the schedule. The school program must be
well-suited to the individual needs of the children in the classroom, and
much innovation and creativity on the part of the teacher is necessary. From
a review of two key preschool publications (Amer. Acad. Pediatrics, 1971;
Assoc. Supv. Curr. Dev., 1968), and observations of various preschool programs
in operation, suggested daily schedules have been devised for (1) Infants
unable to Creep; (2) Infants Able to Creep; (3) Toddlers; and (4) Pre-
schoolers.

INFANTS UNABLE TO CH-;.FP

8:15. to 8:457_ Teac.sher Pr:paraticn

8:4.5 to 0.00 -__ Arrival

The teacher rust give the child an opportunity to make a gradual tran-
sition from his mother to his mother substitute.

2:00 to 5:15 IndiviIyal. Gross_ Motor Actixitie:?,

The teacher should encourTe movement of the large muscles of the arms,
legs, head, and trunk. Chilciren with physical disabilities should receive
special therapeutic exercises if necessary.

2 :15 to 2::50 = lare of Physical Needs

This segment includes diaper changing and/cr toilet training activities.
A snack may also be served to the children.

The teacher should hold the infant in a position which allows him to view
and imitate her facial expressions as she sings and talks to him.

9 ;41 to 10:p0 71Inde1 nderst Self- Discovery

The child may at this time be placed in front of a large, unbreakable
mirror, and given a few toys to manipulate and explore.r



.10:00 to_10:15_-_ 0u.tdocr P7 ay and Coi*K_Horne

The teacher should direct the child's attention to large objects in the
environment (car, house, tree) as she names them.

INFANTS ABLE TO CREEP

3:15 to 8:45 - Teacher Preparation

8:45to 9:00.7_=i/rival

2jC0 to 9:15 - Gross Meter Activities

The teacher should give the child an opportunity to explore and mani-
pulate such materials as a large tunnel, large balls, plastic toys, etc.

9'15 to 9-y) - Care of Physical Needs

220 to 9.:/15 -.Language 2evf:lopment

The teacher may sing to the children, read picture becks, show pictures,
play records, and talk about objects of interest.

9:49 to 10:00 - Self-Discovery

ThP child should be encouraged to observe his movement9 and actions in

a mirror.

1O:00 to 10:15 - Outdoor Play and Icing Homo

TCLDLERS

8.15 to 8:45 - Teacher Preparation

to.):007 Arrival and pare_ofjpysical Needs

For the toddler, this is an excellent time for toilet training activities.

5:00 to ):15 - Gross Motor Activities

The child may be given large objects to explore and manipulate, or
group exercises may he initiated by the teacher.

26
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9:15 to 0:45 - Fine 1`,:otor IL7tivities

Interest centers should be available for the child to select activities
or be guided to them by the teacher such as crayoning, clay, puzzles, building
blocks, etc.

j5 to 10:00 - Larmage Development

The children should be encouraged to participate in activities such
as show-and-tell, finger plays, nursery rhymes, singing, etc.

1T):00 to ln:15 - Outdoc and Going Home

Playground equipment should be available, and the child should be
encouraged tc participate in various gross motor activities.

PRESCHOOLERS

8:15 to 8:45 - Teacher Preparation

8:45 to 9:00 - Arrival and Care of Physical Needs

Self -help skills such as removal of outer garments and toilet activities
should be encouraged.

2:00 to 9:15 - Opening Exercises.

This time segment should include such activities as roll call, flag
salute, weather charts, seasons, month, day, date, etc.

9:15 to 9:25 - Language Development

The child should be encouraged to participate in activities such as:
show-and-tell, finger play, and singing.

9).25 - Perceptual Training and Cognitive Development

The child should be helped in many and varied ways to better perceive
and understand himself and his environment.

9%40 to 1%50 -Vpss Motor Deve.1221:lent

Group activities such as exercises to music, and specific gross motor
movements should be encouraged.



:L9

0:0 to 10:;'n 7.FineMctor :levelopment

The child should be encouraged to expicre and manipulate various materials
which require use of fine muscles, and help tn develop eye-hand coordination.

1C:00 to 10:15 - Clean- Up, Snack Time Rest Period

This is an excellent time for the development of self-help and
socialization skills.

10:15 to 10:1±5 - Free Play Individual Small Group Instruction

While the rest of the class is engaged in free play activities, the
teacher may help individual, nr small groups of children in areas of specific
weaknesses, while the teacher's aide supervises the rest of the children.

.122,-5 to 11:00 Stelrytime Role plaza. Puppet Activities.

11 11:30 C,.1.tdocr Play.

11LIC to 11IF ! o Co Home and Dismissal

F?OILITIES FOR THE FRES011rOL, H.,\TDICAPPED

A publication entitled, Environmental Oriteria:_MR.Preschop1,pay. Care,
Facilities, has recently been published by the College of Architecture and
Environmental Design at Texas A & M University (Dept. of H.E.W., 1971). It

is based on a comprehensive researh project conducted at the Research
Center with the primary goal being:

"studying environmental needs of preschool children...with a
view towards establishing a set of guidelines for persons
^oncerned with the planning and design of day care facilities
for pre-school children."

It covers valuable information concerning; (1) day care modifications for
the handicapped and (2) environmental concerns, e.g. color, light, acoustics,
space, flexibility, education and training areas. The following recommenda-
tions are made as a result of the Texas research project:

PRILSCHCr)I, PCIT,ITTE3 ;MOULD...

1. be planned to take advantage of existing community resources.

2.providethebasiccmforts(iightin2heat, etc.) necessary for
productive child growth.
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3. be flexible to allow for expansion on the site - both on the
interior and exterior spaces.

4. have furniture and equipment scaled to the child; be safety con-
structed, and easy to move.

5. have fixtures and hardware (doorknobs, drinking fountains, toilets,
windows, mirrors, etc.) of appropriate height and location for
effective utilization by the children.

6. be designed for maximum use by both the teacher and child: wall
surfaces should provide areas for various types of displays
(bulletin board, chalkboard, flannel board, pegboard, etc.)
floor surfaces should be warm, free of drafts, partially carpeted,
and have a vinyl covered area for arts/crafts, and gross motor,
ceilings should provide adequate lighting, reflection, and sounu.
absorption.

7. have ample spaces to allow for flexible arrangements by children
in order to create their on learning environment - both large and
small group activities, and individual activities.

8. use color purposefully to create atmosphere, stimulation, and
aesthetic value.

9. consider outdoor play areas as an integral part of the program
and receive adequate planning.

10. realize infant care as a growing, necessary service to be pro-
vided by these day care services in the future.

11. realize that parental and community involvement is needed, and
space should be provided for these community groups to effectively
contribute to the over-all program objectives.

The publication Environmental Criteria:),TPreschopla_paypare
Facilities is available from either of these two sources: Research Center,

College of Architecture and :nvimnmental Design, Texas A & M University,
College Station, Texas 77843 or Department of Health, Education, and
`,Ielfare, Social and Rehabilitation Service Administration, Division of Mental
Retardation, Washinc;ton, D.C.

ROLE CF PAPAPPICFIT:SSI 01 IALS

The recent introduction of paraprofessionals into preschool and elementary
school programs has allowed the credentialed teacher to delegate many of her
tasks that could be done capably 1-,y a person with less than professional

status. According to C.M. Schmitthausler (1969), paraprofessionals are
divided into two categories.

1 I
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The first type of paraprofessional is a classroom assistant. He has
successfully c=pleted one-half of a university-level curriculum leading to a
special credential in early sthildhcod education, and has had satisfactory
experience as a teacher aide.

The second type is a leacher aide without any advance academic or formal
education. This is the one who has personal qualities that foster partici-
pation on the instructional team of the classroom or learning center.

It is most important that a good rapport between the teacher and aide be
established. This will lead to a more cheerful environment for all. The
aide is an essential part to any ECE program especially those dealing with
the handicapped. Qualities of patience, understanding, consistency, creativity,
and industriousness are desirable in an aide.

It is the teacher's responsibility to make clear her expectations of the
aide, to define the aide's duties, to guide and consult with the aide in
her work in the handling of the children. Together, they should exhibit
a supportive team approach.

For further, more detailed information regarding the paraprofessional
consult the Teacher Aide or.Handbook fEarly Childhood Education of the
Hardicapped (MSC, 1973).

THL ITL3CHOCL CHILD - 3TORKAL OR HANDICAPPED?

The question of what is a "normal" and what is a "handicapped" preschooler
comes into focus in a discussion of Early Cl-lildhood programs. Chronologically,
a preschooler can be described as a child under the age of five years and six
months. Educationally, preschool programs are those which are offered prior
to usual school entrance time.

An exceptional or handicapped child is one who deviates from the average
or normal (1) in mental characteristics, (2) in sensory abilities,
(3) in neuromuscular or physical characteristics, (4) in social or emotional
behavior, (5) in communication abilities, or (6) in multiple handicaps to
such an extent that he requires a modification of school practices, or special
educational services, in order to develop to his maximum capacity (Kirk, 1972).
More detail on the specific oharacteristics differentiating between normal and
the vario._s handicaps is provided in the Identification Check Lists in a later
section of Part I of this Guide.

A normal child is usually healthy at birth. He has no physical abnor-
malities and few problems, if any, with vision, hearing, and motor development.
His maturation processes continue in a predictable fashion. From the time he
is an infant, the normal child makes optimum use of his body and senses to
explore his environment and gain concepts about himself. The normal child is
full cf boundless energy which he puts to good use in discovering, exploring,
and testing his world and the people in it.



The early years of handicapped children are often different from those
pf the normal child, and these differences may manifest themselves in the
intellectual, social, and emotional areas of the handicapped child's growth
avid development. The young handicapped child presents a picture of uneven
and incomplete development. Depending on the type and degree of his handicap,
it may have a consequent effect on his physical growth, his knowledge of the
environment, his concept of himself, and his relations with others. Educa-

tionally, this may mean that the handicapped child will require a preschool
program with special adaptation:, of personnel, curriculum, and materials.

As ,--ueators, we must always remember that although the excentional nr
handicapped nhild differs from the normal child in some ways, he still has and
needs to expres- his individuality. He must be helped to adjust to the school
situation within the framework of his handicap. The preschool handicanprd
child must be educated and trained in a manner which carefully considers his
handicap and capabilities.

As teachers, we have perhaps too strong a tendency to categorize children.
We wnuld 11 much better to look upon a child -- not as a "handicapped child",
but rather as a normal child with a handicap. It is true that these children
represent the epitome of the concept of individual differences. Workirt;

wlthin this framework, we can view our students as uniquely developing human
beings, not merely as cerebral palsied children, brain injured children, or
emotionally disturbed children. As educators, we therefore have the opportunity
tc create a highly individualized program based on the needs that all children
have for certain developmental experiences and on the knowledge that, in
many cases, a child with a handicap has been deprived of some of these
experiences. Perhaps Viktor Lo enfold exi,ressed it best when he stated:

Keep in rind that i' is our basic philosophy
to develop in every human being his uppermost
potential creative ability rcgardless of the
degree cf his handicap. (Sch,timer, 1971)

IDENTIFICATION AND DIAGNOSIS

Identificaticn of preschool handicapped children is a new and difficult
task. Traditionally, most handicapped children are diagnosed as such during
the early school years. However, the educator is now challenged with identi-
fination of handicapped children before they are of compulsory school age.

Parents are probably the best source for the identification of the
preschool handicapped. Acenrding to Smith and Solanto (1972), parents are
more cooperative in discussinf, and evaluating their children at an early
ale than they are at sabsequent stages of their children's education. Children
whn manifost a serious disability, such as the crippled, blind, or severely
retarded, are easily identified by parents and medical specialists. However,
the '1.33 severely retarded and handicapped often go undetected.
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A gloci pal.ent. education program would be advantageous in the identi-

fication prloess. Child development seminars could be presented tc parents

where deviations from normalcy could be discussed. State child welfare

offices could also disseminate information to their clientele. In short,

all avenues of communication should be open to assist the identification

of the preschool handicapped.

Recent litigation (Weintraub, 1972) instigated by the Pennsylvania
Association of Retarded Children concerning the right to education for the
retarded has added impetus to early identification of all handicapping conditions.
lass media such as television, radio, and newspapers carry advertisements
asking indivtiduals to report handicapped persons so that they may be helped.
"atimately, however, the burden of locating all handicapped children is placed
on the Intermediate Units throughout the state.

School psychologists, social workers, child welfare personnel, as well
as medical doctors and nurses are aware of handicapped children through working

with them, their parents, or siblings. They gather observation data and
report their findings to the proper officials.

Tn i1 hi c)-1 recent evidence, early identification is very important.
Fven in those conditions where the children will have a serious disability
all their lives, early diagnosis and intervention provide them with an oppor-
tunity for their potential growth and development.

The Identification Check Lists in the next section will aide teachers
and others in the detection of existing disabilities in preschool age children
ss well as those children already in the classroom.

The step following identification, that cf diagnosis, is critical in the
development of curricula for preschool handicapped children. Kirk and

Johnson (1951) have pointed out that traditionally, handicapping conditions
have not been diagnosed until the child has experienced consistant failure in
school. Either the problem is not diasnosed until that time, or the use of
diagnostic instruments is nct suited to young children. If the concept of

critical developmental periods of early childhood learning is valid, it is
essential that handicaps be diagnosed as early as possible. With the increase

ir, the number of preschool programs of all kinds, educators and psychologists
will gradually gain the experience necessary for early diagnosis of handicaps.
With this experience will come the knowledge of useful and appropriate
diagnostic instruments. Many useful tools have already been developed (see

Part III of this Guide).

Kirk and Johnson (1951) hwre stressed the concept of diagnosis as the
study of "the whole child". Complete assessment of the child's developmenL
and potential should include: (1) a psychometric examination for level of

mental ability; (2) a medical exam to indicate possible etiology and need

for medical treatment; (3) a social Rnd personality study to assess needs;

and (4) an educational exam to determine the existence of mental retardation

or other learning disabilities. The results of these examinations should
c.eesme a part of the complete case study of the child. The case study should

also include a history of the development and problems of the child, parent
and sibling attitudes tvrard him, eating and playing habits, and special
disabilities in intellectual or emotional traits. The importance of obtaining

crit ,a1 observational data from family members, teachers, physicians, and so

'n '
el; forth, cannot be overemphasized. These data are essential for effective
0, diagnosis. Detailed guidelines on the preparation of a case study for a pre-

school handicapped child are provided in Part III of this Guide.



2ruinkshank and Johnson (1971) indicate the importance of a concept
,:losely related to the study of the whole child. They stress the use of team
diagnosis in imple:nenting selective placement of the handicapped child. Team
diagnosis involves groups of professionals working closely together to
determine a child's areas of strength and weakness. Through this team diag-
nosis, would come suggested placement or services which would best fit each
child, such as a residential school, a community special school, special
class, resource room or itinerant teacher. This diagnostic process requires
different assessment procedures for children with different kinds of pro-
blems. For example, the process for a blind child would include a physical
by an opthalmolocist, examination of speech and hearing by a speech pathologist
and an audiologist, examinations by pediatric and psychological specialists and
a report from an otologist. Special problems would be encountered in diag-
nosing a child with cerebral palsy. In this case, the process would involve
a pediatrician, a psychologist, a neurologist, an opthalmologist, an otologist,
a social case worker, physical occupational, and speech therapists, and
educators. A similar process would be necessary for epileptics, aphasics,
or other neurologically impaired children. These examples indicate the
variety of professional services necessary for proper diagnosis. The pro-

fessionals in these cases should meet and pool their information. The

educators and administrators must then decide how the final selective place-
ment in an educational program is to be conducted and make all decisions
relevant to the educational development of the child. In summary, the
responsibilities of the educators and administrators in selective placement
are: (1) to gather data from a wide variety of professionals; (2) to heir
each professional's report (5) to gain recommendations from each of the
professionals; (4) make final decisions about educational placement and pro-
gram.

For the educator, the problem of diagnosing specific learning dis-
abilities is of particular importanne, Kirk (1972) has summarized the pro-
cess into five stages for systematic diagnosis. The first stage involves
the administration cf mental ability tests to determine the child's general
or specific area of deficit. The second step involves a careful behavioral
description of the problem. The third step involves the team diagnosis dis-
cussed above. The latter two stages lead to the fourth stage, that of a
"diagnostic hypothesis" concerning the cause and developmental history of the
problem, along with specifying the actual disabilities. The final stage
consists of organizing a remedial and/or educational program according to
the specifications of the fourth stage.

Recently, several authors have discussed problems encountered in diag-
nosing handicaps. Frierson and Barbe (1967) have remarked that diagnostic
reports sometimes indicate treatments for both the observed symptoms or
disabilities and the underlying causes or disorders of learning problems.
But it is important to realize that diagnosis does not always indicate exact
causes. Educators should mnkrr every attempt to remediate symptoms until
causes are deferral:AA. Diagnosis should not stop at describing symptoms if
it does not nave to, but emediation need not be delayed in lieu of causal
diagnosis. A second problem in diagnosing handicaps is discussed by Kirk
and rnr:arthy in a renent book (Frierson & Barbe, 1967). These writers
rrphasize the difference between classifinatory and diagnostic instruments.
:ntelligcnne tests, such as the Stanford-Binet-'lechsler scales, are used to
label a child as a member of a particular set, group, type, or category. In

contrast to these classification instruments, a diagnostic tool, such as the
Test of Psycholinguistin Abilities, involves assessment conducted in

such a manrer as to facilitate devnlopment of an educational or remedial ,pro-
gram. In true alagnosis, batteries of tests or subtexts are used rather



than single tests, FO that specific areas for remediation can be determined.

Ideally, specific hrsadisaps should be diagnosed as early as identification
can be made. In reality, problems in identification and instrumentation often
make early diajnssis difficult or impossible. Early diagnosis, however, will
increase as the number of children involved in preschool programs grow. With
this expansion will come an increase in effective diagnostic tools for pre-
school children. Educators can, with the help of available and usable
psychometric instruments, diagnose certain intellectually and academically
oriented problems. But complete diagnosis requires many kinds of specialists
using varied and sophisticated diagnostic tools. Though many professionals
are involved in team diagnosis, educators and administrators retain the
responsibility of selective placement and development of a program to meet
the specific needs of preschool handicapped children. When teams of
professionals have been unable to determine the causes underlying symptomatic
behaviors, the educator must still attempt to treat those behaviors.

Proper diagnosis should indicate the developmental level of the child and
at the same time, facilitate the development of remedial and educational
programs that "fit" the child. Diagnosis of deficits in very young children
may present some special problems. Rapport is often difficult to develop
and maintain, yet is essential to proper diagnosis. Rapid development is also
characteristic of preschoolers and often lessens the reliability and validity
of psychometric instruments. Educators and other professionals should be
cognizant of these difficulties, but should make every effort to overcome
them and make the earliest possible diagnosis and intervention.

IDENTIFICATIOT,T CHECK LISTS FOR rAaLy cmulicou HA1\TD1CAPS

Since education takes up such a large portion of a child's life, plus
more importantly, helps to determine the child's future, it iE cf utmost
importance that the child have everything possible working for him. This
means the correction of any existing handicap that the child may possess.
Children begin to learn very early in life and so early detection is vital.
In view of this, several check lists for handicaps have been oomposed to help
teachers as well as parents detect existing disabilities early in life. The

check lists are presented in the next several pages of this Guide.

The check lists should net be used as definite, positive proof of a
handicap but rather as an indisatisn of a possible problem and professional
help should be sought through the referral process. The check lists have
been developed from the professional literature (Dunn, 1963; Kirk, 1972;
Kough a DeHaan, 1955) and the experiences of the workshop participants.

These guidelines are suggested in the use of the check lists:

1. Does the child differ markedly in a given set of characteristics
when compared to children of like age? If so, check apprcpriately
asoording to the instrsetions given.

Zr;
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2. When in doubt about the suspected status of a child, referral for
further evaluation would seem to be a constructive step. With the
young handicapped one might better be criticized for over-referral
than under-referral.

3. Check lists such as these are at best only screening devices.

4. The format of the cheek lists has been designed to make them
functionally useful in a variety of preschool, early childhood,
and home -based settings.



ID liTIFICATION CHECK LIST
BEHAVIOR DISORDERS

Guidelines: (1) Be a careful observer; (2) Does the child differ markedly
in these characteristics when compared to children of like age?;
(3) If so, check appropriate items; (4) Double check extreme

problems

1. Changes in routine are disruptive.

2. Has tantrums or reacts with explosive anger when disciplined.

3. Has phobic-like responses.

4. Has ritualistic behavior patterns.

5. Enuresis or urinating in inappropriate places.

6. Is withdrawn or won't participate.

7. Is irresponsible, defensive, or blames others.

8. Is overly inhibited, withdrawn, or shy.

9. Has problems in attending.

10. Seeks excessive attention.

11. Has a "me first" attitude.

12. Has a negativistic "I won't" attitude.

13. Demonstrates bizarre or eccentric behaviors.

14. Has difficulty in building and/or maintaining interpersonal
relationships.

15. Has physical symptoms, pains, or fears associated with personal
or school problems.

16. Often has mood swings, is unhappy or depressed without apparent
reason.

17. Isolates self without activitiy or prefers solitary play.

18. Is seen negatively by self or peers.

19. Demonstrates infantile behavior.

20. Appears preoccupied or is given to daydreaming.
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IDENTIFICATION CHECK LIST
CRIPPLING CONDITIONS

(after Kough 3 DeHaen, 1955)
Cartwright & Cartwright

Guidelines: (1) Be a careful observer; (2) Does the child differ markedly
in these characteristics when compared to children of like
age?; (3) If so, check appropriate items; (4) Double check
extreme problems

1. Shows observable physical disability ...

Postural problem

Club foot

Curvature of spine

Motoric (movement) problems

Abduction or adduction of feet

Scissor-like gait

'rears braces

2. Has poor motor control cr coordination.

3. Walks with limp or with awkwardness.

4. Shows signs of pain during exercise.

5. Has jerky or shaky motions.

6. Has defects which interfere with normal function of the bones,
muscles, or joints.

7. Inadequate bi-lateral balance.

NOTES
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IDENTIFICATICN CHECK LIST
HEARTh hANDICAP

Guidelines: (1) Be a careful observer; (2) Does the child differ markedly
in these characteristics when compared to children of like age?;
(3) If so, cheek appropriate item; (4) Double check extreme
problems

1. Speech Characteristics:

Any speech impairment, particularly difficulty in pronouncing
high frequency sounds such as "s", "sh", "z", "ch", and "h".
Unusual inflection such as a constant monotone er mumbling.
Habitually speakjng too loudly or too softly.

2. Behavior Characteristics:

Frequent requests to have directions or questions repeated.
Unusual difficulty in following verbal directions.
Failure to respcnd when called on in class.
Inappropriate or irrelevant answers.
Less apparent difficulty when facing the speaker.
Tendency to watch a speaker with unusual intensity._ _
Frequently watches others before beginning a task and a
tendency to copy or imitate actions of others.
Scholastic achievement below level of apparent ability.
Difficulty in locating the direction from which another is
spsaking.

Frequently interrupting others without realizing he is doing so.
Disinterest in casual conversation.
Appears to 1:o inattentive and bored with what is going on
around him.

3. Physical Characteristics:

Habitual turning, "cocking" or cupping and ear toward the
speakPr.
A strained or bewildered expression on face for no apparent
reason.

Appearance of being under constant tension and seeming to
tire easily.
Complains of earaches or buzzing or ringing in ears.
Has any discharge from the ear.
May he hyperactive and do better in a ncisy environment.
More than normal use of hands in conversation.
Faulty equilibrium - difficulty in maintaining balance,
particularly in the dark or when blindfolded.



IDENTIFICATIM CHECK LIST

1-EARYDIRTgsARIUTY.

Guidelines: (1) Be a careful observer; (2) Does the child differ markedly
in these characteristics when compared to children of like age?;
(3) If so, check appropriate item; (4) Double check extreme

problems

1. Disorders of Mctcr Activity:

Hyperactivity - restless motor activity such as shuffling the
feet, tapping a pencil, twisting and squirming.
Hypoactivity - extremely slow in actions.
Perseveration - continuous behavior when it is no longer
appropriate. The child will have difficulty in shifting
from one task to another.
Uncoordination - The child may appear awkward or clumsy,
in both fine motor performance or over-all coordination._ Mobility - The child may drag his feet or exhibit
homolateral walking pattern.

2. Emotional Disorders:

Emotional Instability - This may be due to the child's
perceptual, motor, or symbolization problems.
Poor self-concept due to repeated failures.
Instability of Performance - A skill that appears to be
mastered on one day will be approached as for the first
time on the next.
Impulsivity - The child is unable to control impulses
regardless of the situation or possible consequences.
Low frustration tolerance - If the child does not meet
immediate success, he may attack, verbally or physically,
the person or situation responsible.

3. Perceptual Disorders - The inability to recognize and interpret
external stimuli either visually, auditorally or tactile -
kinesthetically.

Disorder of body image.
Poor figure ground perception.
Dissociation - response to pieces of stimulus.
Reversals
Poor eye - hand coordination
Lack of fusion while following a moving target with eyes.

4. Symbolization Disorders:

Difficulty in dealing with oral instructions.
leads slowly and awkwardly - both orally and silently.. _
Language may be inappropriate or disjointed.
Written language may not be concise or meaningful.



IDEIT1FIJA12ION CHECK LIST
LEIV54IRQ DISABILITY

(cont.)

5. Attention Disorders:

Distractible due to short attention span.
Excessive attention which is similar to perseveraticn.

6. Memory Disorders:

Poor short - term memory_ _
Poor long - term memory
Pncr sequential memory

7. Miscellaneous Characteristics:

Discrepancy between potential achievement as indicated on
standardized tests, and actual performance level of the
child in the classroom.
Unusual discrepancy between verbal and performance scores
on standardized I.Q. test.

4()
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ID72ITIFICATION ChECK LIST
Y.721TAL RETARTATION...........

Guidelines: 1) De a careful observer; (2) Does the child differ markedly
in these 'Ala/aoteristics when compared to children of like age?;
(3) If so, check appropriate items; (4) Double check extreme
rroblems

1. From health history or parent interview determine if any of the
following conditions have existed:

Premature birth.
Prolonged pregnancy.
Lbw birth weight.
Stressful birth.
Dehydration.
Malnutrition.
Jaundice.
Rh incompatibility.
Convulsions.
Head injury.
Anoxia.
Classified as a "very good baby" because of inactivity.
Mother's age beyond "normal" child bearing.

2. Vocabulary is limited.

3. Immature or slow in attaining derelcpmental landmarks.

_ _ 4. Fxhibits a general lack of response to the environment.

5. Coordination i3 poor, clumsy.

6. Attention span is short.

7. Has difficulties in concentrating.

8. Is easily distracted.

9. Is hyperactive or hypoactive.

10. Slow to catch on or needs many repetitions.

11. Prefers playmates younger than self.

12. Reaction patterns are slow.

13. Makes no response or inappropriate response.

14. Has frequent or unwarranted emotional outbursts.

15. Is slow in raking associations.

1g). Tends to become confused easily.

17. Has difficulty in following directions.



IDENTIFICATION CHECK LIST
MaTTAL RLTARDAT1ON

(cont.)

18. Transfer of learning is poor, or has difficulty in making
generalizations.

19. Demonstrates rigid behavior patterns.

20. Is imitative, not resourceful.

21. Needs much direction and supervision.

22. Dull, lack r,f general awareness of e. ronment.

23. Needs routine, repetition, and structure.

42
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IDENTIFICATION CHECK LIST
SPEECH HANDICAP

Guidelines: (1) Re a careful observer; (2) Does the child differ markedly
in these characteristics when compared to children of like age?;
(3) If so, check appropr ate items; (4) Double check extreme
problems

1. Substitutes one letter for another (wabbit for rabbit, thop for
stop, etc.)

Omits sounds from words (i for is, is for this, etc.)

3. Adds to words (happle for apple, etc.)

4. Lacks distinctness of voice; mumbles.

5. Lacks sufficient volume to be heard.

6. Repeats initial sounds (tttop, cccat, etc.)

7. Tries hard but no sound comes out.

8. Shows excessive eye blinking, gestures, grimaces, and other body
motion while talking.

9. Has a lisp.

10. Draws adverse attention to himself because of his speech.

11. Cannot discriminate among various pitches.

12. Cannot produce and duplicate a given pitch.

13. Does n't inflect voice appropriately.

14. Has spontaneous change of inflections and pitch.

15. Intensity difficulties, i.e. changes in volume.

16. Voice range, whispering to shouting, is poor.

17. Lowered intelligibility of speech due to misarticulation.

18. Lowered intelligibility of speech due to lapses in grammar and
syntax.

19. speech unpleasant to the listener.

NC111,3
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IDENTIFICATION CHECK LIST
SPECIAL HEALTH PROBTFVO

(after Kough DeHaan, 1955
and Cartwright & Cartwright)

Guidelines: (1) Le a careful observer; (2) Does the child differ markedly
in these characteristics when compared to children of like age?;
(3) If so, cheek appropriate items; (4) Double check extreme
problems

1. Appears very easily fatigued.

Is abnormal in size to detriment of participation in group; is
subject to -idicule.

3. Seems excessively restless and overactive.

4. Is extremely slow and inactive.

5. Is usually breathless after exercise.

6. Is subject to frequent dry cough; complains of chest pains after
physical exertion.

Flushes easily; has a slightly bluish color to cheeks, lips,
and/or .7ingertips.

8. Is subject to low-grad- fevers; frequent colds.

9. Experiences recurrent seizr.res.

10. Is extremely inattentive.

11. Faints easily.

12. Complains of pains in arms, legs and/or joints.

13. Is excessively hic.gry and thirsty.

14. Walks with unusual gait.

15. Tilts head.

16. Climbs stairs with difficulty.

17. Stands with unusual posture.

Complains of backaches.

19. Falls frequently

NOTES
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CiriCK LIST

visiar._.......

Guidelines: (1) Be a careful observer; (2) Does the child differ markedly_____
in these c:-Iaracteristios w:len compared to children of like age?;
(3) If so, ollock appropriate items; (4) Double check extreme
problems

1. Physical problems

red-rimmed, bloodshot, watery eyes
encrusted, swollen eyelids
roll.ng or rubbing of eyes
exuesive blinking
blocked tearducts

2. Complaints of:

dizziness, blurring, double vision
headaches, pains in the eyes, nausea

3. Strabismus (cross-eyes, lack of alignment of eyes)

_ _ h. Nystagnuis (rapid, rhythmic, side-to-side movemigit of the eyes)

5. Frequent sties

6. Peripheral difficulty

7. Appears to be daydreaming_

8. Lack of normal curiosity regarding objects visually presented.

_ _ 9. Lack of response to facial expression of others.

10. Awkwardness with regard to eye-hand coordination activities.

11. Tilting of head to one side.

12. Difficulty estimating distances.

13. Unable to distinguish color differences.

14. Distortion of face when using eyes (frowning, squinting, closes
one eye)

15. Holds visual work at abnormal distance.

16. Fails to see, or runs into objects not in his direct line of vision.

17. Walks in overly-cautious manner (falters, hesitates, stumbles)

_ _ 18. Unduly sensitive to variations of light levels.
.

19. Overly dependent on other senses.
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HCME AND FAMILY PROGRAMS

The proper preparation and involvement of parents of the preschool
handicapped in relation to the emotional and educational well-being of their
children consists o± these fcur areas:

1. Farent Education
2. Family Counseling
3. Hcme Visits
4. Tutoring

In order to provide a better understanding of each area, they will be
discussed separately in the next four sections of this Guide.

Parent Education

In early childhood education for the handicapped, parent education is the
process of provid_ng information to the parents of the young handicapped. This
is in contrast to parent counseling which involves psychiatric and/or thera-
peutic intervention with the parents in order to resolve generalized problems
end concerns arising from the presence of a handicapped preschooler (Dybwad,
1966). The A.I.ii.s of parent education in early childhood handicap are

1. Awareness: Parental awareness of their child's needs, potential,
and limits.

2. Information; People and ap,encies that will educate the parent to
services, clinics, schools, home helpers, etc. that will help the
parent realize and insure their child will develop to the fullest
of his potential.

3. Movement: To chanre the learning environment of their children in
school and at home. So the parents may help their child and others
to get the right to early education they deserve and should have.

The A.I.M.s of parent education were stressed by Gunnar Dybwad in a
speech given at the Town Hall, Oxford, September, 1966. Paraphrasing Dybwad,
it was pointed out that parents of the preschool handicapped must be aware
of: (1) What handicap and what is the difference between handicap and
normal? (2) hat do these terms mean to me and my child? (3) Is my child
curable or incurable? (4) What can children wno have ouch labels learn?
(5) What do experts from various professions know today that would entitle
t. NM to make predictions for me? (6) ',that are some of the needs of these
children, and above all, in what ways are they like other children (rather
than other children)?

HP further stated that "... parent education is the first step-straight-
forwud, good sound education on the new principles we have developed about
learning, exactly the kind of methods which we are using now in business and
the professions to convey new information to people. This can be provided
gaite easily and it should be one of the main responsibilities of the public
departments working in this area."

4i;



How does a teacher implement educating a parent? One way is by supplying
him with good, informative, bul. easy reading material. Short magazine
articles or pamrhlets that discuss his child's handicap should cone first.

of these are listed in Part III of this Guide.

Another media for parent education is a parent meeting. Films and
speakers can reach many parents and their friends through organized school
meetings or social gatherings. If a teacher really wants good parent attend-
rnce, slides or movies of their children should be shown at the first meeting.

Letting parents use the materials you use in school can involve
instruction in them. The establishment of a parent-child library similar to
the program established by Nimnicht (Parker, 1972) could be valuable. The
toys could be demcr.strated at the parent meeting and each parent attending
could be allowed to borrow one for use with his child.

Organizing field trips to other facilities or incorporating parents into
your volunteer program may really get them involved. Do not limit a parent
to working with his child only but covering as many as he can will greatly
increase his scope of knowledge.

Finally, some programs are now being conceived that will enable a
teacher, social worker or some trained person to work with parents in their
hcme. This should not be confused with home visits, which are primarily for
the teacher or with tutoring, primarily for the child. These are discussed
a little later.

Family Counseling;

The early childhood teacher who has established rapport with the child-
ion's parents can be in a position to counsel parents and siblings and should
be knowledgeable of community services so that she can refer them to physicians,
diagnostic clinics, marriage counselors, legal advisors, or public health
nurses as the need arises. The teacher who is active in her community will
know qualified people in key positions. Much of this counseling should in-
volve the total family and the teacher's help can again he focused in several
directions.

If a parent can observe his child in a group setting, with proper
guidance from the teacher, he can better understand his child's functional
limitations and also appreciate his child's potential for compensating. This
can heLp him in setting realistic goals for his child. After observing his
own child in a group setting, a parent might go on to work with another child
who has the same disability but with whom he is not emotionally involved.
Through this activity he may more readily welcome and encourage progress in
his own child. (r)ybwad and LaCrosse, 1963)

In direct counseling with parents, teachers should avoid psychological
techniques that they are not trained to use. They should, however, be
frank and open with parents, recognizing the parent's self-worth as an
important factor and seeking to build a mutual understanding and respect.
Under the direction of Letha L. Patterson, parents compiled ten suggestions
for professional people who are trying to help families face the problems
of a handicapped child.

1. Let us know what the problem is as soon as possible; admitting
it when you do not have all the answers.
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2. Talk with both parents at the same time.

3. Use language we can understand.

4. Encourage us to understand that this is OUR problem. We can only

have peace of mind if we work through to the solution ourselves,
with your guidance, of course.

5. Guide us in understanding our problem.

6. Know what resources are available for us.

7. Do not put us on the defensive. Everyone makes mistakes in

rearing children.

8. Remember we are just people and do not generalize about parents
of retarded children.

9. Remember that you are the professionals; and we are parents who
will always be emotionally involved.

10. Do not place so much emphasis on "objectivity" that you forget
"loving kindness". (Rothstein, 1971)

Parent groups can be as helpful in counseling parents as parent meetings
in educating. Their structure, ho;:ever, should be less formal in order to

allow free flow of conversation. In other words, parents do their own coun-

seling. For a group of mothers who were retic4nt to talk in a group or

avail themselves of services, Hrs. :verhart from Crippled Children's Society
inITilliamsport, Pennsylvania started a ceramic class. In no time the mothers

were communicating meaningfully and making beautiful ceramics besides. This

cJuld be used many times over for children, teenagers, family groups and perhaps
involving the handicapped child himself, in many different media.

Often the teacher's job will be that of referring the parents to
professional persons or agencies. And some teachers may be called on to help

a family decide whether or not to institutionalize a child. In these cases

all families must be handled individually and all members of the family

taken into consideration. The teacher should know what help is available,

assist with appointments or arrange transportation if necessary. He or she

should thoroughly discuss all the pros and cons of the problem but not

interfere with the parent's decision. It is theirs to make and the teacher

should stand by to help them make the best of whatever decision they make.

Home Visits

The primary purpose of home visits is to help the visitor gain insight

into the home life of the child by interaction with the child's family. This

interaction will hopefully aid the teacher in guiding the child to perform to

his maximum potential.



All visits that are made ty a home visitor should be made in order to
better determine what type c: modifieJ. prcgram or handling procedure will
enable the puril to grow and funotion at his fullest level. The number of
home visits made in a given period of time depends cn the individual circum-
stances. Visits should be made as often as necessary to benefit the child.

mind:
',;hen making a home visit here are some specific objectives to keep in

1. To learn mere about the child's family environment and his parent's
attitude toward him and his education.

2. To communicate with parents by exchanging known information on his

behavior.

3. To inform parents about their child's progress and problems in
school.

4. To make suggestions or to direct parents in ways to handle or help
their ehild at home.

Home visits are usually made by the teacher, however, recently there has
been an increase in the use of home visiting-aides. Hcme visiting-aides may
work as mediators between parents and teacher or work directly with parents.

The largest portion of home visits are made by individuals who work in
the preschool area. This -.ay be due to the current trend in family involve-
ment in early childhcod education. ilien planning a home visit the visitor
should contact the family either by 1.hone or letter so that a mutually
convenient appoininent can Le arranged. The visitor should always be prompt
and courteous. She should contact the parents as soon as possible if she is
unatie to keep the scheduled appointment. Ddrin7, the visit several basic

guidelines can be used

1. Listen to the parents, find out what their questions are. Talk

over the problems they have with their child.

2. Be prepared to answer specific questions about the individual child.
Do not give the parents any facts about the child that would not
help them to understand or handle their child.

3. Discuss possible ways or methods of dealing with the child and his
individual weakness.

L. Remember to speak to the parents on their own level. Use terms that

they are able to comprehend.

5. Keep detailed reports of each home visit. State such facts as time,

circumstance, parent's attitude and their actions and reactions.
Note the genPral trend of the interview and any other observations
Ihrt4 will he benefleial in understanding or relating to the child.

Remember that it is the parent's home and his privacy should be

respected. ;:any tactless home visitors have alienated parents from the
schJel and thus made the teacher's job harder.

4
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Tutoring

Tutoring is 'n important dimension of home and family programs for the
preschool ha:Idi,sanpvd. Tutoring may be regarded as a one-to-one relationship
between child and adult in an instructional setting of sorts (Parker, 1972).
There are three distinct types cf tutoring. They are (1) remedial tutoring,
(2) enrichment tutoring, and (3) supplemental tutoring.

.11 the case of remedial tutoring a child usually shows difficulty in a
specific subject area of school. The parent sees the need for the child to
have help outside of the school walls and engages a tutor. Remedial tutoring
provides work in addition to the regular work expected. This type of tutoring
deals with the learning disabled child, possibly the "slow" learning child
or the one who has trouble "getting it" the first time.

Enrichment tutoring is less familiar than that of remedial. A child
expresses a strong interest in some area. The parent encourages and helps to
facilitate this by providing a tutor to broaden and extend the child's interest.
This is frequently done with the gifted child. Enrichment tutoring provides
education beyond the necessary requirements.

Supplemental tutoring provides a program in coppuiction with the regular
school curriculum. This type is usually provided by a school district as
mandated by law (that all children be given the right 4-n education). Generally,
supplemental tutoring involves a homebound child - on that cannot attend
school due to a physical or mental handicap. This type also deals with the
hospitalized and/or the bedridden child.

Since tutoring usually means "going to" the child, it involves home visits.
Several advantages are associated with this. First, it allows for close
parental involvement. The tutor can work closely with the parents in education,
Lcunseling, and enable them to participate with learning experiences. It allows
the child to work in a familiar setting and eliminates problems of adjustment
to a new environment. In addition to these, it allows the tutor to relate
meaningful experiences within the home, i.e. a categorizing activity may use
eating utensils - the child separates all spoons into a pile, all knives, all
forks, etc.

At the same time many obstacles can be encountered within the home.
Distractions for the home routine,are almost unavoidable. Ringing phones and
door bells, neignborhood children playing outdoors, siblings, television and
parental presence can all be very frustrating to a hyperactive, distractable
child.

Therefore, guidelines should be established and discussed with the
parents. They include the following:

1. Have a specific area in which to work, preferably an isolated room
or one where the door could be closed. Avoid "traffic" rooms - the
kitchen and recreation room.

2. Have adequate lighting, table and chairs, or similar work area.

3. Have a specific time to begin work. Upon arrival at the home, start
" school". The chili needs a sense of order and will learn to follow

r
a routine. He knows that when the tutor comes it is time for school.

4

014? socialization, discussion of problems, and progress can be discussed
with the parent after the child's session is finished,



4. Reduce extraneous noises. Ask parental cooperation with this.
Encourage phone calls to be at another time of day. Discourage
friends and neighbors from visiting during the tutoring session.
This includes siblings' friends. 'vhenever possible, keep distractions
minimal - lowered radio, T.V., etc. 2-,n isolated room is preferable -
one that has a door that can be closed. If other household members
are present, encourage quiet, unobtrusive activity during the
"child's hour".

Preschool tut3rirw for the handicapped child plays an important role in
determining and shaping his behavior throughout his life. If the handicapped
child can get a "jump" on his deficiency early encugh, he ray be able to cope
more readily with his problem during the years of "formal" schooling. Thus,
his handicap becomes less of a burden to him and to others. A blind child
needs someone to be his eyes and tell him of nis environment - at the same
time that he is experiencing feeling, hearing, tasting, and smelling the
things around him.

The tutor's role is one of instructor and consultant. It is her job to
teach the parent how to make learning experiences for the child meaningful.
The tutor may teach the parent how to "play" with the child constructively.
She may demonstrate techniques, introduce new and educational toys, and be
there to guide and support the parent. Teaching devices need not always be
store - bought. several useful household articles are often just as beneficial,
more practical, and less expensive.

Preschool tutoring should emphasize family involvement. Parental inter-
action is extremely iinportant to the handicapped child. It allows for greater
understanding on the part of the parent and a closer bond within the family
structure. The tutor gives support and encouragement to the parent, and the
parent passes these along to the child. These are fundamental elements
Lecessary for achievement.

EV:.LUATIOU ruscHroL HANDICAPPED PROGRAMS

Progfam evaluation is an important but controversial aspect cf early
childhood educaticn. It is important be'cause it provides spcnsoring govern-
mental or con=lty agencies with a measure of program progress and success,
and it prcvides feedback to educators that is needed to improve the program.
It has been controversial because of a lack of unanimity among educational
psychologists as to which descriptive and experimental research techniques
should Pe used in program evaluation. Evaluaticn is intimately involved
in the diagnostic and treatment (curriculum) aspects of the program. If
the original diawnosis is comprehensive, accurate, and meaningful, it serves
as a baseline for the later evaluation. Both diagnosis and evaluation go
beycnd teacher reports and attempt to provide scientific bases for analysis
of indavidual and program progress. Evaluation is directly linked to
treatment in the year to year developliient and improvement of the program.
Comprehensive and specific evaluation allows the educator to determine
precisely areas of strengths and weaknesses in the program.

5
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C1)68) has outlined three levels of evaluation. The first level

involves an evaluation of the stated program objectives. This level of

evaluation should be conducted by an expert who is competent in translating
eduoational and psychological theory into practice. The evaluator is respon-
sible for determining if the goals cf the program are coordinated with the
goals cf preschcol eeinatien. The theoretical analysis of the program should
determine if the goals and oper.tione are differentiated according to the
age, developmental level, and cultural backgrounds of the children. Frostig
and Maslow (196,-?) have pcinted out that the program should be evaluated with
reference to the complexity of original assessment and treatment. Teacher and

child differences should be carefully considered.

The second level of evaluation involves the program's mode of operation.
:he evaluator on this level should be an expert in educational operations.
He must determine if the program operations properly fit the goals and
objectives. In combination with those goals and objectives, the operations
should reflect the application of sound learning principles. The evaluator
must also determine whether nr not these operations have been properly
implemented.

The third level and the one that has generally been emphasized is that of
outcome evaluation. The evaluator on this level should be a psychometrician
who is expert in sampling, statistics, and educational measurement. This
aspect of evaluation has been emphasized because of the growing need for
accountability in cnnductin_; program development in preschool education.
Despite the need fir cerelueting outcome evaluation, the preschool educator
should be aware of severel deficiencies in this area. Frcstig and Maslow (1969)
have pointed out the research problems in isolating program effects from
extraneous effects. Zimiles (1(-481 has indicated that outcome evaluators have
often only examined the short-term effects of a program because of the incon-
venience in determining long-term effects. ?le has also discussed the problems
o2 the validity cf psychometric instruments Ilhen used with preschcol handicapped
children. A third problem listed by Zimiles involves the enormous number of
possible program outcomes or effects to be measured. Meeker (1969) emphasizes
the latter problem in discussing rncasurables and unmeasurablos in programs for
handicapped children. The unmeasurables include aspects of motivation, parent
involvement, etc. For example, Kirk (1972) has pointed out that evaluation
must involve the determination of the program's ability to assist parents; tc
help children become more independent socially and economically, and to fulfill
the expeetations of the parents, educators, and community. Such unmeasurables
are generally not included in outcome evaluation.

Zimiles' analysis cf the three levels of evaluaticn have led him to a
ooncept of "operational" evaluation prior to and in contrast to the "absolute"
evaluation cf pare outcome evaluation. The operational evaluation at the level
of evaluating objectives and operations must be conducted in order for outcome
evaluation to be effective and meaningful. In contrast to the "objective"
stance of the absolute evaluator, the operational evaluator must be intimately
involved with the 1,regram so that he knows it well enough to include all factors
in his assessment. Complet-_ evaluation riot only provides the accountability
data of absolute evaluation, but also the descriptive data of operational
evaluation. This data serves as feedback useful to the educator in improving
and developing the program. The balanced view of evaluation presented by
similes provides a seientifjc analysis of a program and also leads to specific
pregram ir.F.rc vements.

;



In summary, the major responcibility of the classrocm teacher is to
mmitor the evaluation and make suggestions concerning its conduct. The teacher
should insist on an operational evaluation of the program, one that provides
feedback on curriculum and one that is not expedient cr haphazard. For
example, if the evaluation is only short-term, any latent effects of the
program will not be detected. Despite the research problems involved, every
attempt should be made to conduct consistent follow-up of preschool
"graduates" which indicates their school progress relative to handicapped
children whb did not receive special treatment. The teacher can act as a
g':iding force in insuring comprehensive evaluation.



PART II

CURRICULUM MATERIALS

FOR

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION OF 12HE HANDICAPPED



C CrICEPT

The purpose of this rar-; of the Guide is tc provide suggested curriculum
materials for use in inf.ht-toddler and preschool programs for the handicapped.
Curriculum as used herein refers to,

... the whole life and program of the sAlcol (preschool) ... tc include all
the experiences of children for which the school (preschool) accepts
responsibility. It denote results of efforts cn the part of the
adults of the ccmmunity, stn and nation to bring tr children the finest,
most wholesome influences that exist in the culture (Ragan, 1960).

A concept of curriculum for early childhood handicap may be viewed as an
intervention continuum illustrated as follows:

L4asal Level

firth Fntry Points

Ceiling Level

Up to GA of 10

After the preschool ha-l-dicapped child is identified and diagnosed, his
entry to (and exit from) interventien continuum is based on the application
of methods of (1) intensive study, (2) parent and home involvement,

individually prescribed instructicn, (4) behavior growth records, and
(5) evaluation procedures. The specifics, cn these methods are presented else-
where throt.ghcut this Guide.

In essence, the operational steps of the intervention program are:

1. Comprehensive knowledge cf the preschool handicapped child's
characteristics and needs.

2. Determination of concepts and broad skill areas for learning.

3. Specifying behavioral (performance) objectives.

4. Providing tailor-made learning activities and matrrials.

5. Program and clientele evaluation.

ORGICT117,ATIg I OF CUP,RICULUI MATERIALS

The curriculum content material is presented at two levels:

1. Infant-Toddler Curriculum - designed for use with the preschool
handicapped below the age of three.

r r



2. Preschool Curriculum - for use with the preschool handicapped
between the ages of three and six, and possibly ten according
to the level of functioning.

During the course cf the Early Childh,.,cd Handicap Workshop, the material
was derived primarily by two procedures. First, the workshop participants
conducted an intensive review of several leading publications covering preschool
curriculum (Ba:lks, 1368; Bucks County Pub. Schools, 1970; Ccnnor & Talbot, 1964;
Kirk .1 Joh_son, 1951; Parker, 1972; Pennsylvania Kindergarten Guide). Second,
an analysis was made of selected assessment and testing materials currently
being used in early childhood education. These materials (see Part III, Section
C of this Guide) were used as a basis for developing and specifying operational
behavioral objectives for the preschool handicapped child.

The advantage of the procedure employed is that it permits (1) specifying
behavior objectives at two levels of preschool development; (2) statement of
curriculum objectives as observable pupil beharicrs; (3) designation of
behavior objectives by meaningful content or skills areas; and (4) use of
existing preschool tests as criterion measures for attainment of objectives.

In summary, based en the procedure described, the curriculum material
presented is considered to be an attempt to develop a behavior objective or
competency-based curriculum for those with early childhood handicap. It is

anticipated that limitations of this procedure and suggestions for revision
will come about 's a result of field testing of the Guide.

IT- T,. L1LER CtT tlC' 7L17.1

The infant-toddler curriculum material is presented in this section at
two levels; Level I - from birth thrcugh two year olds; Level 11 - for two
-_d three year olds. The material has been adapted from an article in Excep-
tional 'hildren (Jordon, 1971), a special issue concerned with the exceptional_
cnild's early years. Also, the book, .2bild pevelopment and Personality.
(::ussen, Conger, and Kagan, 169) was used as a resource for development frcm
birth throe - on year. The nurriculum emphasis fcr infants and toddlers is
connerned primarily with sensory-motnr dovelopmen;tA The key teacher-person
is the parent, and the prescnocl teacher, if the tiEtld is in a formal
educational setting.

Level IA - Birth to one year

The curriculum and .learning e,cperien,e9 p-rovided at this level, whether
in the home or the preschecl, must be based on an understanding of the following
nharacterlstics cf this age child;

Birth - 3 months

Werage child can see, hear, smell and is sensitive to pain, touch and change
in position at birth.

Neonates average 8()% of time asleep.

Ucnalizations include babbling, coughing and crying. They are reflexive, a

response to stimuli both inward and outward.
r-L.



3iffereno0.3 in crying 'ire noted between 2-3 weeks.

Sucking and swallowing help gustatory and speech development. He can smack
his lirs and suck his fingers.

Average feeding s^hedule is 7-F feedings a day until 1 month when solids are
also being tahen and then feedings are reduced to 5-6.

Reacts to loud sounds, then spoken words.

He can lift his chin from a prone position, grasp an object placed in palm.

He can flex and extend limbs.

Has response callec' More reflex which is extending arms outward and back to
cross his body Pt the midline when startled.

Becomes markedly more visually attentive.

Crying is reduced tnward end of third month.

Begins to appreciate depth and to perceive objets in 3D.

months months,

Increased smiling to ht-an voices and fac'es.

More reflex should disappear.

Beginning of prehension, grasping with thumb and forefinger.

Coordination cf eye-hand movements and coorlinated visual-motor reaching
usually occurs at 51 months.

Begins to sit with support for 1 minute.

Will sit in high chair and grasp dangling object.

6 months - 9 months...........

Begins to repeat sounds heard in the environment - lallimg.

First tooth erupLs at about 7 months, generally a lower front tooth.

Muscles rear the had and neck develop earlier than the lower limt's.
(7t.Thalortaudel development)

By 7 months most children sleep through the night and require 1 - 2 daytime
naps.

'isually displays anxiety, especially p-esence of a stranger.

Sitting is usually accomplished unsupported ty 8 months for at least 10
minutes.

4.

By c; months will usually stand wdth help.
r;fr -



By months, can crawl with abdomen in contact with the floor.

By 9 months he will stand holding furniture.

9 mcnths - 12 months______

Echolalia or repetition of sounds in response to a person will appear.

By 10 months creeping on hands and knees can be expected.

By 11 months will walk when led.

At 12 months 1,e will pull to stand by furniture.

First meaningful words usually appear.

By one year, child is usually walking upright.

The child averages as much time awake as asleep.

Feeding is stabilized to 3 meals a day and he may have marked food pre-
ferences.

On the next page is 9n outline of suggested objectives, activities, and
materials for enhal:cing th- learning of an infant through one year.

-f?



INFANT- TODDLER CURRICULUM, LEVEL IA
(Birth - 1 year)

Learning Opportunities and Needs Suggested Activities and

Prcvide a family-type environment

Stimulate receptive awareness

Stimulate exprosive speech

Neonate should get used to family M
adjust sleeping and waking patterna
family or Center continue its norm!

Talk to child when Lathing, dressir
playin. Use parallel talk by sayi
(John)'s hand", while doing the acl

Use reflective speech by saying 107114

"(John) is eating his food."

Use L7css sound makers, such as, b
rung from various parts of the r004
in the apprcriate direction.

Talk to the child frcm different p
room. Hum, whisper, sing, cr play'
while holding him or when he is in

Encourage vocalizations by babblin
smiling encouragement and giving p
such as hugging.

Use clear short sentences in speak
child. "Take your shoe off." and

Lew:lop warmth and trust
Hold child, ruck him, do not let h
falling, introduce outsiders gradu

Fnr;uipage visual tracking
Use mobiles in crib and play pen,
that are attachable tc this equip

59

Use rattles to get child to follow
moving it across his midline.
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INFANT-TODDLER CURRICULUM, LEVEL IA
(Birth - 1 year)

.11.....
ties and Needs Suggested Activities and Materials

nvircnment

enesb

ech

Neonate should get used to family noises and will
adjust sleeping and waking patterns accordingly if
family or Center continue its normal activities.

Talk to child when bathing, dressing, feeding and
playing. Use parallel talk by saying "I am washing,
(John)'s hand", while doing the action.

Use reflective speech by saying what the child is doing.
"(John) is eating his food."

Use °Toss sound makers, such as, bells and rattles
rung from various parts of the room, to get him to turn
in the apprcriate direction.

Talk to the child from different positions in the
room. Hum, whisper, sing, cr play music to him either
while holding him cr when he is in crib, etc.

Encourage vocalizations by babbling with the child,
smiling encouragement and giving physical rewards
such as hugging.

Use clear short sentences in speaking directly to the
child. "Take ycur shoe off." and demonstrate.

Hold child, rock him, do not let him have a fear of
falling, introduce outsiders gradually.

Use mobiles in crib and play pen, also form boards
that are attachable tc this equipment.

Use rattles to get child to follow with his eyes while 0
moving it across his midline.
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INFANT-TODDLER CURRICULUM, LEVEL IA
(Birth - 1 year)

Learning Opportunities and Needs Suggested Activities and

Work on gustatory exercises Good speech patterns develop from g
Encourage chewing of Zwiebach, drin

Promote gross motor coordination Bathing is excellent time to exerci,
movements. Also when changing diap
to get him to press back. Rub his
his body to stimulate touch.

?lake home or Center child-proof by

area for his mobility where he canal

Reinforce each gross motor act.

Putting the child on a blanket on t
movement.

Promcte fine motor control Give objects for him to grasp. Use
him to push and try to reach.

Let rthild eat finger foods when rea

Put extra spoon beside plate when i

toward putting spoon in his hand.

Provide stimulating toys to child
activity.

Generally, provide a loving, warm
acceptance of him. Discipline beg

61
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INFANT-TODDLER CITRRICULUM, LEVEL IN
- 1 year)

sties and Needs

cises

ordination

Suggested Activities and Materials

Good speech patterns develop from gustation action.
Encourage chewing of Zwiebach, drinking from a cup, etc.

Bathing is excellent time to exercise leg and arm
movementa. Also when changing diapers, push at feet
to get him to press back. Rub his back and all over
his body to stimulate touch.

rake home or Center child-proof by allowing large
area for his mobility where he cannot be hurt.

Reinforce each gross motor act.

Putting the-child on a blanket on the floor encourages
movement.

trol Give objects for him to grasp. Use large balls for
him to push and try to reach.

Let child eat finger foods when ready.

Put extra spoon beside plate when feeding. Shape
toward putting spoon in his hand.

Provide stimulating toys to child for him to select
activity.

Generally, provide a loving, warm atmosphere showing
acceptance of him. Discipline begins early.

-



Level IB - 1 and 2 Year Olds

The curriculum and learning experiences provided at this level, whether in
the home or the preschool, must be based on an understanding of the following
charaJteristios cf this age child:

1. Begins to walk and gain in body control; climbs on furniture.

2. Creeps up and down stairs; may begin to walk up stairs with help.

3. Still senses and absorbs his environment.

4. Enjoys pushing and pulling toys.

5. Stacks 2 or 3 blocks; also lines up blocks.

6. Pokes fingers into holes.

7. Turns pages; enjoys tearing papers.

8. Points to eyes, nose, ears, mouth.

9. Recognizes pictures of cars, dogs, etc.

10. 'raves bye bye; talks in jargon and uses gestures.

11. Is imitative; responds to music.

12. Holds a cup and eats with a spoon.

13. Enjoys self absorbed play; self engrossed; still exploring.

14. Is nonconformist; negative-resistive to change.

15. Enjoys water and sand play.

16. Understands simple directions.

17. Begins to take apart; takes some clothing off.

On the next page in chart form is an outline of suggested objectives,
activities, and materials for enhancing the learning of one and two year
old children.



Learning Opportunities and Needs

ETANT-TODDLER CURRICULUM, LEVEL IB
(1-2 Year Olds)

Suggested Activities and

Have an adult responder Provide mothering factor Mother-teacher

Sense and absorb environ-
ment throughz

Exploration

Tasting

Smelling

Hearing

aeinc

Feeling

Encourage discovery;
stimulate curiosity

Develop gustatory sense

Develop olfactory sense

Stimulate awareness of
sound

Develop gross motor
coordination

Household items & toys

Variety of edible foods

Familiar odors

rusical toys

Lower
pots &

Suckers,
from cu

Flcwers,
foods,

Bells, s
sound,
music

Large toys to ride cr Riding t
push; objects to hadle trucks,

running

Develop fine motor Small toys Graduate
stringil

puzzles

coordination

Encourage visual motor Toys that move
tracking; stimulate vision

Enhance tactile stimulation Cuddly tcys

Mobiles,
shadow

Teddy be
variety
tempera



.ities and Needs

=Ala' -TODDLER CURRICULUM, LEVEL IB
(1-2 Year Olds)

er Provide mothering factor
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;ks
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Encourage discovery;
stimulate curiosity

Develop gustatory sense

Develcr olfactory sense

Stimulate awareness cf
sound

7-evelop gross motor
coordination

Develop fine motor
coordination

Encourage visual motor
tracking; stimulate vision

Enhance tactile stimulation

Suggested Activities and Materials

JI/m.1010...muni

Mother-teacher

Household items & toys Lower cupboards filled with
pcts & pans

Variety of edible foods Suckers, Zwiebach, drinking
from cup

Familiar odors

rusical toys

Flowers, citrus fruits,
foods, soap

Bells, squeeze toys with
sound, telephone, records,
music boxes

Large() toys to ride cr Riding toys, kiddie cars,
push; objects to hadle trucks, push-pull tcys,

running

Small toys

Toys that move

Cuddly toys

Graduated size rings, bead
stringing, large 1-3 piece
puzzles

Mobiles, bubbles, balloons,
shadow play

Teddy bear, wooly animals,
variety of textures and
temperatures
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LPvP1 II - 2 and 3 "ear Cid.?

The curriuluJ and learning experiences at this level, whether in the home
or preschool, must be based cn an understanding cf these charaoteriatios of this
age child:

1. Runs and enjoys motor activities - rough and tumble play.

2. Jumps with a cne foot lead.

3. "Iqarkstime" on steps - two feet cn each step.

4. Attaches meaning to previous sensory experiences.

5. Kicks and throws a ball; still pokes fingers in holes.

6. Turns pages with precision.

7. Turns doorknobs - rotation in wrist.

8. Builds tower of 6 cr 7 blocks.

9. Scribbles - horizontally and vertically.

10. lipids cup and glass easily and eats with a spoon well.

11. Identifies pictures; senses "oneness".

12. Uses 3 tc 4 word sentences.

13. Begins to enjoy Eother Goose rhymes.

14. Displays emotions - claps hands, squeals, laughs.

15. Says "No" - negativistic; exercises his powers; dawdles.

16. Establishes a sense of self.

17. Enjoys solitary play, following his own devices, as well as parallel
play with other children.

18. .shows restraint with strangers.

19. Helps undress and dress.

20. Enjoys praise.

21. Is intrigued with water.

22. Finches, pushes,, kicks, and bites.

The chart on the next page -,Itlines some suggested objectives, activities,
and materials for enhancing the learning of two and three year cid children.



INFANT-TODDLER CURRICULUM, LEVEL II
(2-3 Year Olds)

Learning Opportunities and Needs Suggested Activities

Continue sensory experience
opportunity for moving including
big muscle development & coordi-
nation & fine motor physical
manipulation skills.

De-relop listening skills &
opportunity to express self.

Refire visual awareness.

Begin imaginative play.

Continued development for
agility, directionality,
laterality, strength,
balance & spatial aware-
ness; continued opportunity
to explore & discover;
beginning development of
eye-hand coordination, &
refinement of pincer grasp.

Discrimination cf sounds;
increased opportunity tc
exercise powers for die-
crimination cf previous
sensory experiences.

Beginning development of
form perception.

Express himself & develop
ways cf relating to others.

Steps, ladders, slides,
packing cases, tunnels,
rocking horses, wagons,
swings, riding vehicles,
kiddie cars, tractors,
trucks, busy boxes, play
telephones, crayons for
scriboling, sorting
bo-_es, stacking cones,

nesting blocks, books,
spoons, cups, & mail-
boxes, water play.

Toy piano, bells, toys,
nth sounds, nursery
rhymes, l records.

Ui toys & items in the
household; members of the
family; identification
of pictures.

Puppets, hobby horses,
hammers, kiddie cars,
tractors, self propelled
vehicles, animals, &
concrete toys.
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INFANT- TODDLER CURRICULUM, LEVEL II
(2-3 Year Olds)

rtunities and Needs Suggested Activities and Materials

rience
g including

nt & coordi-

r

I

r

physical

lls

s self.

ess.

Continued development for
agility, directionality,
laterality, strength,

balance & spatial aware-
ness; continued opportunity
to explore & discover;
beginning development of
eye-hand coordination,
rcfinement of pincer grasp.

Discrimination cf sounds;
increased opportunity to
exercise powers for dis-
crimination cf previous
sensory experiences.

Beginning development of
form perception.

Express himself & develop

ways cf relating to others.

Steps, ladders, slides,
packing cases, tunnels,
rocking horses, wagons,
swings, riding vehicles,
kiddie cars, tractors,
trucks, busy boxes, play
telephones, crayons for
scribbling, sorting
boxes, stacking cones,
nesting blocks, books,
spoons, cups, & mail-
boxes, water play.

Toy piano, bells, toys,
with sounds, nursery
rhymes, 1 records.

Climbing, sliding,
balancing, crawling,

swinging, rocking,
rowing, teetering,
ttohIng,

rolling, riding,
springing, walking,
running, jumping,
taking apart, stacking
screws, & grasping toys.

Musical toys, Mother
Goose rhymes.

Ul toys & items in the Identification of
household; members of the environment.
family; identification
of pictures.

Puppets, hobby horses,
hammers, kiddie cars,
tractors, self propelled
vehicles, animals, &
concrete toys.

Role playing beginning
language development.



PRESCHOOL CURRICULUM

The preschool curriculum is presented in this section of the Guide, with
each area of the nu_criculum being operationally defined below. The pages

contain concept and skill areas, illustrative behavior objectives,
and suggested learning activities and materials for each area.

Self Help.

Self help is the ability to take care of body functions and needq (dressing,
grooming, toilet training, and eating) inde'endently. Particularly with the

preschool handicapped child, a feeling of accomplishment and independence in
self help is vital to developing a sense of self worth and security.

Lang. _e Development

Language development involves learning and using essential habits,
attitudes, and mechanics of nonverbal and verbal communication. The skills
included reflect a transfer of ideas from one person to another spanning a
range from facial or body gestures to spoken and written language. Acquisition
of these skills is necessary to enable a child to experience and participate
in a variety of everyday activities.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

Basic information refers to facts which the child knows about himself,
family, colors, focd, animals, community helpers, clothing, transportation
vehicles, and holulehold items.

This also encompasses the general word knowledge which the child needs to
understand and express his awareness of the personal, social, and environmental
fa-tors of cur world.

Personal-Social Pehavior

That aspect of an educational setting termed "personal-social" refers to
thcse behaviors, attitudes, and concepts which we would hope to introduce into
the preschool handicapped child's experience for the purpose of fostering:

1. appropriate understanding of and reactions to himself and his peers.

2. appropriate interactions with all facets of his environmental setting.

Perceptual-Motor Performance.

Perceptual-motor performance refers to the motor responses to sensory cues -
visual, auditory, tactile, kanesthetic, along with the integration of past
experience. These performances relate to the child's understanding of direction,
space, size, distance, speed, shape, balance, laterality and intensity of
movement. I1,

tY,1
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The essenoe of the perceptual-motor theory is a sequence of learning stages
through which lhe prTesses. Later, complex learnings are built upon
initial leamings in a hi rchial fashicn.

The handbook, Daily pensorimotor Training Activities by Braley, Kcnicki
and Leedy, ha:3 been of tremendous value in writing this section of the curriculum.
It is recommended that every teacher obtain a copy of this guide.

Mir.ber Concerts

The number concept program 13 designed to introduce the child to the basic
foundations of arithmetic. They are necessary for everyday living and as a basis
for future arithmetic learning experiences.

Creative Development

The aim of creative development is to stimulate the child to use art, music,
and play as a means of natural expression and communication. The child is
encouraged to explore his relationships to people, things, and situations, and
to express his feelings about these relationships. A feeling of well-being,
confidence, and a positive self-image will come about as the child develops and
grows creatively.



Concepts

Toilet skills

Personal cleanliness
skills

SELF HELP

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives 1 Learning Activitie

Knows when it is necessary to go to the ;Watching for signals from th
toilet

Pointing out location of toi
' and sink

Is able to signal when toileting is
necessary iTaking regular bathroom bred

:Having, changes of clothing
!Manages clothing without assistance

Is able to wipe, flush toilet, and
wash hands without help

Washes hands and face ;Washing hands after using t4
; before eating

!Brushes teeth
:Washing large dolls

:Combs hair

!Bathes self

1

Wipes nose when necessary

'Brushing teeth -fter snacks

:Making individual grooming It

;Health Bulletin Board - Idea

'See -Quees Brushing Teeth, Cc

-j



SELF HELP

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

1

Knows when it is necessary to go to the 1 Watching for signals from the child
toilet

: Pointing out location of toilet, toilet paper,
! and Sink

Is able to signal when toileting is
necessary

iManages clothing without assistance

: Is able to wipe, flush toilet, and
I wash hands without help

Takin3 regular bathroom breaks

Havin3 changes of clothing available

Washes hands and face :Ilashing hands after using the bathroom and
; before eating

Brushes teeth

Combs hair

Bathes self

1

Wipes ncse when necessary

:'lashing large dolls

!Brushing teeth after snacks

!Making individual grooming kits

iHealth Bulletin Board - Ideal

See -Quees Brushing Teeth, Combing Hair



Concepts

Drecsinz skills

SELF HELP

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

;Puts on and removes clothing (under-
+ wear, shirt, pants, dress, coat,

jacket, sweater, shoes, socks) withcut
assistance - shoes and boots on correct:
feet; mittens and gloves on correct

: hands; hats, snowpants, and ether
slip -ens worn correctly

Fastens on clothing - manages
buttons, snaps, zippers, hocks,
grippers, and buckles; laces and
ties cwn shoes

Learning Activities

Dressing large dolls

Dressing up in adult clothe

Dressing in front of a full

Dressing for seasonal out -o

Putting on paint smocks

Threading Elcck - Lakeshore
r.terials

; Dressing Frame Sets - Fres

Dress Vests - Childcraft

; Tie Shoe - Flayskocl

'food Threading Cylinder -

Locks and Learner - Teacher

: Sequential Picture Cards -

Learning Materials



SELF HELP

1 Illustrative Behavicral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

;

1

:Puts on and removes clothing (under-
i Dressing large dolls

wear, shirt, pants, dress, ccat,
' jacket, sweater, shoes, socks) withcut

'

Dressing up in adult clothes

assis' nce - shoes and boots on correct'
feet; mittens and gloves on correct : Dressing in front of a full-length mirror

hands; hats, sncwpants, and cther
; Dressing for seasonal out-of-slip-ons worn correctly door activities

Fastens own clothing - manages
buttons, snaps, zippers, hocks,
grippers, and buckles; laces aad
ties cwn shoes

Putting on paint smocks

Threading Flock - Lakeshore Curriculum
T,:aterials

rressing Frame Sets - Freston

press Vests - Childcraft

Tie Shoe - Playskocl

lood Threading Cylinder - Dick Blick

Locks and Learner - Teacher Toys

Sequential Picture Cards - Self-Development
Learning Materials



SELF HELP

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities

Table skills

Hul:lekeeping skills

l

Chews and swallows properly Enforcing good habits and m
time and lunch time

Uses utensils correctly Practicing passing cut nap
the table

Drinks from cup cr glass j Playing tea time

Drinks using straw

Fills cup without spilling

Exhibits basic table manners

"I Set the Table" puzzle
Flick

Takes proper care cf clothin in Providing oppertunities to
school up clothes cn hooks or han

Designating with pictures a
Picks up and puts away materials when i areas
finished with them

Providing broom, mop, dust
for use in role playing an

Assigning weekly small clas
child
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SELF HELP

Illustrative Eehavicral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

Chews and swallows properly

,

i

IEnforcing good habits and manners at snack
time and lunch time

Uses utensils correctly
I Ir.icticing passing cut napkins and setting
; the table

Drinks from cup cr glass Playing tea time
1

1 'IT Set the Table" puzzle - Playskcol - Dick
Drinks using straw

! Elick

Fills cup without spilling

Exhibits basic table manners

Takes proper care cf clothing in
school

Providing opportunities to hang coats and dress-
up clothes cn hocks or hangers

Designating with pictures appropriate storage
Picks up and puts away materials when areas
finished with them

Providing broom, mop, dust pan, and dust cloth
for use in role playing and classroom clean-up

Assigning weekly small classroom jobs for each
child



Ccncr.pts

Safety skills

SELF HELP

Illustrative Behavioral Gtjectives

amnstrates awareness of playground
hazards

Keeps sharp objects from eyes, ears,
nose, and mouth

Avoids contact with electrical outlets

Exhibits awareness of basic rules fcr
pedestrian and biking safety

Learning 'activities

Maintaining careful supervis
and discussing safety preca

Collecting common classroom
potentially dangerous and ru
bulletin board for class di

Covering outlets with safety
in u3e

. Using policemen and pltrols
persons

Action Flash Cards - EFI

Golden Record - Romper Room



SELF HELP

1

;les Illustrative Eehavicral Cljectives

)re c

ocm
Lnd

is d

'fet
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Learning ?ctivities and Materials

!Demonstrates awareness of playground
Ihazards

Keeps sharp objects from eyes, ears,
nose, and mouth

Lvoids contact with electrical outlets

Exhibits awareness of basic rules fcr
cedestrian and biking safety

Maintaining careful supervision of playground
and discussing safety precautions

Collecting common classroom objects which are
pJtentially dangerous and making of these a
bulletin board for class discussion purposes

Covering outlets with safety caps when not
in use

. Using policemen and patrols as resource
persons

i Action Flash Cards - EFI

Golden Record - Romper Room - "Do Fee"



Concepts

LANGUAGE DEVELOP=

Illustrative 7,thavioral Objectives Learnin;L. 'activities

Receptive auditory To dove lop attention for receptive
Janguage language skills

t

Teach the child how to rema
by having a quiet time.(30
child should try and hear i
Tuaaner leaves the room and

Get the children together on
then. Encourage closeness.
Tell anu read them stories.

Ee,:ard with tangibilics cr p
able to enter the r

quietly with:in CC seconds.

Records of sounds and musica

a. Peter and the Wolf
b. Bring, a Tune, Johnny
c. Billy :.Lngs the Bell
d. Muffin in the Country
e. Muffin in the City
f. Train Sounds - Columbia

Listen to sounds of home onu
clock, crusned paper, water

Nature Sc ends - Stand under
day and listen. (rainy day

Play music, sounds, rhythms
placed on individual childr

Whisper games - children whi
ear.h (J,Lwrq 1 114v;
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LLNGUAGE LEVELOPTIENT

Illustrative Tchavicral Cbjectives Learning 'tctivities and Materials

To develop attention for -eceptive
language skills

Teach the child how tc remain quiet and ljsten
by having a quiet time,(30 seconds). Each
child should try and hear if any sound is made.
Tua3ner leaves the room and calls a child's

Get the children together on the flccr. Sit with
then. Encourage closeness. Talk with them.
:ell anu read them stories. Sing with them.

Re :ard with tangibilics cr praise these students
,iho are able to enter the room and sit down
quietly uithdl (C seconds.

Records of sounds and musical instruments:

a. Peter and the lolf
) Children's

b. Bring a Tune, Johnny ) _

c. Billy :.1.ngs the Bell )

Record Guild

d. Muffin in the Country ) Young Peoples
e. Muffin in the City 1 Recovds
f. Train Sounds - Columbia Records

Listen to sounds of home and classroom. (wind,
clock, crusned paper, water running)

Nature Sounds - Stand under a tree on a windly
day and listen. (rainy day)

Play music, sounds, rhythms thrcugh earphones
placed cn individual children for a short time.

Whisper games - obilriven whisper instructions in k-

Pao), c c.'11"; 11 d t ' i ,;



LANGUAGE LEVELOPMENT

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Cbjectives Learning Activities

Receptive auditory
lausaa,e *Lt. )

si

Tc develop attention fcr receptive
language skills (cent.)

Poems and stcries - teach rc
aution stcries.

Recorder-Cassette; Dictaphon
pert, Conn.

Chernin, Florence, A Manual
fcr the Young Ch

'tJoo'_:., Inc. Minn., Minne

Happy Time Listening - Educa
Inc., Freeport, N.Y.

Rhytl., Band Tape - Cat. ro.
mental Learning Materials,
Chicago, Ill. 60657

Sound Cylinders, IATC08, Cre:
Princeton, N.J.

Step Bells, dAM368 (17 chrom
Playthings

Listen to My Seashell, 98A
Music Center, Inc.

Present wrist watch to each
to listen and raise his han
hears tick.



LANGUAGE LEVELCPMENT
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Illustrative Behavioral Cbjectives Learning Activities and Materials

is develop attention fcr receptive
language skills (cent.)

Poems and stories - teach rote poems, rhymes,
action stories.

Reeorder-Cassette; Dictaphone, Box 911, Bridge-
pert, Conn.

Chernin, Florence, A Manual of Listening
.ctivities for the Young Child, Paul S. Amidon
,LOCr, Inc. Minn., Minnesota

Happy Time Listening - Educational Activities,
Inc., Freeport, N.Y.

Rhyt'n.J1 Band Tape - Cat. ro. T138-C Develop-

mental Learning Materials, 3505 IJ. Ashland Ave.

Chicago, Ill. 60657

Sound Cylinders, ,iAT608, Creative Playthings,

Princeton, N.J.

Step Bells, 1/ i-kiJ1368 (17 chrcmatic bells) Creative

Playthings

Listen to My Seashell, 9bA (Book) Children's
Music Center, Inc.

Present wrist watch to each ear and train child
to listen and raise his hand when he no longer
hears tick.

4SC
( oof

)
cm
\JJ



LANGUAGE DEVELOP=

Concepts

Re^eptive auditory

lanLuage (cont.)

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives 1 Learnirq Activities

Play instruments - rattle,
horn, whistle. Turn when
behind their back.

C.ommcn noises - pictures an

; boat, plane, haaner. Asso
noise.

L. =-.1a1 sounds - pictures an

ahimal noises.

To develop attention for receptive
language skills (cont.)

: Tape recordings - record pu
folLow7Lig activities: clap

: rattle, pouring water, rus

: Listening games - teach imi
througr records:

1

a. Let's Listen - Ed. R
5005
El Se

c. Simon Says

Talking books - show how to
a. Mother Goose Nursery

Audio Creations
235 Broadway
Milbrae, Calif.

S



LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives I

To develop attention for receptive
languae skills cent,)

Learnil,z Activities and Materials

I
Play instruments - rattle, drum, cymbal, bell,

horn, whistle. :urn when they hear instrument

I behind their back.

C,ommcn noises - pictures and recordings of train,

; boat, plane, hammer. Associate picture with

! nose.

sounds - pictures and recordings of

animal noises.

Tape recordings - record pupils engaged in
followtg activities: clapping hands, shaking
rattle, pouring water, rustling paper.

: Listening games - teach imitation and games

thrcu-;-h records:

a. Let's Listen - Ed. Record Salec
5005 Douglas St.
El Segundo, Calif.

0. Simon Jays

Talking books - show how to operate talking books:

a. Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes
Audio Creations

1 235 Broadway

:*5

Milbrae, Calif.



Concepts

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities

receptive auditory To identify the direction of a sound

lanjuage (cont.)

Listen for sounds of the roo
their heads down and listen

radio, etc.

Listen for sounds outside t
plane, birds)

Children are seated at thei

closed. Teacher moves aro

bell. Have them point in
bell sound before they ope
cannot change pointing dir

Play "Polio:- the Sound" -
walking around the room.
child follow the sound.

Play "Tick, Took" - Hide a
Have a child hunt for the
for another child.

Children sit in different a
child sits in center of ro

-someone m,kes a sound. Pe

notes direction.
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LANG:AGE DEVEL,CPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

To identify the direction of a sound Listen for sounds of the room. Children put

their heads down And listen fcr: alarm clock,

radio, etc.

Listen for sounds outside the room. (truck,

plane, birds)

Children are seated at their desks with eyes

closed. Teacher moves around the room with a

bell. Have them point in the direction of
bell sound before they open their eyes. They

cannot change pointing direction.

Play "Follo.:: the Sound" - Blow a whistle while

walking ai.ound the room. Have a blindfolded

child follow the sound.

Play "Tick, Tock" - Hide a loud ticking clock.
Have a child hunt for the clock, then hide it

for another child.

Children sit in different areas of room. One

child sits in center of room. On direction

someone r-Aes a sound. Person in center

notes direction.

Si;
LI



Concepts

LANGUAGE DEVELC PME:NT

Illustrative Behavioral CLj ctivec

Rec,eptive auditory To listen fur a specific purpose

lar-c"uaL, (ccnt.)

To make a child comfortable in a
listening situation

I I

1

Learning Activities

' Siircn Says

reabody Language Develcpment
chips in a directed matchin

' Teacher's Manual

Records
a. 'That Did Jimmy See?

b. Who Am 1?
c. Around 'le a.

Teacher goes outside while c
Teacher slams deer. Then c
action. Ieabody Level "F"

Read a story with animal oh
it

Choose a macia word for the
Children al.e asked to liste

riSCU8S how and when it is

When reading a story allow
or lie down about the room
distance.

Individual rugs placed as d
relaxation cr music.

ky)



LANGUAGE DEVELC PMEI

IlluLtrative ieharicral Cbjectives Learning Activities and Materials

' To listen for a specific purpose Simon Says

To make a chilcl ccmfortable in a
listening situation

Peabody Language Development Kit I - Use the color

chips in a directed matching activity. Page 1(

leacher's Manual

Eecords
d. What Did Jimmy See?
b. Who Am 1?
c. Around We Go

Teacher goes outside while children listen.

Teacher slams dcor. Then children identify

action. Peabody Level "F"

Read a story with animal characters that can Le

imitated.

,:;hoose a ma$-ic word for the day. (ex. time, happy)

Children an: asked to listen for the word.
Discuss how and when it is used.

When road_Lng a story allow children to sit, stand,
or lie down about the room within hearing
distance.

Individual rugs placed as d&eired for use during

zelaxation cr music.

Ys,



LANGUACE DEVELCPIINT

Ccrcepts

i-,eceptive auditory

lanj,-,,,age (cont.)

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities

To make a child comfortable in a Songs
listening situation (cont.) a.

b.

"I'll Listen"
"I'll Uiggle"

)

-"Hush" - Talking Time

7'issuss courteous listening

"1 iJ.Lners Can Be Fun"

lren - "Little Charlie Chips

_nthology cf Children's Li

To provide opportunity for reccFnizing Tape environmental sounds (1
an.d cla.lsifying sounds and words animal, etc.) and Lave chi

when played back. May div',

Say three words (ex. ball, 1

Uhich two go together?

Musical chairs

Makr) sounds with two differ

(drum-bell) and child will
&nd make the sound.

Records:
a. Muffin it the City )

h. Muffin in the Country)



LANGUAGE LEIJELCPMENT

Tlluotrative 3ehavicral ajectives

L._

To nal,..P a child comfortable in a

listening situat:_on (cont.)

Tc provide cppertunity fcr reccgrizing
and .1:lassifying sounds and wcrds

Learhing Activities and Materials

Songs
a. "I'll Listen" )
b. "I'll Wiggle" )

Singing Fun

Poem -"Hush" - Talking Time page 16

7710.11S3 courteous listening.

"':inners Can Be Fun"

?nen - "Little Charlie Chipmunk" - The Arbuthnot
-nthology cf Children's Literature

Tape environmental sounds (kitchen, classroom,
animal, etc.) aria Lave children identify these
when played back. :ay divide into teams.

Cay three words (ex. ball, pencil, bat)
Which two go together?

Musical chairs

Make sounds with two different ncisemakers
(drum-bell) and child will point tc the object
and make the sound.

Records:
a. Muffin in the City ) YOung Pecple's
b. Muffin in the Country) Record Company



Concepts

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activitie

Receptive auditory
language (cont.)

To provide opportunity for recognizing
and classifying sounds and wcrds
(ecnt.)

9

Have children close eyes .

paper being crushed, wate
up and down, fingers snap.

sounds, birds, rain, boun.

Instrument sounds - use pi.
instruments and reccrdc c
to teach sound. Play sc
and child pcints to pict

!latching - place picture ci

chalkboard when teacher ra-

ncho°, choo")
a. Sound Says
b. Mr. Farmer Say*

dike arid Different - teat
indicate if sec-end wcrd

than stinrlus wcrd: dog -
man - man.

Phonic Association - teach
letters. Use alphabet ca
of this letter?"

Place Association - "Tell
can think of that belong

lord Association - "Tell me
can think of when I say bo

Class Differences - .4hich

bee, fly, car?

VP.rt,11 - -



DEVELOPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and 1atr:rials

To provide opportunity for recognizing
and classifying sounds and words
(cont.)

Have children close eyes and identify sounds -
paper being crushed, water dripping, zipper going
up and down, fingers snapping, city and country
sounds, birds, rain, bouncing ball, etc.

Instrument sounds - use pictures of musical
instruments and records cr actual instruments
to teach sound. Play sound cn tap* cr record
and child points to picture.

'Matching - place picture cf train, cow, dog on
chalkboard when teacher makes sound ("moo";
"choo, choo")

a. Sound Says
Sears & Roebuck Cc.b. Hr. Farmer Saysr

Alike and Different - teacher instructs pupil to
indicate if second wcrd is the same or different
than stimulus wcrd: dog - fcg, sand - land,
man - man.

Pronie Association - teach sounds cf alphabet,
hItters Use alphabet card: "What is the bound
of this letter?"

Place Asso-iation - "Tell me all the things you
can think of that belong in a grocery store."

'4ord Association - "Tell me all the things you
can think of when I say boy."

Class Differences - 4hich does not belong - bird,
bee, fly, car?

'.,TPT 1-.11 vrrx jift v - --,,,C1-7 '. 1 1
1-1



LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities

Receptive auditory. To provide opportunity for recognizing Story Discussion - Read pce
language (cont.) and classifying sounds and words (ccnt

To develop an awareness of pitch
(high-lcw)

Books - ask who, what, whe

Hirji-Lew Game - Play on pi

high and low notes, child
high cries and squat for 1

Vol. I Trainin6 in Sound ,D*

Concept Records, Box 524,

i Story - Three Bears, Three

Tc listen for syllables Use children's names and b
of syllables (or clap han

To develop a recognition of sound
variation (loud-soft)

fLoa a rieture of a famili
une syllable of name and
other.

Use Milton Bradley - Pict

Records - "Singing Sounds"

Use a coffee can with a pl
children hit loud then so
can make heavy steps or. 1

soft sounds.



126NGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

To provide opportunity for recognizing
and classifying sounds and words (ccnt)

Tc develop an awareness of pitch
(high -low)

Tc listen for syllables

To develop a recognition of sound
variation (loud-soft)

Story Discussion - Read poem cr story - Dr. Seuss
Books - ask who, what, where, when, why.

High-Lbw Game - Play on piano, xylophone both
high and low notes, children stand up for
hign ones and squat for low ones.

Vol. I Training in Sound Discrimination
Concept Records, Box 524, No. Bellmore, N.Y.

Story - Three Bears, Three Little Figs

Use children's names and beat drum to number
of syllables (or clap hands to syllables).

a ricture of a familiar object, pronounce
one syllable of name and have children supply
other.

Use Milton Bradley - Picture Flash Cards

Records - "Singing Sounds" - Bowman Records

Use a coffee can with a plastic lid. Have the

children hit loud then soft. Some children
can make heavy steps on loud and tip toe on
soft sounds.



Concepts

Receptive auditory
language (cont.)

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Cbjeotives Learning Activities

To develop a recognition of sound Contrast records - marches
variation (loud-soft) (cont.) lullabies for soft

Huckle, Buckle, Beanstalk
looks for the object the
their hands
Soft - riot near Lcud

Talking Al :abet
Fictures That Rhyme

----------
P.

To develop rhythm Creative dancing - Let chi
appeals to then.

Rhyme - clap hands to rhyt

Come kitty come
Come get your fish
at all you want

Lick out the dish
Speech Iarvuage Train
Palsied Child at Home. M

March to music with obviou
"Ten Little Indians"

See rhythmic expression se
dramatics

96



LANGUAGE LEVELOPMENT

tie
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Illustrative Behavioral Cbjeatives

P
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ash
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To develop a recognition of sound

Learning Activities and Materials

Contrast records - marches for loud and
variation (loud-soft) cont.) lullabies for soft

truckle, Buckle, Beanstalk - ilhen one child

looks for the object the other children clap
their hands
Soft - not near Loud - closer

Talkiu Alphabet
Pictures That Rhyme Dick Blick

P.C. Box 1267
Galesburg, Ill.

To develop rhythm Creative dancing - Let children move as music
appeals to them.

Rhyme - clap hands to rhythm

Come kitty come
Come get your fish
Eat all you want
Lick out the dish

Speech id Language Training for Cerebral
lkalsied Child at Home. Marie Shere

March to music with obvious timing.
"Ten Little Indians"

See rhythmic expression section under creative
dramatics





LAIIGUAGL ELVELOPT,MIT

Concepts Illustrativt. Behavioral Objectives

Receptive auditory
language (cont.)

Exprosive gestural
language

Learning Activities

To develop an awareness of surroundings Language Experience Stories

through use 3f senses questions? What did you
taste, touch this morning
school? (ex. cocking actil

Present objects with diffel
surfaces - Have children

describe. (cotton, wool;

Present different smells
to the appropriate item.

Have items of different we
or size. Name them and

To maintain gross motor control and Song - Bend and Stretch -
to move rhythmically and creatively Balance beam cr strips of

Walk heel-toe on it.

I.

Record - Rhythmic Activit'
The Instructor Pub., Inc

Game - Musical Chairs

Move to the beat of a
to the music.

Bounce balls to music.

Use metronome - walk to s

g.



C E LC PPE,IT

Illustrative 3ehavicral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

To develop an awareness of surroundings Language Experience Stories and Pictures-

through use of senses Nestions? What did you see, hear, smell,
taste, touch this morning as you came to
school? (ex. cooking activity-popcorn)

To maintain gross motor control and
to move rhythmically and creatively

Present objects with different textures and
surfaces - Have children feel, name and
describe. (cotton, wool)

Present different smells and tastes and relate
to the appropriate item. (orange, lemon)

Have items of different weight, temperature,
or size. Name them and discuss.

Song - Bend and Stretch - Romper Room
Balance beam or strips of tape on the floor.

Walk heel-toe on it.

Record - Rhythmic Activities - Side 1 and 2

The Instructor Pub., Inc.

Game - Musical Chairs

Move to the beat of a drum. Tiptoe, run, hcp
to the music.

Bounce balls to music.

Use metronome - walk to slow beats; increase
g.



LANGUAGE DEVELCP1vErr

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities

Exl. re o ive ge s ,:ur al

(c:cnt.,)

S

19

To maintain gross motor control and to Use rhythm instruments whi

move rhythmically and creatively
(cont.) Frostig - Move-Grow Learn

Tc show feelings without the use cf
words

Interpretation of photogn

Peabody Cards, Level "P"
then have children role-1

Charades - Child's face sl

Doll play

Lock at and talk about pi4
feelings.

Understanding Cur Feeling

To express basic needs without the Watch for expressions of
use of spoken languaL;e see that they are met.

Monitor all non-verbal re
those with specific mean

Have the child point to
activities Lictured to

Have *he child draw pick:

110



DC ._.0 Pr T.C.:

lluzArative Learning Activities and Materials

maintain gross motor control and to Jse rhythm instruments while movJsig.

ve rhyhrnic:ally and creaLiwily

ort.) Frostig Move-Grow Learn Program

show feelings without the use cf

rds

Interpretation of photographs.

Peabody Cards, Level "P" - Introduce expressions
then have children rcle-play expressions.

:parades - Child's face shcws happiness, sadness

Doll play

Lock at and talk about pictures of people's

feelings.

Understanding Cur Feelings - Instructo

express basic needs withoct the Watch fcr expressions of daily living needs and
e of spckc-n languae see that they are met. (ex. bathroom, water)

Monitor wll non-verbal responses and isolate
those with spe%ific meaning.

Have the child point to chart with common
activities pictured to indicate needs.

Have the child draw pictures that indicate needs.



iGUG PEW:LOP:a:1T

Concepts Tllustrative Behavioral Cbjectives
;

Learning Activities

Expressive gestural To perfcrm a specify task on cr,mm,n,1 Simon Says

lan,uaz,e (cont.) without using language
nack Time - a child to

Use a child as a messenger

tir out nursery rhymes

Fold, cut or tear paper as

::,ring me a conch, open th

get the blue book and giv

To use gestures with language to Role playing
express needs

Songs that express deficit

Use basic needs charts. H
say what the picture is.

water)

Aware of meaning of child'

Reward child for expressin



1:2trative

_Lim a task cr. 6fmcn Says
(.ut usir.s

Learning Activities and Materials

:.nack Time - 2.sk a child to get napkins to pass

..;se a child as a messenger (with notes).

.atin; out nursery rhymes or pantomine.

Fold, cut or tear paper as directed.

rir me a pencil, open the doer, clap ycur hands,
get the blue book and give it to Sally.

stl:_reo -Ian '113 t70 t Role playing
Et SS needs

Scngs that express definite feelings.

Use basic needs charts. Have the child point and
say what the picture is. (Bathroom, drink of
water)

fo-lare of meaning of child's gestures

Reward child for expre.sing needs



"sincepts

Fapressive rerial
IA:. 71a,i-,e

10)

'2,ehavicral (,Ljoetives Learnin:

T, f_7e; each ±iiI t;., vocally v(-rLali.es
cr orally e:Ipress himself tL ut.

ILabodr Kit Level I - use
talk to Jiildren.

,r a tape reecrder - have

tape.

Pr',..vid daily ti-A2 for sha

at variety of pi,:ture

dtsJrihe what they see.

Tape answers to simple que

idi:_n

To develop the use of specch Talking Time - Scott and
mechanisms .icGraw-Hill, St

See field test edition of
comprehensive list of act

1 0



:GI -AG

Learnin: ,tetivities and i.lat,erials

t- jil v ail rec::ni Teachi r. verLalize3 action wcrds - children act
or caIly pre 1.17.se1f them out.

Ii:_abcdT it Level I - hand fing el? puppets

t, talk tu children.

:Je a tape reccrder - have each child tell about
himsclf. Play back tape.

Prcvidc daily time for sharing news.

at variety cf pictures. Children then
describe tat they see.

Tape answers to simple questions.

idiccn Toice mirror

Lan-11:.1 ::aster

c -levLcp the use cif sp,th Talking Time - Scott and Thompson, 'lebster
me,:hanis:%s Division, JeGraw-Hill, St. Louis, Mo.

See field test edition of Guide, pp. 70-77 for a
comprehensive list of activities.

10 f



C-naepts

i'Or.nress_Lve verbal

DEVE,LCIVIC;T

illuL:trative E,ehavioral Cbjectives

To call familiar objects by .2omi.lin

(cont.) names

To be acle to respond with an
appropriate word in an unfinished
sentence

Learni%L.,

Sh-,w flash cards or phctcg

CDJects.

ngua,7e ,Tamer

_:a.ne object pulled frcm "G

:Tae and label objects in

Pe-Lbody Kit Level I - flas

Pca:J,ady Kit Level P - Amer

lubl
Cire

'::cant oictures or objects,

children. Lach child tel
ifies them as to fruit, f

See Basic Information and

Whc.r. I wanh my I use

I eat with a (for

flpn

._______
I see with my ...... (eye

I sleep in (bed

Riddles: I am a pet. I w
and chew bones. I'm a

1()0 am big. I live in the

trunk. I'm a



rativo L.,:cccivco

.±,s by

lc to ii,,pcnd

iate wuro. 1:1 r. 14.f-hiJhed

Learnin:, :.ctivities and Materials

.-.ow flash cards or photogr%phs of familiar

o5 jests.

La.cuaE,-e Master

:adle object pulled from "Grab Bag".

i'ny,e and label objects in the room.

Fe%boiy Kit Level I - flash cards

PeLuc,dy Kit Level P - American Guidance Services
Publisher's Building
Circle Pines, Minn. 55014

pi-.!tures or objects, distribute them to

olaldren. Lach child tells what it is, class-
ifies them as to fruit, food, tools, toys, etc.

.7,ee Basic Information and Vocabulary Section

When I wash my face, I use .. (soap, water)

I eat with a . (fort-, spoon)

see with my_ (eyes)

I sleep in (bed)

Riddles: I am a pet. I wag my tail. I bark

i

and chew bones. I'm a .
............_

1 )U am big. I live in the jungle. I have a

trank. I'm a 4
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Gue3 ti Gavle : thin in
room. It is blue. It is
fl,)wers in it.

o-Ind Game: Show pictures
the sound the object

ear, fire engine, bird, ca

lihat we wear ganu: en a ra
swimming, out to play, sno

Concepts

Expressive verbal
(eo:_t.)

LANGUAGE DEVELOP:1NT

..... --------.

Illustrative Behavioral Oljectives Learning Activities

Tc be able to respond with an
appropriate word in an unfinished
sentence (cont.)

1(eco:_;nizing clothin7: te0
tnen gives clues concerning

mittens, hats, sweaters,

Identifying family members:
pictures of children's ho.
Children tell class about

7ontessori

Smell and Tell; children
and tell about them - per
descriptions. Cinnamon,

perfume, vinegar, orange,

Touch and Tell: children
Tree bark, leaves, grass,

samples, glass, sea shell

Feel and Touch -- Match an
Dick Buick, P.O. Box 1267
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LANGUAGE TMELOP=T

strative F.ehavicral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

able to respond with an
ecru e 4(,rd in aal unfinished

nt.)

rs .
10

3

Guessing Game: I'm thinking of something in this
room. It is blae. It is on my desk. It has
flowers in it.

c-urd Game: Show pictures and children respond
the sound the object makes - cow, train,

car, fire engine, bird, cat, airplane, etc.

Ifhat we wear game: on a rainy day, sunny day,
swimming, out to play, snowy day.

Iteco,;nizing cicthinT: teacher holds up objects
then gives clues concerning owner. Can use
mittens, hats, sweaters, etc.

lentifying family members; bulletin board with
piatares cf children's homes and family members.
Children tell class about pictures.

7.iciatessori

Smell and Tell: children smell items or extracts
and tell about them - perhaps cnly one word
descriptions. Cinnamon, lemons, chocolate,
perfume, vinegar, orange, paste, peppermint.

Touah and Tell: children touch items and describe.
Tree bark, leaves, grass, milk .!ed pods, carpet

samples, glass, sea shells, rice.

Feel and Touch -- Match and Tell
Dick Mick, P.O. Box 1267, Galesburg, Ill. 61401

rn
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Expressive verbal

language (cont.)

109

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

1 Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Tc be able to respond with an
appropriate word in an unfinisheo
sentence (cont.)

Learning Activities

Flay "I see something ..."
is ref, white, and blue.

it?" (flag)

To talk in complete sentences Encourage sharing of ideas
home. "Conversation time'

Describe objects in the ro
'fl:ystery Box".

Show and Tell

Tell about special events

Show a picture and say one
Ask child to add more for

To be able to express oneself so one is Snack time - use correct m
understood, such as introducing self, snack.
saying please, thank you

Role playinE - restaurant
shopping situations.

Use tape recorder when pal
each other or pretend to

Practice saying,

,Rpp playing - video tapes
Winers.



LANGUAGE DEVELOP=

rative Behavioral Objectives

4
ble to respond with an
riate word in an unfinished
ce (cont.)

Learning Activities and Materials

Play "I see something ..." "I see something that
is rei, white, and blue. It is up high. What is
it?" (flag)

In complete sentences Encourage sharing of ideas and happenings from
home. "Conversation time"

Describe objects in the room or pulled from a
:ystery Box".

Show and Tell

Tell about special events and holidays.

ShL,: a picture and say one sentence about it.

Ask child to add more for a story.

able to express oneself so .Dne is Snack time - use correct manners to receive
stood, such as introduain7 self, snack.
please, thank you

I

Use tape recorder when pair of children introduce
each other or pretend to be offering services.

Role playing - restaurant, church, meals, parties,
shopping situations.

Practice saying, "Hello, my name is

.R pp playing - video tapes of good and bad
iirknners.

-4
-4



Concepts

Expressive verbal
langudge (cont.)
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LANGUAGE LEVELORIT2IT

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities

To ask and answer questions

To listen and carry out instruions

Play store - ask prices

"'That is it?" Game - descr

sentence an object in the
child identify it in a co

Understanding questions
saying yes or no:

Dc boys fly?
Is the sky blue?
.,re boys men?

hre crayons for color
Are shoes to wear?

Encourage free ccnversati

Action records - play rh
and teach children to ca

a. Dance-a-Story - Ed.
Douglas St., El Se

Simple directions - "Open
right hand on your head".

Simon Says

Give a simple message to



IA:;GUAGE LEVELOI ivEi IT

ustrative rehavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

sk and answer questions Flay store - ask prices

isten and carry out ins,ions

"That is it?" Game - describe in a complete
sentence an object in the room and have the
child identify it in a complete sentence.

Understanding questions - child responds by
saying yes or no:
Do boys fly?
Is the sky blue?
_,re boys Len?

21re crayons for coloring?
Are shoes to wear?

Lncourage free conversation.

Action records - play rhythm and activity record
and teach children to carry out directions.

a. Dance-a-Story - Ed. Record Sales, 500 S.
Douglas St., El Segundo, Calif.

Simple directions - "Open the door," "Put your
right hand on your head".

Simon Says

Give a simple message to be delivered.

Ito co
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LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities

Expressive verbal To listen and carry out instructions

language (cont.) (cont.)

114) t)

Assign a "space" to each ch
"Bob and Kathy change spas

"Everyone return to your a
be given a large shape or
Teacher says, "All the ci
or all the fruit exchange

Singing games - Looby Loo,
Ilulberry Bush

Give directions involving
flannelboard cutouts

Book exercises - "Find pag
first word on Page 1."

Give child preprinted mate
Give directions.
e.g. - a. Put an X on

b. Color the do

Sound and voice exercises
It By Ear - Auditory Tra
Clinic

Materials:

Listen and These Are Sound
filmstrip) Guidance Asso
N.Y.

Name Pictures, No. 2699,
-Company, Oak, Ill. 60453
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Lt NGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

lustrative Behavioral Objectives

o lioten and carry out instructions
ont. )

Learning Activities and Materials

Assign a "space" to each child. Teacher says
"Bob and Kathy change spaces." Follow with
"Everyone return to your own space." Child may
be given a large shape or object to hold.
Teacher says, "1111 the circles change spaces
or all the fruit exchange spaces."

Singing games - Looby Loo, Here We Go Round the
Ihilberry Bush

Give directions involving placement of felt
flannelboard cutouts

Book exercises - "Find page 3 "; "Point to the
first word cn Page 1."

Give child preprinted materials and crayons.
Give directions.
e.g. - a. Put an X on the wagon.

b. Color the dog.

Sound and voice exercises - Teach Lessons - Play
It By Ear - Auditory Training Games - John Tracy
Clinic

Materials:----__----

Listen and These Are Sounds About You (Record
filmstrip) Guidance Associates, Pleasantville,
N.Y.

Name Pictures, No. 2699, Ideal School Supply
-Company, Oak, Ill. 60453

C,



LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learnir Activitie

Expre:3sive verbal

language (cont.)
To listen and carry out instructions Who Said It? (Record PO3
(cont.)

To carry cut instructions involving a
time lapse

Inc. P.O. Box 392, Freepo

Hand Trap Set, ;'P1386, Crea

Princeton, N.J.

Game aule - tell me how to

Give Simple Instructions -
we do in the morning.

Charades - teach each chil
nursery rhyme or story ("
then recall and act out p

I:aterials:

1. Golden Nother Goose,
Poetry, Finger Play Po
Palfrey's School Suppl

2. Sounds I Can Hear (Rec
Glenview, Ill. 60025

3. Milton Bradley Aids:
!,17504, Palfrey's Schoo

4. Bambi, Black Beauty, F
Stories, Goldilocks &
the Beanstalk, Grimm's
Bunyan, etc. Educatio

1 16



ustrative 73chavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

sten and carry out instructions Who Said It? (Record ,,703) Educational Activity
t.) Inc. P.O. Box 392, Freeport, N.Y.

Hand Trap Set, ;1'14386, Creative Playthings,

Princeton, N.J.

ry cut instructions involving a Game Rule - tell me how to play tag.
lapse

Give Simple Instructions - Billy, tell Sue what
we do in the morning.

Charades - teach each child how to listen to a
nursery rhyme or story ("Jack and Jill") and
then recall and act out plot.

",aterials:

1. Golden Mother Goose, The Big Golden Book of
Poetry, Finger Play Poems for Children,
Palfrey's School Supply Co.

2. Sounds I Can Hear (Record) Scott, Foresman Co.,
Glenview, Ill. 60025

3. Milton Bradley Aids: Alphabet Poster Cards,
//7504, Palfrey's Sithool Supply Co.

4. Bambi, Black Beauty, Four Winnie-the-Pooh
Stories, Goldilocks & The Three Bears, lfack &
the Beanstalk, Grimm's Fairy Tales, Paul
Bunyan, etc. Educational Record Sales.



LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activitie,

Expressive verbal
lanjuage (cont.)

To retell events following a sequence

To answer the telephone properly

Retell a story in correct
has read it. Draw picture

TeLl a three sentence stoi

it. Gradually increase 1'

After a field trip, discus,

Have child tell about even.

Games - "Tiny Tommy Tucker
Pepper" - sequential name
Listen, Speak, and Write,

Use toy or real telephones
to answer a phone.

Show them hcw to hold the 1
that they should answer to
listen to what this persol

to hang up the phone when'
person to the phone.

Practice using the phone b
call one child who must
call another child to the

Play store - call and orde

Record calls on tape reco
supply answers in teleph



LANGUAGE LEVELOPT,ENT

.tie

ket
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trative E'ehavioral Objectives

nes

he

r t
rso
hen

e

t

the

rde

co

ph

tell evul-ts fcllcwing a sequence

swer the telephone prcperly

Learning Activities and Materials

Retell a story in correct order after teacher
has read it. Draw picture for each part.

Tell a three sentence story. Have child retell
it. Gradually increase length.

After a field trip, discuss what was seen.

Have child tell about events over the weekend.

Games - "Tiny Tommy Tucker" and "Aunt Folly
Pepper" - sequential naming game - Learn to
Listen, Speak, and rite, Scott Foresman Co.

Use toy or real telephones to teach children how
to answer a phone.

Show them how to hold the receiver. Tell them
that they should answer the person calling,
listen to what this person is saying, and not
to hang up the phone when they go to get the
person to the phone.

Practice using the phone by having the teacher
call one child who must answer the phone and
call another child to the phone.

Play store - call and order items.

Record calls on tape recorder - have children
supply answers in telephone transmitters.



Concepts

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learnilig Activities

Expressive verbal
language (cont.)

11

To carry on a natural conversation with Role playing cf community

others
Group production cf story

To coordinate vocal mechanisms and
manual dexterity

To develop self-confidence through
choral reading

Playhouse - observe interac

Group class meeting - Schoo
WM. Glasser

Finger Plays and Action So
Lets Do Finger PI1Es - Ma
Robert B. Luce, Inc., Was

Songs: "The Noole Duke of
Shoulders, My Knees, my To
the Words ".

Small group readings of po
Three Billy Goats Gruff,
Mr. Bear.

Nursery rhymes

Tc develop self-expression through Child tells story about hi
storytelling and creative dramatics

Large picture - child tell

1x,0



LANGUAGE DEVELOPIIT

Trative ;

1

Learning Activities and Materials

, on a natural conversation with Role playing cf community helpers.

1 Grou,c production of story or play.
1

pnate vccc.l mechanisms and

dexterity

op self-confidence th:'culgh

reading

1 Playhouse - observe interaction.

rJroup class meeting - Schools Without Failure,

Glasser

Finger Plays and Action Songs
Let's Do Finger Plays - Marian F. Grayson

Robert B. Luce, Inc., liashington.

1 Songs: "The Noble Duke of York"; "My Head, My

Shoulders, :,]'y Knees, My Toes"; "Little Cabin in

the v,ToDds".

,
Small group readings of poems and songs, ex.

Three Billy Goats Gruff, The Three Bears, Ask

Mr. Bear.

nursery rhymes

cp self-expression through Child tells story about himself.

lling and creative dramatics
Large picture - child tells about it.

kAj



Concepts

Zxpressive verbal
language (cont.)

7: 5 :al Leceotlo-f_

144

LP.NGUAGE DINELOPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Tc develop self-expression through
storytelling and creative dramatics
(cont.)

To observe picture si7ilarities and
differences (form, oi:e, reversals,
action details)

To recognize likenesses and d,.ffcrences
C.4" shapes, color, and size

To develop understanC.ing of sizes,

using terms, "big" and "little"

Learnin,; 11.ctivitie

+Mr

leacher reads story, then
act it out.

-se handmade stick or pap
familiar stories.

Use masks for role playing

activit7 Records - Happy T

Look, Listen, Say Records -

Fduder Scott. Smilemobile

Use pictures of connion ite
animals. Compare two pie
things that are alike and

Color forms. Ideal Co.

Give each child an envelop
shapes. Sort by size, co

Peabody Language Dev. Kit
cards.

Curriculum Guide for Teach

11

,Preschoolers, Allegheny C
6101qppled Children & Adult
Pa., 1969.



LANGUAGE DEVELOPMEW

rative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Aaterials

lop self-expression through
eking and creative dramatics

rye picture si-d'arities and
ences jam, sie, reversals,
details)

gnize likenesses and differences
pes, color, and size

lop understanding of sizes,
terms, "big" and "little"

r

...1-MI.11111...

1-eacher reads story, then rereads while children
act it out.

iSse handmade stick or paper bag puppets for
familiar stories.

Use masks for role playing.

Activity Records - Happy Time Listening

Look, Listen,Say Records - 1 and 2, Louise
Binder Scotts Smilemobile :A152, ,,A153.

Use pictures of common items like cars, houses,
animals. Compare two pictures, looking for
things that are alike and different.

Color forms. Ideal Co. Flannelboard shapes.

Give each child an envelope of colored paper
shapes. Sort by size, color, and shape.

Peabody Language Dev. Kit Level I - size contrast
cards.

Curriculum Guide for Teachers of Handicapped

[I

.Prp;schoolers, Allegheny County Society for
t'Qiippled Children & Adults, Inc., Pittsburgh, oc,

Pa., 1969. \4



Concepts

LANGUAGE DEVELOP1T2fr

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Visual reception (cont.) To learn leftncss and rightness, top
and bottom

Learning .Lctivities

Make a collection cf pictur
left-right facing groups.

label "Left" and "Right"

Simon Says

attach colored construction
upper corners of child's d
Use two colors. Give dire

right hand on the print.
your head." Cover hand pr
paper. ::a2c.e up other game

To recognize likenesses and dif?.J2ences ;:atuh by drawing lines from
in letter forms other - Match with M, et

To observe internal picture details
for interpretation

Circle the one letter in th
h NM.

Hatch flannelboard letters,
pile and so on.

Talk about variety of pictU
like: wilhat do you see in
happening? What do you th
and so on.



DEVEL02:EIT

tive Behavioral Objectives Learning activities and Naterials

leftness and rightness, top
tom

Make a collection cf pictures and sort them into
left-right facing groups. Mount on a chart,

label "Left" and "Right"

Game: Simon Says

`_ttach colored construction paper hand prints in

upper corners of child's desk. Label R and L.

Use two colors. Give directions ... "Put your

right hand on the print. Put your left hand on

your he3d." Cover hand prints with clear contact
paper. ::ake up other gams.

.ize likenesses an -1 diff_2onc,!s Ilatch by drawing lines from one side of paper to

er forms other - Match :1 with M, etc.

e internal picture details
erpretation

Circle the one letter in the row that is different,

r. M N M.

Match flannelboard letters, putting A's in one

pile and so on.

Talk about variety of pictures using questions
like: "1 /hat do you see in the picture? What

happening? That do you think will happen next?"

and so on.

J

cr
4--



Concerts

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities

Visual expression (cent.) To determine sequence in pictures See-Quee puzzles. Instruct

Tc develop left-to-right progression Arran3e See-Quee pictures f

Make pictures from directia
"Dm,: a man in the middle.

right side", etc.

To predict endings for picture stories Make up a short stcry to ex
picture. Ask how the stor
record several answers and

, after hearing each one.

To recall prior visual objects or Show and Tell Time

experiences
Make pictures cP known iten

Example: the house you 11

discuss.

Game: Arrange objects on
at cbjects, then turns hi
removed. Child must reca

which one is tale.



LANGUAGE DEVELOP/ MIT

tive Behavioral Otjectives Learning Activities and Materials

.ire sequence in pictureo See-r.luee puzzles. Instructo.

left-to-right progression Arrange See-Quee pictures from left to right.

:lake pictures from directions dictated by teacher.

"Drai a man in the middle. Draw a ball on the

right side", etc.

ct endings fcr picture stories Make up a short story to explain action in a
picture. Ask how the story weuld end. Tape

reccrd several answers and decide on best ending

, after hearing each one.

I prior visual cbjects or Show lad Tell Time
ices

Make pictures cA known items and people.
Example: the house you live in. Show and

discuss.

Game: Arrange objects on a table. Child locks

at cbjects, then turns his back while cne is
removed. Child must recall objects to tell

which one is gone.

cc



LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activitie

Visual expression (eoLt.) 4 To identify letter forms Tactile beaded letter caras

Trace letter forms in sand

To associate capital letters with TaLtile beaded letter cards
lower case forms

Upper-lower ease letter fo

To develop association cf letters to Talking Alphabet.
sounds

To associate spoken words with written
symbols

Upper-lower case a]phabet
piTtures.

Spin the Bottle - say a wo
particular letter. Child
letter ycu use.

Look, Listen, Learn
Harcourt: Brace, Jovanovic

Classify objects into "s
initial sounds.

Have child tell you about
he has made. Write down
back to him. Mount his di
created object.



LANGUAGE rEVELOPMENT

ive BPhavicral Cbjectives Learning Activities and Materials

, letter forms Tactile beaded letter cards. Ideal, :c.

Trace letter forms in sand or finger paint.

ate capital letters with Tactile beaded letter cards. Ideal Co.
se forms

Upper-lower case letter form puzzles. Instructo.

p association of letters tc Talking Alphabet.

ate spoken words with written

Upper-lower case alphabet cards with associative
pitures.

Spin the Bottle - say a word which begins with a
particular letter. Child must make sound of the
letter you use.

Look, List en, Learn

Harcourt: Brace, Jovanovich.

Classify objects into "sound" boxes according to
initial sounds.

Have child tell you about a picture or something
he has made. Write down what he says. Read it
back to him. Mount his dictated story beside his
created object.



LANGUAGE EEVELOPMENT

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Visual expression (c,rnt.)

Learning Activities

To asscciate spoken words with written

symbols (cont.)

To recognize basic common sight
vocabulary

To recognize likenesses and differences

in word forms

I

Write down stories told by

group. Make large charts
illustration, cr bind smal

reread with all the child

Learning to Read Throuth.
Lee, Doris M. and R. Van

Appleton-Century-Crofts.

Put name cards cn objects

as "door".

Use color words to enlarge
"blue door".

Eake a list of interesting

Word recognition cards. (

programs have them)

Frame word and discuss sha

two ircrds. Example
_traini

Word Family games - Match
ending or beginning lette

fiAsk "Which Is It?" Which
feathers cr sweaters? Us

words.



LANC;UAGE EFELOPMEIT

tive Behavioral Objen.tives Learning Activities and Materials

at sicken words with written

;cont.

ize hasic common sight

Ty

ize likeneJscs and dffferences
forms

Wr_te down stories told by individuals or by the

group. Make large charts and encourage group
illustration, or bind small stories into booklets)
reread with all the children.

Learrang to Read ThroulthExttrience.
LE e,' Doris M. and R. Van Allen, New York:

Appleton-Century-Crofts.

Put name cards cn objects in the classroom, such
as "door".

Use color words to enlarge sentences, such as
"blue door".

rake 1 list of interesting words. Add to it.

licrd recognition cards. (All major basal reading

programs have them)

Frame word and discuss shape. Compare shape of

two 'rords. Example

tra`ini b 1C1--4

Word Family gameq - Match all words with same

ending cv beginning letters.

i
16 JA:a;!.11feathers sweaters?its:r:slyol

atcr
we rc13 .

cr



Concepts

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Visual expression (cont.)

Handwriting r.:aliness

Learning Act:vities

To recognize likenesses and differences

in word forms (cont.)

To develop gross motor control

Distribute pairs of rhyming,

of items and have children
and match them.

"Ihyming books", Dr. Seuss.

';lap hands to strongly rhyt

March to music and to a

1.;1:T reheated patterns.

-.Talk to music, changing mo

music ... run, gallop, wa

Record: Visit to My Lit

Primary rhythm instruments

Drawing large lines and ci

1. Kindergarten: Course o
Rochester Public Schoo

riouhester, Minn.

p. 3 to 9

2. San Diego City Schools
San Diego, Calif.
p. 12 to 14

1.41:-1-1*-1.1



LANGUAGE DEVELCPMENT

.ative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

;size likenesses and differences Listribute pairs of rhyming objects. Call names

forms (cont. of items and have children bring them forward

and match them.

1cp gross motor control

"ayming books", Dr. Seuss.

71ap hands to strongly rhythmic music.

Parch to music and to drum beat.

!,;11p repeated patterns.

:alk to music, changing movement to correspond to
music ... run, gallop, walk, hop, etc.

Record: 1 Visit to My Little Friend

Primary rhythm instruments

Drawing large lines and circles on blackboard.

1. Kindergarten: Course of Study Vol. I

Rochester Public Schools
Rochester, Minn.

p. 3 to 9

2. San Diego City Schools Curriculum Guide
San Diego, Calif.

P. 12 to 14

cz
CC



Concepts

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities

Handwriting eadiness
(cont.)

To develop fine motor control

nontrolled use of writing tocls
(pencil, pen, crayons)

Trace sandpaper or felt lel

Story of NIXI, provides pr
and stick formation.

SPICE, Educational Service
'Michigan. p. 168-170.

"Follug the dots" pages

Tracing

Coloring books



LANGITAGL DEVELOP /211

xetive Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

plop fir motor control Trace sandpaper or felt letters with hands

led use cf writing toc1J
1, pen, crayons)

Story of NIXI, provides practice with circle
and stick formation.

SPICE, Educational Service, Inc., Benton Harbor
p. 163-170.

"Follo,4 the dots" pages

Tracing

Coloring books

1:34
rr0



Ccncepts

ccn-eyinz basic personal

BASIC LTFORMATIOIT AND VOCABULLRY

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Able to state name, age, address, and
telephone number

Able to state family structure:

mother
Father
Grandfather) Similar Connotation

Grandmother )

Sister
Brother
Aunt

Uncle
Cousins

Knows names of colors:

Red
Yellow
Blue
White

Pink
Orange
Green
Black

Learninz Activities

Send invitations to class p
supply full name and

Child must give phone numb
toy phone. Teacher rewa
lege during conversation.

7ilafex Co. - Hoorah fcr Me

Role play

Milton Bradley Early Chil
Unit 2

I

Instructo Members of the
Horne and

Aafex Co. - Family Unit

Instructo - Color Recognit

Spoken Arts Inc. - Colors

Class sits in circle hold
stands in center. When t
two colors, those holding
places as "it" tries to b
to the circle.



32,31:C LIFOLITIO.1 AND VOCABULARY

luctrative Leh,ivicral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

to state name, age, address, and
ephone number

Send invitations to class party. Child must
supply full name and street addrec!,

Child must give phone number to receive call on
toy phone. Teacher rewards with special privi-
lege during conversation.

Mafex Co. - Hoorah for Me

tc state family structure; Role play

er
er ) Similar Connotation
dfather)
drzther)

er Uncle
her Cousins

s names of colors:

ow
pink
Orange
Green
Black

Milton Bradley Early Childhood Enrichment Series -
.nit 2

Instructo - Members of the Family_
aborne and Fames

:latex Co. - Family Unit

Instruct° - Color Recognition - No. 55

Spoken Arts Inc. - Colors Everywhere, /12011

Class sits in circle holding color tags. "It"

stands in center. When the teacher calls out
two colors, those holding them run and change
places as "it" tries to beat one of them back
to the circle.



Concepts

4...m. .
2onve:iing basic personal

(cont.)

BASIC LNFORMATION AND VOCABULtdlY

BASIC INFURMATION

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities

.1111

Knows names of colors ... (cont.) I spin color clock. Child ni

color chip.

Knows articles of clothing: Mafex Co. - Family Unit

coat pants Stanwix House, Inc. - Pla

jacket socks

shirt shoes Policeman leaves room. U

blouse mittens child describes the clot

skirt boots
dress hat

Able to identify home items:

chair couch
table bed
rug chest of drawers
lamp door
stove window
refrigerator floor

}lay with boy and girl dr

Role play with "grownup"

Play with miniature toy h

J.A. Preston Corp. - Dol

Ideal Co. - Name Pictures



BASIC DIFOEIATION AN: VOCABULARY

BASIC LIFOM'IATION

strative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

s names colors ... (cont.) spin color clock. Child names color and takes
color chip.

s articles of clothing:

se

SS

Mafex Co. - Family Unit

pants Stanwix House, Inc. - Play & Say Cards
socks
shoes Policeman leaves i. Upon enterinjo another
mittens child describes t. clothing of the "lost"
boots
hat

e to identify home items:

couch
bed
chest of drawers
door

e window
rigerator floor

flay with boy and girl dress-up dolls.

Role play with "grown-up" clothes.

Play with miniature toy house.

J.A. Preston Corp. - Dollhouse and Furniture

Ideal Co. - Name Pictures for Flannelboard



Concepts

',,c)nveying basic personal

f9.ots (col.t.)

_1_
ifi

_IL j,

f--

Levelop understanding of terms denoting "It" stands tlindfc16-,d in c
position, size, and comparison: child chants verse and "it"

child is up or down.

BASIC DIFORMATION AND VOCABULARY

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives ar-Ling Activities!

up
down
big
little
more
less

many
few WRSE: Sometimes I'm
under Sometimes I'm
beside Now I'm up - N
above Guess where I
behind

Child follows directions w

Ins-,ructo - Arithmetic No.

ape la1 LanL;uage Pro2;ram -

Recognizes and knows names of fruits American Guidance Services,
and vegetables: Language Development Kit -

apple beans
orange ccin
banana peas
cherries lettuce
pear tomatoes

Scott Foresman Co. - Talk S

General Learning Corp. (Jud
Food Series

Rotate picture wheel - chil
which is in full view.

Children cut construction p
them as they are placed on
Construction paper vegetab
stapled cn bottom of bulle



E:FCPVATION 11.1\11_ vocAKTARY

rative Objec'.:_ves Learning Activities and Materials

Jerctanding cf terms denoting "It" stands blindfolded in center of circle. One

ur, size, and comparison: child chants verse and "it" decides whether
child is up or down.

many
few =SE: Sometimes I'm way up high,
under Sometimes I'm way down low,
beside Now I'm up - Now I'm down.
atcve Guess where I am now.
behind

Chill .1,11ows directions which include these terms.

Instruct° - Arithmetic No. 27 - Flannel Board Set

Special Language Program - Electronic Future, Inc.

zes and knurs names of fruits American Guidance Services, Inc. - Peabody
getables:

es

bears

crrn
peas

let+uee
tumatuce

Language Development Kit - Level P

;cott Foresman Co. - Talk Starters; At the Store

General Learning Corp. (Judy) Reversible Puzzles -
FJou Series

Rotate picture wheel - child identifies picture
which is in full view.

Children cut construction paper fruit and name
them as they are placed on bulletin board tree.
Construction paper vegetables are cut and
stapled cn bottom of bulletin board.

kr



Con3epts

Convoying basic personal

facts (cont.)

141

BASIC DiFORMATION J-11\TD VOCABULARY

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Recognizea and knows names of fruits
and vegetables ... (cont.)

Learning Activities

Children cut out magazine pi

fruit /vegetable chart.

1

i One child describes fruit (>1

1 try to guess the one which

Several fruits and vegetable
One child leaves the room.

' The child returns and gues

Role play - grocer and custi

Bring in real fruits and ve
1 "tasting party".

Peabody Language Developmen
jean Guidance Services In
cards.

Able to identify farm and zoo animals: Milton Bradley Early Chil
Unit 2

General Learning Corp. (Ju

Scott Fcresman & Co. - T

dog
cat

bird
rabbit

horse
sheep
pig
cow

elephant
monkey
lion

tiger

14 f

Instructo - Farm Animals
Zoo Animals
A Day at the Z
Visiting the F

Field trips - farm, zoo



BASIC INFORHATICN VOCABU1ARY

rative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

zes and knows names of fruits Children cut out magazine pictures and paste on
getatl-,s ... (cont.) fruit/vegetable chart.

i Cne child describes fruit or vegetable as others
try to guess the one which he is thinking.

Several fruits and vegetables are displayed.
One child leaves the room. One object is removed,

The child returns and guesses which one is gone.

Role play - grocer and customer

Bring in real fruits and vegetables and have a
"tasting party".

Peabody Language Development Kit Level I - Amer-
; ican Guidance Services Inc., Fruit and vegetable

cards.

identify farm and zoo animals: ; Milton Bralley Early Childhood Enrichment Series -
! Unit 2

horse elephant
sheep monkey ! General Learning Ccrp. (Judy) - Wild Animal Series
pig lion
cow tiger 1 Scott Foresman & Co. - Talk Starters - At the Zoo

Instructo - Farm Animals and Babies
Zoo Animals
A Day at the Zoo
Visiting the Farm

1 Field trips - farm, zoo, pet shops



Connepts

Conveying basin personal
fa-ts (-ont.)

1

J

E,SIC INFORMATION AND VOCABULARY

Illustrative '3oLavioral Objf!ctives Learning Activities

Able to identify farm and zoo animals ... Dramatize movements and so

(cont.)

Knows the names and services of
helpers:

Mailman linkman
Policeman Bus Driver
Firem= Barber
Dentist Baker
Doctor Teacher

Every child holds in animal
Lion" walks around the cir
animal names. When a chil
he calks behind "Old King
Lion" cries "I an hungry"

a run. Xs "Old King Lion"
find a seit. The child wi

"Old King Lion".

community Miltcn Bradley Childhood En

General Learning Corp. - Ju
Ileighbor3

Visit fire station, police
relate their e;Teriences a
their thoughts cn chart pa

Keep a class scrapbook of

Role play

Have mailman deliver mail t

Have children fill in bl
a story about community he

Children tell their own sto
helper picture cards.

1 1
_Li4 j.



=FORMATIC: AND VOCABULARY

rative :eLavioral ut,-;ctives Learning Activities and Materials

identlfy farm and 2x,c, ani:aals ... Dramatize movements and sounds of animals

Every child holds an animal picture. "Old King

;ion" walks around the circle calling several

aJiral names. :)hen a child's animal is called

he Talks behind "Old King Lion". Jhen "Old King

Lion' cries "I am hungry" the children break into

a run. ..s "Old King Lion" sits the others must

find a seat. The child without a seat becomes

"Old King Lion".

e names and services cf colarlunity Milt Bradley Childhood Enrichment Series - Unit 2

s:

an us Lriver
7,arber

3aker
Teacher

Joneral Learning Corp. - Judy Story Set - Community

:leighbors

Visit fire station, police station. Have children
relate their experiences as the teacher writes

their thoughts on chart paper.

Keep a class scrapbook of community helpers.

Role play

Have mailman deliver mail to school.

Have children fill in blanks as the teacher tells
a story about community helpers.

Children tell their own story using community
helper picture cards.



BASIC INFORMATION AND VOCABULARY

Concepts Illustrative Sehavioral Objectives

1
----...-----_-____...----- .--

Convuying basic personal Knows the

facts (cont.)

Learning activities

names and services of commu- Invite parents to tell about

nity helpers (cont.) each job to a specific pers
trck driver. Mr. Jones is

Prepare skeletal map tu whi
house, police station, doe
truck, etc.

Y.ake 3-D map using boxes.

Can identify types of transportation (Developmental Learning Mate

vehicles Tr:nsportation Stencils.

:lake vehicles from boxes. Pa
function, size, capa^ity.
"box'' cars and trucks. In

come arld see.

See Manual Level I - Peabod
Kit - came for identifying
pp. 10-11.



BASIC DTFORMATION AL'ID VOCABULARY

rative 2,ehavioral Objectives

4

Learning Activities and Materials

the names and services of commu- Invite parents to tell about their jobs. Relate

aelpers (cont.) each job to a specific person. "Mr. Jones is a

truck driver. Mr. Jones is Polly's fatherl'

Prepare skeletal map to which children add fire
house, police station, doctor's office, milk
truck, etc.

Make 3-0 map using boxes.

entify types of transportation Developmental Learning Materials - Farm and

les Tr:..nsportation Stencils.

Make vehicles from boxes. Paint, label, compare
functipn, size, capacity. Set up display of
"box' cars and trucks. Invite another class to

come and see.

See Manual Level I - Peabody Language Development
Kit - dame for identifying types of vehicles,
pp. 10-11.

L



Conceots

Convt!T.n-,g t personal
fts (con.)

BASIC INFORMATION AND VOCABULARY

Illustrative Eohavioral Objectives

4
Knows w:.rds from natural environmcnt:

sun
moon
stars
clouds
ocean

river
mountain
trees
grass
wind

Understands action verbs:

jump

LaiD

hop

gallop
sit

ride

Co

Understands words of emotion:

happy
sad

angry

frightened
surprised

Learning 1,ctivities

Naturu hike

IDavid J.C. Cook Publishing
Sets

InstrL,cto

Use a sand table to make g
mountains, valleys, plain

Make bulletin boards with
features and label the:.

Childre.1 respond to teache

Children describe action p

Ideal Co. - lotion Picture
Flannelboard

Record: A Visit to My Lit

Children make their bodies
emotion.

David Cook Publishing Co.



1?..ASIC INT; OR,'".ATION LTD VOCABULARY

ative Eehavioral Objectives

-ds f,cm natural environmcnt:

river
mountain
trees
grass
wind

Learning Activities and iviaterials

Nature hike

-David J.C. Cook Publishing Co. - Teaching Picture
Sets

T_Istructo Ma&netic Visual Aids

Use a sand table to mal:e geographic formations,
mountains, valleys, plains.

Make bulletin boards with pictures of physical
features and label than.

ds action verbs; Childreh respond to teachers' directions.

.lick:

sit

ride

Go

,ds words of emotion:

frightened
surprised

Children describe action pictures.

Ideal Co. - A.ction Pictures - Name Pictures for
Flannelboard

Record: A Visit to by Little Friend

Children make their bodies and faces show
emotion.

David Cook Publishing Co. - Moods and Emotions



BASIC INFORMATION AND VOCABULARY

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities

Conveying basic personal
facts (cont.)

Understands words of emotion ...(cont.) Read stories in which the
these emotions. Discuss
tions in which the childr
these emotions.

Draw faces which show happ

"Understanding Our Feeling

Understands adverbs: Children respond physicall
include these terms.

slowly quickly
fast quietly

Knows the meaning of descriptive words: While blindfolded a child
texture, size, shape, wei

round fuzzy
square heavy
smooth light
rough straight
hot crooked
cold

Sense & Tell - Scott Fore



BASIC DTFOIATION AND VOCABULARY

ative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

ands words of emotion ...(cont.)

ands adverbs:

quickly
quietly

e meaning of descriptive

fuzzy
heavy
light

straight

crooked

Read stories in which the characters experience
these emotions. Discuss story and also situa-
tions in which the children have experienced
these emotions.

Draw faces which show happiness and sadness.

"Understanding Our Feelings" - pictures. Instructo

Children respond physically to directions which
include these terms.

words: Nhile blindfolded a child describes an object's
texture, size, shape, weight.

Sense & Tell - Scott Foresman & Co.



PERSONAL-SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

Ccncepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities

Self-'1wareness To be aware of personal physical Discuss hair color, eye col

characteristics features.

Have child look in a mirror
4

0 Have child draw himself wit

appropriately.

Use stories to illustrate to
4

as:

There's Only One You
.17 Book About Ile - Dr. S

Viking Press

Relate to self-help skill a
to develop body imaJ,,.

To be aware of growth and change in DiAlUSL-1 babies (size, appea

cne's body : teeth, inabilities)

Draw self as a baby.

Bring in baby pictures frog

discuss.

ITalk about why and how the

1 food, exercise, rest.

Weigh and measure child -

Emphasize each new skill -0

I r.



PEPOONAL-SOCIAL BalAVIOR

trative Behavioral Objectives 1
Learning Activities and Materials

aware of personal physical Discuss hair color, eye color, and outstanding

cteristics features.

aware of growth and change in
s body

f
Have child look in a mirror and describe himself.

have child draw himself with colors chosen

appropriately.

; Use stories to illustrate unique features, such

as:
There's Only One You - Hallmark Press

1 lv Book About Me - Dr. Seuss and Roy McKie

Viking Press

Relate to self-help skill activities and those

to develop body image.

Dit,cuss babies (size, appearance - no hair or

teeth, inabilities)

! Draw self as a baby.

1
Bring in baby pictures from home to display and

I discuss.

Talk about why and how the child grows, ex.

food, exercise, rest.

Weigh and measure child - compare to baby picture.

1

I
Emphasize each new skill the child masters.

r:
CI '

\-0
cc.



Concepts

PERSOHAL-SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Ci:A.f-awareness (cont.)

)

Learning 'activities

, To be aware of growth and change in one'd Tllustrate growth with stor
body (cont.) ! Growing Lam, Rand McNally G

: The Magic of Growing Up

. To be aware of per al preferences, : Talk about "favorites"
likes and dislike, feelings and -- things to do
emotions, behaviors and moods -- things to eat

- - places to go

-- choices of color
-- choices of clothes

friends

Role playing activities wh
make a choice.

! Make wishes

Games which have choices.

Have a child choose many a
give each child a chance
entire class activities.

Encourage creative express

To be aware of personal abilities and Emphasize activities done
realistic of inabilities bicycle, driving a car, g

r-0
Illustrative bulletin boa
engaged in various activi



PERSONAL-SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

ustrative Behavioral C.Jjectives Learning Activities and Materials

of growth and :..hang-e 71n one' Illustrate growth with stories, such as
! Growing a, Rand McNally Giant Book

The Magic of Growing; Up Hallmark Press

aware of personal preferences,

s and dislikes, feelings and
4ons, tchaviors and moo

Talk about "favorites"

-- things to do
-- things to eat
-- places to go
-- choices of color
-- choices of clothes
-- friends

Role playing activities where child learns to
make a choice.

! Make wishes

f Games which have choices.

Have a child choose many activities of the day -

give each child a chance to exert his will over
entire class activities.

Encourage creative expression through art media.

aware of personal abilities and I Emphasize activities done at age levels. (ex.
istic of inabilities bicycle, driving a car, going places alone)

1/1 : Illustrative bulletin boards showing children
Lt, y ! engaged in various activities.



Concepts

PERSONAL-SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

Illuotrative Behavioral ObjectiAies Learning Activities

Self-a:areness (cont.) Tc be aware of personal abilities and Create experiences to be sole

realistic cf inabilities (cont.) group.

Awareness of physical
environment

Discuss occupations of adult

child's play.

Illustrate growth in abilit
growth through stories suc
The Little Rabbit Who U.

Platt and flunk
The Little Girl Story -
The Little Boy Story - H
What Girls Can Be - Hal
What Bap Can Be - Hal
Good Little, Bad Little
Book

Little floma - Little Go

Discuss and be objective of
if necessary.

To be aware of broad elements of Using a day calendar, name
time months, and holidays.

Emphasize holidays through
expression.

Stress today, tomorrow, and
to class activities.



FERSOUAL-SCCU.L BEHAVIOR

native 3ehaviora1 Objectil,es

f-

Learning Activities and Materials

/are of perscnal abilities and : Create experiences to be solved alone, and by a

tic cf iLabilities (cont.) group.

Discuss occupations of adults, as related to

child's play.

Illustrate growth in ability with physical

: growth through stories such as:
The Little Rabbit Who Uanted Red Wings -
Platt and Munk
The Little Girl Story - Hallmark Press
The Boy Story - lallmark Press
That Girls Can Be - Hallmark Press

Boys Can Be - Hallmark Press
Good Little, Bad Little Girl - Little Golden
licok

Little r_LuMon, - Little Golden Book

:Discuss and be objective of physical limitations
if necessary.

aware of broad elements cf Using a day calendar, name days of the week,
months, and holidays.

Emphasize holidays through art media and language
expression.

Stress today, tomorrow, and yesterday as related
to class activities.

0
(-)



Concepts

PERSONAL-SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

Illustrative Behavioral Gbjectives Learning Activities

_warenLso cf physical : To be aware of basic elements of i Discuss daily weather.

environrdent (cont.) ! weather

Awareness of differences in: To note general differences in Traue .11ildren's shapes on

people : physical appearances of people display, calling attention
shapes, le,3 length, etc.

Y ark weather on calendar.

1

Li.;cuss clothes worn becaus

: aelate restrictions in acti

)nditions.

T1:2-1-3: tall, short,
round, etc.

Child to color in his hair
face sketch.

Make simple graphs of hair
children in the group.

Enlarged group photos used
physical differences.

Dandelion - Don Freeman (V
emphasizes that physical
matter as much as who I

Developmental Learning Mate
',, of Children Posters.



PERSONAL-SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

trative 73ehavicral Objectives

..
Learning Activities and Materials

aware cf b.:.sic elements cf : Discuss daily weather.

er

e general differences in

cal appearances of people

Yar'c. weather on calendar.

1

Liscuss clothes worn because of weather.

:Relate restrictions in activities to weather

Trace children's shapes on large paper, label and
! display, calling attention to different heights,

shapes, le.; length, etc.

T111.37, tall, short, small, skinny, thin,
round, etc.

:Child to color in his hair and eye color on simple
: face sketch.

Make simple graphs of hair and eye color for
chilaren in the group.

'Enlarged group photos used to discuss and note
physical differences.

!Dandelion - Don Freeman (Viking Press) Story
emphasizes that physical appearance doesn't
matter as much as who I am.

1Levelopmental Learning Materials - The Many Faces

1 of Children Posters.

1

0



Concepts

FERSONAL,SCCI'll, BEHAVIOR

Illustrative lehavicral Objectives

Awareness of differences
in pecple (cont.)

o note similarities and differences
in dress

,c make choices when asked

foilcu directions

To set goals for himif

Learning Activities and

11.

is wearing - shoes, skirt

Dress Peabody mannequin - emp
' wear, what boys wear.

'ress paper

Tess dolls.

Thildren dress in old play c
1.lay.

7,efer to Activities listed

(likes lad dislikes)

Refer to .activities listed un
IDirections in the section

Encourage pupils to set simpl
week (clean room, quiet room

Encourage their efforts tc 1
hard for them.

Give the child tasks which he
accomplish, and expect him t



FERSONAL-SCCIL BEHAVIOR

16-trative E-ehavicral (_,:_jectives Learning Activities and Materials

,ote similarities and differences
dress

ake chciJcs when askei

11 lire ticr.s

et gc;',113 for hIrlf

m4ho is wearing - shoes, skirts, dresses, pants?"

Dress Peabody mannequin - emphasize what girls
wear, what boys wear.

press paper dells.

_Jress dolls.

Llaildren dress in old play clothes for dramatic
play.

Refer to ActivLties listed u.-.der self-aw:Irenerls.

(likes and dislikes)

; Refer to Activities listed under Following
1 Directions in the section Language Development.

1

; Encourage pupils to set simple class goals each
week (clean room, quiet room, etc.)

Encourage their efforts tc learn skills that are
hard for them.

Give the child tasks which he can successfUlly
accomplish, and expect him to accomplish it.

J



Concepts

Self-discipline (cunt.)

Awareness of feelingt;

FERSONAL-SOCIAL BFEAVICR

i

1

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives
1

Learning Activities an

: 1

i
.a.

To set T:oals for himself (,.ont.) : Refer to Activities listed und

I : (abilities and inabilities)

To recognize facial expression or
physical behaviors

Help the child respond approp
expressions or behaviors.

Use puppets or pictures to sh
expressions mean.

To associate behavior with feelings or Suzy Face Maker - Scott Fores
moods in himself or others Storybooks - illustrates moo

expression.

Dramatic play - "You are ang

Creative movement - "Show me
look) when you're angry, whe
knee, etc."

Draw happy faces or sad faces

Reward child with happy faces
good behavior.

Use stories to illustrate fee
Happy, Sad, Sthy, Mad - Won
How I Feel - Children's Pres
That New Baby - Coward McC

, Jenny's New Brother - Little
Alk) Sometimes I'm Jealous - Gold



FERSONAL-SOCIAL BFILIVICR

ustrative 5ehavioral Objectives

11
Learning Activities and Materials

et f:,r himself , Refer to Activities listed under Self-awareness
(abilities and inabilities)

reccgnize faAal exnression or Help the child respond appropriately to specific
ysical behaviors expressions or behaviors.

Use puppets or pictures to show and explain what
expressions mean.

ssc2iate behavior with feelings or Suzy Face Maker - Scott Foresman - First Talking
ds in himself cr others Storybooks- illustrates moods through facial

expression.

Dramatic play - "You are angry, happy, etc."

Creative movement - "Show me what you do (how you
look) when you're angry, when you hurt your
knee, etc."

Draw happy faces or sad faces on facial sketch.

Reward child with happy faces for good work or
good behavior.

Use stories to illustrate feelings, such as:
Happx, Sad, Silly, Mad - Wonder Books
How I Feel - Children's Press
That New Baby - Coward McCann

lt. New Brother - Little Golden Book
ik) SOMetimes I'm Jealous - Golden Books

\.:TJ



Concepts

PERSONAL-SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities an

Awareness of feelings (contl To associate behavior with feelings or , Sad Dater Glad Day - Scholastic-
moods in himself or others (cont.)

To modify feelings and/or associated
behaviors

Roleglaying real experiences.

Discuss what makes certain fee
change those feelings, in chi

Role play specific instances o

School Health Bducation Study

9.

To name members of immediate family, Eastman, F.D. Are You :1), Moth

such as mother, father, brother,
sister Have students bring pictures o

immediate family.

Start a family corner picture

Have students build play house
play act families.

Use the Family and Home Cards
Language Development Kit, Lev
Guidance Service, Inc.)

Discuss roles of each family

Cut houses and draw family me

J[0.i



FERSCNAL-SOCIAL HEAVIOR

ustrative Behavioral Ob.jectives

T
Learning Activities and Materials

ssc'iate behavior with fee lines or Sad Dam Glad ai.D - Scholastic Book Services
ds in himself or others (cont.)

Roleplaying real experiences.

odify and/cr associated : Discuss what makes certain feelings and what will
aviors change those feelings, in children and adults.

Role play specific instances of changing behavior.

School Health Education Study Materials - Concept

9.

1
.

,aTrie :embers of immediate family, Eastman, F.D. _Are You 4 otheMr?_ (Dick Blick)
h as mother, father, brother,

___ __

ter Have students bring pictures of members of their
immediate family.

Start a family corner picture bulletin board.

Have students build play houses from blocks and
play act families.

Use the Family and Home Cards from the Peabody
Language Development Kit, Level P (American
Guidance Service, Inc.)

Discuss roles of each family member.

Cut houses and draw family members inside.



Concepts

Family relationships
(cont.)

Sportsmthship

PER3ONAL-SOCIYL BEHAVIOR

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and

To name members of immediate family,... Use stories such as:

(cont.) ' What Daddies Do - Hallmark

Tvly. Home - Little Golden Book

Tc name other relatives outside
immediate family

take turns with other children

Tc respond well to correction

To not take things that belong to

ethers

To nct fight or cry when he does not
win -- finishes a game even if he is
losing

To get along with others when working
in a group

To share materials with other children

To show consideration for other people

Have students draw pictures of
cousins, etc.

Add these drawings to the fami

Read stories about children wh
sports, anu discuss the impo

good sport.

Provide group experiences such
room or making a mural.

"EUSO" Kit (T:eveloping Underst
Others) American Guidance Se

Study prints - "Other People
Publishing Co.)

"Hello People" Kit includes r
photographs, books, and cut-
the child appreciate the div
(Developmental Learning Mate

"Understanding Our Feelings"
people develop understanding
(Instructo Corporation)



PEDLSON.;.L-SOCIAL

ustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

e members of immediate family,... Use stories such as:
' What Daddies Do - Hallmark

11 Home - Little Golden Book

e other relatives outside flaw' students draw pictures of aunts, uncles,
diatu family cousins, etc.

ke turns with other children

sperd well to correction

take thinss that belong to
rs

t fight or cry when he does not
-- finishes a game even if he is
ng

t alorj with others when working
group

are materials with other children

cw consideration for other people

i()

Add these drawings to the family corner.

Read stories about children who are good and bad
sports, and discuss the importance of being a
good sport.

Provide group experiences such as cleaning up the
room or making a mural.

"DUSO" Kit (Developing Understanding of Self and
Others) American Guidance Service, Inc.

Study prints - "Other People Around Me" (Bowmar
Publishing Co.)

"Hello People" Kit includes records, charts, maps,
photographs, books, and cut-outs designed to help
the child appreciate the diversity of people.
(Developmental Learning Materials)

"Understanding Our Feelings" - 28 photographs of
people develop understanding of self and others.r,
(Instructo Corporation)



Concepts

Sportsmanship (cont.)

Responsibility

PERSCr:TAL-SCCIAL BEHAVIOR

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

..........

Learning Activities and

i To show consideration for ether people Provide many types of group co

,cont.)

To take good care of the things he used Teacher assigns simple tasks f
classroom, such as feeding pe

To do stmole tasks in the classroom
when asked to do so by the teacher Give child his own materials

pencils. Discuss how they sh
To do simple tasks at home when asked
to do se by the mother Make charts showing children

Children draw pictures and to
To follow directions with reasonable
accuracy Provide opportunity for child

1

where they must take turns su
To dress himself and takt_ care of hi: Games Program" (Fearon Publi

' own toilet needs

"Social Development" teaching
resLert cthcr people's belongings taking turns, social attitude

helping. (Filk Co.)
I To put away toys -- clean uj work or

play area after he is finished

iTo know when to work and when to play

To understand and accept the rules of
classroom and school

To care for pets

Use the "helper" system in the

Have pet day at school. Talk
pet.

Have a class pet and share ca



PF:{207AL-'2,CCIAL EFHAVIOR

rative Fehavicral O} jeetive,,,

-t-

Learning Activities and Mateials

w ?onsiueration for other people Provide many types of group cooperative projects.
/

e g.od care of the thil,gs he uses ; Teacher assigns simple tasks for each child in the
classroom, such as feeding pets, etc.

simLle 'asks in the classroom
asked t_ r s,o by the teacher

simple tasks at home when asked
sc by the mother

low Jire3tions with reasonable
acy

ss hims(->lf and takt_ (J:J2C of hio

cilet

.t other people's belongirv;s

'live child his own materials such as crayons and
pencils. Discuss how they should be cared for.

Make charts showing children who are responsible.
Children draw pictures and teacher labels.

Provide opportunity for children to play games
where they must take turns such as "Pacemaker
Games Program" (Fearon Publishers)

"Social Development" teaching pictures teach
taking turns, social attitudes, playing, and
helping. (Dick flick, Co. )

away teys cork

area after he is finished Use the "helper" system in the classroom.

w when to work when to

erstand and accept the rules of
room and school Have a class pet and share care of it.

Have pet day at school. Talk about each child's
pet.

for pets



Concepts

PERSOIVL-SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

-1

1

---

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and

-4-

Commur-it-y- awareness - good To illustrate by appropriate

3itizen5hip behavior an understanding of basic
safety signs!

red light
or nge (amber) light
green light
sto,) si,;n

1'

Signs illustrated on cardboard.
and associates a cue word to i'

Example: Red light - stop
Orange light - be ca:
Green light - go
Stop sign - stop

Color large pictures emphasizir
; shape or color of the signal.

Safety "march" - upright signal
room. Children march and do 14
says as he comes to it.

Large cardboard puzzles of the
to be constructed by children.

Singer (SVE) Corporation filmst
Series - "Safe and Sound Alone

Teaching Pictures CHammet's or
i "Safety"series used for illust

discussion purposes.
i

1

i

i

I

ITalk about bicycle safety
i

Use stories

Discuss

Discuss

Smokey the Bear - fires

fire trucks and fire



PEFC)01.T.L,-SCCIAL, BEHAVIOR

strative Behavioral Cbjectives

lustrate by appropriate

vier 321 '-trlder Standing of basic

ty

light
e (amber; light

n light
sign

r 4-

i

Learning A2tivities and Materials

Signs illustrated on cardboard. Child chooses one

and associates a cue word to it.

Example: Red light - stop
Orange light - be careful, go slow
Green light - go
Stop sign - stop

Color large pictures emphasizing the specific
shape or color of the signal.

Safety "march" - upright signals posted around

room. Children march and do what each sign

says as he comes to it.

Large cardboard puzzles of the stop light, etc.

:
to be constructed by children.

Singer (SW) Corporation filmstrips - Safety

:
Series - "Safe and Sound Along the 'Jay"

Teaching Pictures (Hammet's or Kurtz Co.)

; "Safety"series used for illustration and

discussion purposes.

i

1 Discuss Smokey the Bear - fires

1

Discuss fire trucks and fire stations.

'Talk about bicycle safety

'Use stories



Concepts

PER3OITALSOCIAL BEHAVIOR

illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities an<

CommunI-,y awarenesi - good To be aware of '.!cmmunity helpers and ; Pefer to :activities listed undo
;oont.) resources ; ant: Vocabulary (cormunity hell

To be aware of community transportatior: Jame types of transportation

Dilis different means of tra

;71scuss fares anl travel route

: Refer to ctivities listed and

7c u.;e "magic words" when needed, such Joslin. ;hat Do You Say, rear
as please, thank you, excuse me,
pardon me, etc. Verbal attention when students

priately.

To act mannerly in most common
situations.

Play acting these skills.

Games using "magic words"

Provide real experiences (pass

Discuss proper manners for va
class, playground, etc.)

Illustrate proper manners wit

Act out situations.



PER.7,1):7 L-LlOCIkL

lustrative 1:,f-havicral (JbjPetivc:s Learning Activities and Materials

be aware of -:or..7.%Lity n,.ilp,trs and ; Refer to activities listed under Basic Information
sources : and Vocabulary (Community helpers)

be aware of community transportation: Jame types of transportation and their functions.

lAilize different means of travel fur field trips.

Discuss fares anl travel routes - traveling alone.

: Refer to ,ctivities listed under Basic Information.

:,Le "magic w:Drds" whun T-1,;:eded, suJh : Joslin. 2,1at Do You 3ay, Dear:? (Dick Blick)
pleace, thank you, t:xJuse mL,
rdc-n me, et,:. : Verbal attention when stuc.,,,ts use them appro-

: priately.

Play acting these skills.

Games using "magic words"

Provide real experiences (passing out things, etc.)

Let mannerly in most common
'Alations.

Discuss proper manners for various places (dinner,
4 class, playground, etc.)
1

Illustrate proper manners with stick figures.

Act out situations.



concepts

Manners (cont.)

PERSOMAL-30CIAL BEHAVIOR

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and

Tc act mannerly in most common ; Call attention, to proper behavi

situations (cont.)
: Provide real opportunities (fie

:1:lake good manner booklets or p

Have a good manners party for

Monroe -Leal, Manners Can Bel.

Di3,!USS how good manners help

Play act two people with bad
two with good manners. Afte
class which they would like a

: Emphasize treating others the

to be treated.

a

a

1

1

1

1
;

1

1I ' 4 )
le I

i

; 1

I,



PERLCiaL-COCIAL BEILWICR

strative 7ehavloral Cb,-;ectives

ct mannerly in mczt common
ations (J:ont.)

Learning Activities and Materials

Call attention to proper behavior of pupils.

Provide real opportunities (field trips, parties)

:Make good manner booklets or posters.
4

Have a good manners party for mothers or parents.

Monroe -Leal, Manners Can Be Fun

Discuss how good manners help win friends.

Play act two people with bad manners and then
two with good manners. Afterwards, ask the

class which they would like as friends.

: Emphasize treating others the way you wc'ild like

; to be treated.

1

1



Concepts

Body image

F FRC EPTUAL-MCTC R PERFORI TA.NCE

Illustrative 5ehavicral Objectives Learninj Activities and

4

To recognize and identify parts of the Trace child on large paper -
body paint, if able, and label.

To nonverbally identify body parts

Make silhouettes of children
filmstrip projector. Label.

Mirror play - teacher points
child's body.

Pictures taken of children an
chair.

Feople puzzles - PLM (Levels
Materials) -55C9 North Ashlan

Illinois 60657

Peabody Language Kit - Prim

Shadow tag

MyBpok About Me - Dr. Seuss
Viking Press

"Simon Says" - use terms such
raise, wave" -- arms, legs,

Child closes eyes - teacher t
saying "Did I touch your arm
yes or no or can merely shak



s.

el.

PCRCET-TUAL-MCTCR PERFt. RI LANCE

strative =ehavicral Chjectives Learning Activities and Materials

ognize and identify parts of the Trace child on large paper - cut out, color,
paint, if able, and label.

Make silhouettes of children using light from
filmstrip projector. Label.

Mirror play - teacher points and names parts of
child's body.

Pictures taken of children and taped to desk or
chair.

People puzzles - DLM (Developmental Learning

an Materials) 55C5 North Ashland Ave., Chicago,
Illinuis 6C(57

Peabody Language Kit - Primary - mannequin

Shadow tag

My. Book About Me - Dr. Seuss and Roy McKie -

IViking Press

:verbally identify body parts "Simon Says" - use terns such as "point to, shake,
raise, wave" -- arms, legs, etc.

Child closes eyes - teacher touches part of body
sayinz "Did I touch your arm?" Child answers
yes or no or can merely shake head appropriately.

';)

I -'

0



PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR PERFORMANCE

Concepts Illustrative Eehavioral Objectives Learning Activities

Body image (cont.) To nonverbally identify body parts

(cont.)

Grcup constructs mannequin or
direction from teaeher 'rich

will draw the arms?"

Partially completed forms - "
Child responds appropriately.

Paper puzzles of body parts p
outline cr blank piece of pa

ye/tally identify body parts Peabody Lanc:uage - Primary -

manual.

Action songs:
"Locby Lou"
"Where Is Thumbkin"
"Put Your Finger On Your Nos

Children to sing songs as nam
body parts.

"'that is missir,g?" Child mus
his own body part as he does
quin.

Completion game - two puzzles
Teacher constructs an incomp
holding the missing piece
in correct position.



PERCEPTILL-MOTa PERE-lir-MIME

strative Eehavioral Objectives

,verbally ide-Ltify body parts

t. )

Lally i:',intify body parts

Learning Activities and Materials

Group constructs mannequin or draws picture on

1 direction from teacher - "Who has the head? Who

will draw the arms?"

, Partially completed forms - "Is the arm missing?"

Child responds appropriately.

Paper puzzles of body parts pasted onto a body
outline or blank piece of paper.

1

Peabody Lanolage - Irimary - naming activities in

manual.

1

. "What is missing?" Child must name and point to
his own body part as he does so. Peabody Manne-

1 quip.

1

! Completion game - two puzzles cr mannaquins.

' Teacher constructs an incomplete form - child
Iholding the missing piece names it and places
in correct position.

Action songs:
"Lccby Loo"
"Where Is Thumbkin"
"Put Your Finger On Your Nose")

Children to sing songs as naming
body parts.

_ Music fcr Young__
Americans - K

practice for



PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR PERFORMANCE

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Body image (cont.)

Spare and direction

Learning Activit]es and

Tc verbally identify body parts (cont.) revElopmental Learning Matei.
rody Concept Spirit Maeters
Pudy Joncept Template
People Fuzzes

C,ildren Puzzle.

To relate body parts tc surroundings Orien4;ation Cubes

Instruct children to tcuch t

Irritate teacher in movement

Tc use senses to reinforce mental Child bccomes as small, large
image of body in space as he can be.

To channel movements

iicve fast or )1.(_w: forward

ways

Find things near, far, over,

b

Set up an obstacle ecurs

Cartwheels; hopscotch

Large ball play - bounce, tos
Game - "Kitty in the Middle"



EEC EPTUAL-MOrron I ERFORNANCE

astrative Lehavicral Cabjectivcs

..1.1... A

Learnin6 Activities and Materials

arta:1y ientlfy body parts ;cont.) ; Levelopmental Leax-ing Materials
Rudy Ccncept Spirit Masters 1 & 11
P,ody ;;Incept Template

People Puzzles
:'Thati-Ethnic Children Puzzles

elate body parts tc surrtundinEs Orientation Cubes

Instruct children to touch tcuy parts to objects.

Imitate teacher in movement of parts of body.

se senses to reinforce mental Child bccmes as small, large, tall, cr shcrt
ge of body in space as he can be.

hang el movements

licve fast or slow: forward, backward, cr side-
ways

Find things near, far, over, under, etc.

Set up an obstacle course

Cartwheels; hopscotch

Large ball play - bounce, toss, roll
Game - "Kitty in the Middle"



Concepts

PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR PERFCRMANCE

Illustrative Behavioral Otjectives

Space and direction (con',.) 'I() channel movements (cont.)

Learning Activities and

Relay races wroa21s, tear. Lags

spoon.

Outdoor games - "Duck, Duck, G
a Tree"; "lieket a Tasket"

Dances - Indian war dance, May

Balancse . To sustain control of body when using Jump en both feet with eyes cl

both sides simultaneously
HnpFinE games

Balance Board

Walking Sc ard

To sustain control of body when using Jumring on one foot cr other

individual sides

To sustain control of body when using
alternate side

Jumping on either foot doing

Standing on one foot for spec]

time - close eyes.

Hopscotch

Walking Board activities - he

c2 sideways



1-1-21-7.:EP7SAL-MOTCR PERFC1-3:01.12:0E

strative Behavioral Ctjectives

annei movements ic

stain control of body when using

sides simultaneously

tain control of body when using
vidual sides

Learning Activities and Materials

Relay races w/ba113, bean bags, etc. Peanut in

spoon.

Outdoor games - "Duck, Duck, Goose"; "Squirrel in

a Tree"; "Tisket a Tasket"

Dances - Indian war dance, Maypole, "Hat dance"

Jump on both feet with eyes closed

Hopping games

Balance Board

Walking beard

Jumping on one foot or other

Jumping on either foot doing and turns

Standing on one foot for specific amount of

time - close eyes.

stain control of body when using Hopscotch

mate side
Walking Board activities - heel to toes, backwards,

_102sideways
k.A



PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR PERFORMANCE

Concepts

A

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and

Balance (cont.) : To sustain control of body when using
alternate sides (cont.)

Rhythm To develop good motor coordination

Symmetry

Elephant walking games

Crab walk

Walking on knees

---uck walk

Walk fast, slow; with small or
gallop, dance, run, skate, ho
march - use music, clapping,

Imitate bodily rhythms made by
tapping, shrugging, or rais
of body

Lister_ h and McAr Rhythm re
Activities, Inc. Freeport, N.

To increase efficiency of movement Lie on the floor. Move legs
together Simultaneously.

Move one arm and one leg up,
and leg in place. Change si

Make circles in air or on cha
sides simultaneously.

Swimming, running, skipping



PERCEPTUAL-1'10TM PERFORMANCE

ustrative Rehavicral Objecties Learning Activities and Materials

ustain control of body when using
ernate sides (cont.)

evelcp good motor coordination

Elephant walking games

Crab walk

Walking on knees

-Juck walk

Walk fast, slow; with small or giant steps;
gallop, dance, run, skate, hop, skip, cr
march - use music, clapping, or drum beat

Imitate bodily rhythms made by teacher-- clapping,
tapping, shrugging, or raising and lowering parts
of body

Listent and Moving Rhythm record - Educational
Activities, Inc. Freeport, N.Y.

ncrease efficiency of movement Lie on the floor. Move legs and arms apart and

together eimultaneously.

Move one arm and one leg up, leaving other arm
and leg in place. Change sides.

Make circles in air or on chalkboard with both
sides simultAneously.

Swimming, running, skipping



PERCEPTUAL-MC/1;0R PERFORnIsICE

Con,epts Illustrative Behavioral ajectives Learning Activities and

Symmetry (cont.)

Continuity

;
To increase efficiency of movement See Daly Sensorimotor "rain

pp. 7b-91.(cont.)

To stop and start on command

To accelerate on command

To change direction when desired

Red Light Game

Musical Chairs

Squirrel in the Tree

Follow the Leader

Relay races

Duck, Duck, Goose

Red Rover with colors

Dodge Ball

Brownies and Fairies

Back to Back

Crossing the Brook



PERCFPTCAL-MC11- PERFOR:'.ANCE

ustrative behavioral GLjectives Learning Activities and Materials

.crease efficiency of movement See Daily,. Sensorimctor Training Activities,

nt.) pp. 7b-9l.

stop and start on command

accelerate on command

change direction when desired

Red Light Game

Musical Chairs

Squirrel in the Tree

Follow the Leader

Relay races

i Duck, Duck, Goose

Red Rover with colors

Dodge Ball

Brownies and Fairies

Back to Back

Crossing the Brook



PERCEPT'JAL-MCTOR PERFCT,IANCE

Concerts Illustrative Behavioral Cbjectives Learning Activities and

Time To become aware of changes in time Mother May I?

Alarm clock, three minute time

To become aware of variation in speed Creative activity to the chang
of movement : records

1

it;eight transfer To transfer weight frm hand to hand along horizontal ladde

Seal walk

Cartwheel

To transfer weight from foot to foot Running

Walk 1,g

Jumping

1 Hopping

1

To transfer weight from feet to hands : Tumbling (somersaults and ca



PERCEIr7AL-MCT0a FERFCTa7CE

,:strative 2ehavILral CL,jectIves Learning Activities and Materials

come aware cf changes in timc t Mother IM=.1.y I?

Alarm clock, three minute timer, metronome

come aware cf variation in speed ' Creative activity to the changing tempo of

tovement : records

ansfer weight from hand to hand : Walking along horizontal ladder

I Seal walk

Cartwheel

'ansfer weight from foot to foot I binning
1

! 1alking

IJumping

Hopping

.ansfer weight from feet to hands : Tumbling (somersaults and cartwheels)



Concepts

Weight transfer (cont.)

FERCEPTUAL-MOTOR PERFORDIANCE

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and

To transfer weight from foot to back : Rolling

Eye-foot coordination To coordinate eye-foot with ground
level objects

Jumpin Jiminy Trampoline

Walking on masking tape
a. Heel to toe
b. Sideways
c. Giant steps
d. Tip toes

Tac-Tracks

; Straddling masking tape

; Crossover step on masking to

Walking on chalk obstacle co

Walking within footprints

"Snake" (Rope game) wiggling

1 Hopscotch

To coordinate eye-foot with three 1 Stepping over boxes, blocks,
dimensional objects

Pushing ball back and forth

Jiligh-water game
1;



PLRCEPTUAL-MOTOR PERFORMANCE

strative 3ehavioral Objectives

sfer weight from foot tu back

ordinate eye-foot with ground
1 objects

Learning Activities and Materials

Rolling

Jumpin Jiminy Trampoline

Walking on masking tape
a. Heel to toe
b. Sideways
c. Giant steps
d. Tip toes

Tac -Tracks

Straddling masking tape

; Crossover step on masking tape

"Walking on chalk obstacle course on floor

,talking within footprints

1

"Snake" (Rope game) wiggling rope on floor

1 Hopscotch

ordinate eye-foot with three Stepping over boxes, blocks, small benches
sional objects

Pushing ball back and forth with foot

kigigh-water game fJ



Concepts

PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR PERFORMANCE

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

,11.7

Eye-foot coordination ; To coordinate eye-foot with three

(cont.) : dimensional objects (cont.)

Eye-hand coordination

Learning Activities and;

Jump roue

Jump the shot

; Kickball

To control gross motor performance in : Finger painting

1

1

1

1

eye-hand coordination
Painting with tempera, large bl

Chalkboard - encourage large cl

big pictures.

Free cnoice crayon drawing on

i Free choice play with clay

Large pencils, unlined paper

Building with blocks

Large, simple puzzles

Flannelboard and cut outs to m
patterns or designs

Batting balloons and bouncing



FERCEPTU2.1.-MOTOR PERFORMANCE

strative 3ehavicral Objectives

---_--___ -

1

ordinate eye-foot with three
nsicnal objects (cont.)

Learning Activities and Materials

Jump rope

Jump the shot

Kickball

ontrol cross motor performance in : Finger painting

-hand coordination
Painting with tempera, large brush, and easel.

Chalkboard - encourage large circles, long lines,

big pictures.

Free choice crayon drawing on large paper

1 Free choice play with clay

Large pencils, unlined paper - make lines, etc.

Building with blocks

Large, simple puzzles

1

1

1(0

Flannelboard and cut outs to manipulate into

patterns or designs

Batting balloons and bouncing balls.





Concepts

Eye-hand coordination
(cont.)

Dorm pp.r1g4.,1-.in

PERCEPPtJAL -MOTOR PERFORMANCE

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities an

TG control fine motor performance in Finger plays - "Vnere is Thumb
eye-hand coordination right hand", etc.

To perceive size and shape

Cut out simple shapes (using b
paste onto paper for a collag

Trace around simple patterns (
of pencil). Color or cut out

Paint with water colors (make
blended colors).

Trite numerals (1 to 10) on wi

Print name in upper and lower

Create objects with Salt Cer

Peg q Lace

Giant Rock a Stack

Kinesthetic Alphabet Cards -
finger the flocked letters.
match cut out felt letters

Manipulative Materials - N
Stack & Count Blocks

Using masking tape, make geo
,circle, square, triangle, th
children walk around the mas



PERCEPTUAL,MOTOR PERFORMANCE

.ustrative Behavioral Objectives

ontrol fine motor performance in
-hand coordination

erceive size and shape

I

Learning Activities and Materials

Finger plays - "here is Thumbkin?"; "This is my
right hand", etc.

Cut out simple shapes (using blunt-tipped scissors)
paste onto paper for a collage.

Trace around simple patterns (to develop control
of pencil). Color or cut out.

Paint with water colors (make sunsets with
blended colors).

Write numerals (1 to 10) on wide lined paper.

Print name in upper and lower case letters.

Create objects with Salt Ceramic Clay.

Peg q Lace

Giant Rock a Stack

Kinesthetic Alphabet Cards - child traces with
finger the flocked letters. Numerals then
match cut out felt letters and numerals.

Manipulative Materials - Number Jig-Saw Puzzles
Stack & Count Blocks

Using masking tape, make geometftfigures of
circle, square, triangle, then proceed to having-,

FAchildren walk around the masking tape. VD



3371-.7ETTUAL-MOTOR PERFOR1,1Al'ICI:

Con,:epts Illustrative 1::ehavicral Objectives

7,crm ier-.;eption :cont.

Leurning Activities and

To 1,ereeive size and shape (cont.) C.,:t out shapes from newspaper

reassemble them.

Create collage pictures from g

Categorizing shapes into their

Go metric Sorting Boards

Gurt.,::tric Shape Form Board

GeoretriL. Shape with Bases and

"Feely Box' - feel, describe,

To distinguish straight and curved lines Make rer,x.ductions of geometri
missing lines. Children sno

Hake relat objects - man, w
from geome cric figures and fo

Tracing exercises on paper an
straight lines (teepee) and
(rainbow, jump rope).

f s;

11)



T,7EPTL-p.L-NCTOR PERFCEMANCE

lustrative Ajectives I Learning Activities and Materials

eref,ive i t and shape cont.) Cut out shapes from newspaper and let children
reassemble them.

Create collage pictures from geometric forms.

Categorizing shapes into their on groups.

Geometric Sorting Boards

Geor-etric Shape Form Board

Geometric Shape with Bases and Basket

"Feely Box'' - feel, describe, guess

stinguich ctr-ti,,:ht and curved lines Make reproductions of geometric forms with
missing lines. Children should complete.

:lake related objects - man, woman, house, etc. -
from geometric figures and forms.

Tracing exercises oa paper and workbook with
straight lines (teepee) and curved lines
(rainbow, jump rope).



PERCEPTUAL- MC'POR PERFORMANCE

Concepts

Games for checking large
and small muscle develop-
ment

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities an

---1

To participate gucceE:3fully in various Illustrative bulletin boards s

body activities: engaged in various activities

running rhythm band
skipping eating
jumping dancing
hopping coloring
riding bicycle pasting
sledding cutting

kicking sorting
climbing
twisting
bending
pushing
pulling

Nonsense game - "Can we eat wi
we run with our head?"

Creative rhythms

Gross motor activities)-

)

Fine motor activities )

Reme

Disab

Challenge to Chanje physical
mentally retarded. Pa. Dept.

Pantomine games

Ball games

"Statues"

Do You Move Is I Do - Helen

Schuman

Z



PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR PERFORMANCE

lustrative 3ehavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

articinate successfully in various Illustrative bulletin boards showing children
y activities: engaged in various activities.

rhythm bard ::onsense game - "Can we eat with our knees? Can
ppirig eating we run with our head?"
ing dancing

Ping coloring Creative rhythms
in bi ycle pasting \

ddi :g cutting Gross rotor activities)-
Remediation of Learning

king sorting
)

Disabilities - Valett

bing Fine motor activities )
sting

ding Challenge to Change - physical education for the
ring mentally retarded. Pa. Dept. of Ed. - Harrisburg
ling

Pantomine games

Ball games

"Statues"

DR You Move Is I Do - Helen Borten (Abelard -
Schuman)



Concepts

N=bers are useful

MassifirtatioL

TIMBER CONCEPTS

Illustrative 3ehavioral Objectives

To Lecome aware of numbers around us

Learning Activities an

Signs of numbers in the class
(ex. milk money, recess time
needed for a game, age)

Signs of numbers in the home
family, telephone number)

Making a bulletin board and
briAs pictures demonstrating
everyday living (ex. clock,

To develop the concept of numbers in a Classifying objects by functi
set or group color, and shape through act

during the day

Comnleting worksheets on clas

Discussing set terminology (
set are called members)

Grouping concrete objects in

Singing number songs (ex.
"Ten Little Indians")

Stern's Structural Arithmetic

Arithmetic Step by Step - Con

1113



TIT,7.113ER CC:CEFT3

,trative 3e1-.avioral Cbjectives Learning Activities and Materials

ere aware cf numhers around us Signs cf numbers in the classroom and in activities
(ex. milk money, recess time, number of children
needed for a game, age)

Signs of numbers in the home (ex. number in the
family, telephone number)

Making a bulletin board and having children
bri.1_-; pictures demonstrating use of numbers in

everyday living (ex. cluck, scales, money)

velop the concept of numbers in a Classifying objects by function, family, size,
or crcup color, and shape through activities develJ)ed

during the day

Completing worksheets on classifying

Discussing set terminology (ex. things within a
set are called members)

Grouping concrete objects in the classroom

Singing number songs (ex. "Baa Baa Black Sheep",
"Ten Little Indians")

Stern's Structural Arithmetic Kit - K & P

Arithmetic Step by Step - Continental Press

"

fv



NUNDER CONCEPTS

Con:_epts Illustrative Fehavioral Objectives Learning Activities an

To develop vocabulary used in set Proviiing experiences invol
comparison - as many as, same. as, objects, allowing children t
many/few, more /fewer, not as many as pairing

S1.0' re,!ogi. iti oz. To recogrize groups without counting

Placing different amounts cf
and asking "Are there more
How can we find cut?" Form
one-to-one

Comparing shapes and animals
flannelboard

Using activities with equipme
3 l'Aleels; car - 4 wheels)

Planning placement of materia
(ex. two books on one shelf)

Finding pairs (ex. hands, fee

Pairing up for walks cr games

Game - "Squirrel in the Tree"

Counting songs (see Classific



CONC,PTS

rative 73ehavi3ral (Lje,atives 1 Learning Activities and Materials

vc.cataiary used in set
-iscn - as many as, same. as,

fe;;, mcre/fewer, rot as many as

Proviiirig experiences involving two groups cf

objects, allowing children to compare by simple
pairing

Placing different amounts of beads on two plates
and asking "Are there more beads here or here?
How can we find cut?" Form concepts of matching
one-to-one

Comparing shapes and animals one-to-one en the
flannelboard

cognize groups without counting Using activities with equipment (ex. tricycle -

3 wheels; car - 4 wheels)

Planning placement of materials in small groups
(ex. two books on one shelf)

Finding pairs (ex. hands, feet, shoes, mittens)

Pairing up for walks or games

Game - "Squirrel in the Tree" - groups of three

Counting songs (see Classification)



NUT.,..R3LF, CONCEPTS

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

One-to-one corrc,spor deLcF To understand the concept of "how
many"

snap,

Learning Activities an

: Finger play and conversation
many fingers on one hand as
fingertips)

Dramatic play (ex. table sett
child)

Flannelboard - pairing names
characters, one-tc-one

Dramatizing stories and count
characters needed

: Game - Ring Tcss or Bean Bags
ing his own store

'leather calendar - pairing we

To recognize the circle, square, and
Discussing models and handlintriangle
shapes

Observing and discussing shap
round and cursed and have a
angles have 3 straight sides
form a closed path; squares
corners and form a closed pa

Discovering objects in the ro
same shapes

Making pictures from shapes



CCi:CEPT3

Ustrative Eehavicral Cbjectiveu Learning Activities and Materials

vierst,Ind the c-...ncept of "how

ecornize the circle, square, and
Angle

Finger play and conversation (ex. "You have as
. many fingers on one hand as the other" - pair

fingertips)

: Dramatic play (ex. table setting - one chair rer
: child)

; Flannelboard - pairing names with Mother Goose
characters, one-to-one

Dramatizing stories and counting the number of
characters needed

: Game - Ring Tcss or Bean Bags, each child tally-
ind his own sgcre

'leather calendar - pairing weather to each day

Discussing models and handling three-dimensional
: shapes

Ctserving and discussing sl 'es (circles are
round and curried and have a closed path; tri-
angles have 3 straight sides and 3 corners and
form a closed path; squares have 4 sides and 4
corners and form a closed path)

Discovering objects in the room which have the
: same shapes

Making pictures from shapes `4'f)



Ccncepts

NUMBER CONCEPTS

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities an

Geontric shapes (cont.)

("ardinal numbers

Tc recognize the circle, square, and
triangle (cont.)

To develop the ability to compare and
describe likenesses and differences
in simple size, shape, and color

To develop the concepts of numerals
as symbols and of recounizing the
numerals 1-10

Developing patterns in strip

Guessing Games ("I see somet

Describing various items plat
board, noting those alike an

21akintz designs with sponges c

shapes

Making mobiles from various

Game - After shapes are place
takes one o , describes it,
flannelbcard; another child
compares it to the previous

Game - children must find hid
room 5 shapes identical to 5
flannelboard and must pair t

Book - Shapes by Miriam Schle

Game - Surprise Box - one num
next to a box and that numbe
in the box; numerals and obj
as they are removed from the

Discovering groups of one ob
room (teacher, piano)



1117a3ER CONCEPTS

^trative 'ehavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

cognize the circle, square, and
zie (cont.)

velop the ability to compare and
ribe likenesses and differences
imple size, shape, and color

veicp the concepts of numerals
ymbols and of recognizing the
rals 1-10

Developing patterns in stringing beads

Guessing Games ("I see something that is round.")

Describing various items placed on the flannel-
board, noting those alike and different

;faking designs w.Lth sponges cut into geometric
shapes

Making mobiles from various shapes

Game - kfter shapes are placed in a bLg, one child
takes one out, describes it, and places it on a
flannelboard; another child picks a shape and
compares it to the previous one

Game - children must find hidden in the class-
room 5 shapes identical to 5 placed on the
flannelboard and must pair them correctly

Bcok - Shapes by Miriam Schlein

Game - Surprise Box - one numeral is displayed
next to a box and that number of objects placed
in the box; numerals and objects are discussed
as they are removed from the box

H
Discovering groups of one object in the class-
room (teacher, Piano)



NUMBER CONCEPTS

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Cardinal numbers (cont.)

Learning Activities and

To develop the concepts of numerals ...

(cont.)

To ccunt from zero to ten

Game - Cars and Garages - Mak
and paint numerals on each;
on the driveway the number o
tc the numeral on the garage

Ing-uage Master - Bell and H

Game - "Concentration" (match

3tern's Structural Arithmetic

Arithmetic Step by Step - Kit

Abacus

Song - "Ten Little Indians"

Counting Man

Number Line

Arithmetic Step by Step - Kit

Stern's Structural Arithmetic

Pacemaker Arithmetic Readines



FILMTER CONCEPTS

ustrativP Beilaviorai ObjPetivPs

evelop the (...'onpelits of rour.c.rals

nt.)

cunt from zero to ten

Learning Activities and Materials

Game - Cars and Garages - Make several garages
and paint numerals on each; have children place
an the driveway the number of cars corresponding
to the numeral on the garage

Language Master - Bell and Howell

Game - "Concentration" (matching numbers)

';tern's Structural Arithmetic Kit - K & P

Arithmetic Step by Step - Kit A

Abacus

Song - "Ten Little Indians"

Counting Man

Number Line

Arithmetic Step by Ster - Kit A

Stern's Structural Arithmetic Kit - K & P

Pacemaker Arithmetic Readiness Program - Part B

tJ



NUMBER CONCEPTS

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Cardinal numbers (cont.)

Learning Activities and

Tc write the numerals zero through ten Writing in sanJ trays and fingl

Arithmetic Step by Step - Kit

Pacemaker Arithmetic Readiness

Ordinal numbers To identify the ordinal position cf cne Discussing story characters in
object in relation to ethers of appearance

T To develop awareness of the duration
of common lengths of time

Identifying certain objects acl
position in a group (ex. the 4
row; the second girl in the

Game - finding cne object when
position ("Find the fourth bol

Discussing and demonstrating d4
in determining time spent on 4

(ex. 3-minute sand glass, ala1

Making clocks

Discussing the approach of hol
down days by constructing a p
loops and removing one loop e
the number of days left befor

Books - Now It's Night by Phyl
While Susie Sleeps by Miriam



NUYEER CONCEPTS

astrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

rite the numerals zero through ten Writing in sand trays and finger paints

Arithmetic Step by Step - Kit A

Pacemaker Arithmetic Readiness Program - Part B

dentify the ordinal Position cf cne Discussing story characters in relation to order
ect in relation to others of appearance

evelop awareness of the duration
common lengths of time

Identifying certain objects according to their
position in a group (ex. the third desk in the
row; the second girl in the line)

Game - finding cne object when given its ordinal
position ("Find the fourth book on the shelf.")

Discussing and demonstrating devices to be used
in determining time spent on activity equipment
(ex. 3-minute sand glass, alarm clock, timer)

Making clocks

Discussing the approach of holidays and counting
down days by constructing a paper chain of 10
loops and removing one loop each day to indicate
the number of days left before that holiday

Books - Now It's Night by Phyllis Rowand;
While Susie Sleeps by Miriam Schlein



Concepts

NUMBER CONCEPTS

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities an

Linear measurement

Money

Temperature

6

To understand the vocabulary of
measurement (short/long, big/little,
wide/narrow, tall)

To identify coins (penny, nickel, dime

To understand weather vocabulary and
the thermometer

Experiencing measurement in na
(measurement of height, lengt
objects)

Stern's Structural Arithmetic

Arithmetic Step by Step - Kit

Book - Large and Small - Dick

Discussing coins during milk m
time

Playing store with plastic or

Arithmetic Step b: Step - Kit

Discussing the use of the the
classroom

Making a weather chart for chi

Discussing different temperat
seasons



NUMBER UNCEPTS

ustrative Behavioral Objectives

derstand the vocabulary of
ement (short/long, big/little,

/narrow, tall)

ntify coins (penny, nickel, dime)

erstand weather vocabulary and
hermcmeter

Learning Activities and Materials

Experiencing measurement in natural situations
(measurement of height, lengths and widths of
objects)

Stern's Structural Arithmetic Kit - K & P

Arithmetic Step by Step - Kit A

Book - Laygte and Small - Dick Blick Cat.

Discussing coins during milk money collection
time

Playing store with plastic or paper coins

Arithmetic Step by Step - Kit A

Discussing the use of the thermostat in the
classroom

Making a weather chart for children to manipulate

Discussing different temperatures in different
seasons



NUMBER CONCEPTS

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Simple addition, and
subtraction

To add and subtract numbers from one
to ten

Learning Activities and

Putting together and taking a
(blocks, balls, pennies)

Cuisenaire Rods

Abacus

'.''umber Line

Counting Man

Arithmetic Step by Step Kit

Teaching Arithmetic to Slow Le
by Abraham Feingold

Auto, aath Addition Board

Automath Subtraction. Board



NUMBER CONCEPTS

trative Behavioral Objectives

and subtract numbers from one

Learning Activities and Materials

.0.. -MN.. 41 -.MP VII ...MO.' 1/1
Putting together and taking away objects
(blocks, balls, pennies)

Cuisenaire Rods

2.bacus

''umber Line

Counting Man

Arithmetic Step by Step - Kit A

Teaching Arithmetic to Slow Learners and Retarded
by Abraham Feingold

Automath Addition Board

Automath Subtraction Board



Concepts

CRE,ATIVE DEVELOPPMT

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives
i

Familiarity with sandbox To have child join in play

4111.

Learning Activities and

Urge tc join others

Teacher joins child.

Have child bring tcy he is pl
favorite toy to sandbcx.

catch others

Sand Dell Play Set (2310 Chi

To have child use body parts j Fingers, hand, and feet print

Tc have child imitate simple patterns

rIrc-a4-jve sardp1ay To make patterns or designs freely in
sand experiment

Have child ccpy a pattern tea

Tell child to make a certain

Teacher draws pattern on boa

Have sticks, plastic forks,
spoons, sand combs (2A5C4 C
Aluminum Can and Sifter Set

Dampen some sand

Have child name shapes he is



CREATIVE DEVELOPPENTT

trative Behavioral Objectives

ve child join in play

ave child use body parts

ve child imitate simple patterns

ke patterns or designs freely in
experimert

Learning Activities and Materials

Urge to join others

Teacher joins child.

Have child bring toy he is playing with or
favorite toy to sandbcx.

Watch others

Sand Doll Play Set (2A310 Childcraft)

Fingers, hand, and feet prints

Have child copy a pattern teacher has made.

Tell child to make a certain pattern.

Teacher draws pattern on board and child copies it.

Have sticks, plastic forks, utensils, little rakes,
spoons, sand combs (2A5Ck Childcraft) and
Aluminum Can and Sifter Set (2A497 Childcraft).

Dampen some sand

Have child name shapes he is making



Concepts

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and

Creative sandplay (cont.) To use containers, spoons, etc. to lead Teacher join in play - describ

into imitation of real life products but do nct dominate.

" 4

Ability to conserve

To use materials and sand for bringing
out and expanding home and community
experiences - verbal expression of
what they are doing

Ask questions about what chil

making, cocking.

Frovide containers, funnels, s
tools of many sizes and shape

Use water tc dampen sand to en

Sand Castle Set for molding

Pouring sand from one containe
(Capacity Meaoures - 2)342 C

If discovery occurs, put cha
record childrens' reactions.

Make roads

Wet sand - hills and tunnels

Cars, trucks, blocki, little
sticks, animals and pecple f
Village (code 81214, #310, H

Animals - Farm (2B272 Childc

21.
(

2B168 Childcraft)



CREATIVE DETELCEvalT

trative Behavioral ajeetives Learning Activities and Materials

e containers, spoons, etc. to lead Teacher join in play - describe what she is doing

imitation of real life products but do not dominate.

Ask questions about what children are doing,

making, cocking.

Frvvide containers, funnels, spoons, shovels,

tools of many sizes and shapes.

Use water to dampen sand to enable molding.

Sand Castle Set for molding (2A314 Childcraft)

ty to conserve Pouring sand from one container tc another
(Capacity Measures - 21342 Childcraft)

If discovery occurs, put chart near sandbox to

record childrens' reactions.

se materials and sand for bringing I Make roads

and expanding home and community
riences - verbal expression cf Wet sand - hills and tunnels

t they are doing
Cars, trucks, blocks, little houses, branches,
sticks, animals and people figures - Playskool
Village (code 81214, 131C, Hammett's) and Vinyl

Animals - Farm (2B272 Childcraft) and Zoo

')*1% (2B168 Childcraft)
)



Concepts

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Cbjectives

Creative sandplay (cont.)

4'F

Learning Activities an

To use materials and sand for bringing I Teacher should auk for descrip
out and expanding home and community children have made, comment p
experiences ... (cont.)

Recall of experiences to "play
children have made

To be aware of qualities of wet and
dry sand

Tu use wet sand as a modeling media -
plastic material

Pouring, molding, hauling

Constructing terrains

Mode] ing objects

To use sandbox and equipment for Teacher tells simple or famili
dramatic episodes and sequence sandbox as "stage" - Set stag
episcde9 animals (such as story of

Three Little Pigs)

Let children help with stage i
or repeated

Leave materials in sandbox for
several children take turns t

Teacher makes up little sequen
children (use little figures,
men, etc.)



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

istrative Behavicral Cbjectives Learning Activities and Materials

Se materials and sand for bringing Teacher should ask for description of what
'and expanding home and community children have made, comment positively.

riences ... (cont.)
Recall of experiences to "play out" in setting
children have made

S aware cf qualities of wet and Pouring, molding, hauling
sand

e wet sand as a modeling media - Constructing terrains
tic material

Modeling objects

e sandbox and equipment for Teacher tells simple or familiar story using
.atic episodes and sequence sandbox as "stage" - Set stage - terrain, houses,
odes animals (such as story of Three Billy Goats or

Three Little Pigs)

Let children help with stage if story is familiar
or repeated

Leave materials in sandbox for free use or let
several children take turns telling story

Teacher makes up little sequence stories abcut
children (use little figures, wooden balance
men, etc.)



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and

Creative sandplay (cont.) To use sandbox and equipment for
dramatic episodes and sequence
episodes (cont.)

Water play - Water paint-
ing

Child notices results of water on
different surfaces

Have children make up little s

out something. they have done

',let feet and make prints en bo

'let feet and make prints on fl
col-itruction paper (many colt

Child uses water to make designs, Use large paint brushes and pa

pictures, etc. on blackboard

Child notices evapacntion change in
color when wet and dry

Child uses water for cleanup

Encourage large sweeping motio

roads

Lots of small sponges

Talk about how things lock an
dry

Lead into discussion of water
must water be added

Provide spongts, mops, cloths

4141'

J,i Groups of children tc clean v
room - encourage group coope



CRES.TIVE L'E'VELOPMEIT

ustrative Behavioral Objectives

e sandbox and equipment for
.atic episodes and sequence

sodes (cont.)

d notices results of water cn

ferent surfaces

Learning Activities and Materials

Have children make up little stories or act

out somethiag they have done

`4et feet and make prints cn board

TTet feet and make prints on floor and cn colored

construction paper (many colors)

d uses water to make desizms, Use large paint brushes and pails cf water

tures, etc. on blackboard

ld notices evaporaticr change in
lcr when wet and dry

ld uses water for cleanup

Encourage large sweeping motions - rainbows, hills,

roads

Lots of small sponges

Talk about how things look and feel when wet and

dry

Lead into discussion of water in fish tank - why

must water be added

Provide sponges, mops, cloths, etc.

:" Groups of children to clean various areas of

JA-.4d room - encourage group cooperation



CREATIVE DEVELCPNENT

Concepts

1-

Water play - Water painting Child uses water for cleanup (cont.)
(cunt.)

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities an

1

'dater play - 'Tater table Child uses and experiments freely with
water

Ability to conserve

her:ognizes difference in water temp)ra-
ture and can use terms - hot, cold,
warm

Verbal expression of what jobs
hcw

Provide many containers, funne
table. Aluminum Liquid Meas
craft)

Frovicle 'later Play Kit (2A5C3

has variety of water-moving
devices, hand pumps, siphon
funnel, pitchers, sponges

Many containers - should be t

Teacher Encourages verbal expre
children are doing and what
pouring and filling

Have chart prepared to place
record children& reactions

Read chart to children from t*
accumulates

Teacher fills two containers
water for children to feel



CRLATIV2 DEVELOPMENTjil
astrative hehavicral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

uses water for cleanup (cont.) Verbal expression of what jobs are being done and
how

uses and experiments freely with
r

Provide many containers, funnels, spoons at water
table. Aluminum Liquid Measures (2X170 Child-
craft)

Provide 'rater Play Kit (2A5C3 Childcraft). Kit
has variety of water-moving and water-measuring
dev.l.ces, hand pumps, siphon pump with hose,

funnel, pitchers, sponges

ty to conserve Many containers - should be two of each size

sizes difference in water tempera-
and can use -bums - hot, cold,

Teacher Encourages verbal expression of what
children are doing and what happens when
pouring and filling

Have chart prepared to place near water table to
record childrens, reactions and discoveries

Read chart *o children frort time to time as data
accumulates

Teacher fills two containers with hot and cold
water for children to feel and tell how it feelsr,

.).1

4=



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

I
Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Water play - Water table
(cont.)

Learning Activities and

Recognizes difference in water tempera- , Teacher fills containers with
tore and can use terms ...(cont.) temperature for children to

of water at various temperat

Child relates water play to imitation Washing dolls, dishes, clot.
cf home experiences - role playing Provide Laundry Set (2H155 C

has washboard, clothesline

''qt `,j14- Child is able to hold scissors
correctly

Child can use one hand in random
cutting

Use water fcr cleanup activit

Teacher joins and suggests ac
juice, sharing soda, etc.

Also provide dish towels, spo

Teacher and child use double
together in cutting (scissor
Learning Materials)

Teacher directs correct use o

Discussion of fingers and the

Whole class practices correct

Have child cut out anything h

Have cht&VjUt in a certain d



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

strative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

.izes difference in water tempera- i Teacher fills containers with varying degrees of
and can use terms ...(cont.)

i
temperature for children to feel and discuss use
of water at various temperatures

d relates water play to imitation Washing dolls, dishes, clothing toys, etc.
some experiences - role playing # Provide Laundry Set (2H155 Childcraft) - set

has washboard, clothesline, pins, and tub

is able to hold scisscrs
ectly

can use one hand in random
in

Use water fcr cleanup activities

Teacher joins and suggests activities - pouring
juice, sharing soda, etc.

Also provide dish towels, sponges

Teacher and child use double handled scissors
together in cutting (scissors from Developmental
Learning Materials)

Teacher directs correct use of scissors

Discussion of fingers and their scissor jobs.

Whole class practices correct use of scissors

Have child cut out anything he wishes

Have cht&alciUt in a certain djrection V.11



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Concepts

Cutting (cont.)

IJrawile aLd rst,loriLe

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Child can use one hand in random
cutting (cont.)

Use of one hand following a design
pattern

Learning Activities and

Cut out wallpaper patterns (ow
be obtained from stores)

Have child cut out holiday fig

Have child cut out a certain o

Have child cut out original pa

Child shows interest and explores art Let child draw anything he cha
media

Child produces simple yet recognizable
art work

Child uses various colors effectively

Have child draw Lig circles, 9
triangles

Have child draw certain shape

Have child draw his own desig

Have child trace his hands,

Walking crayon design, where
scribbles, thus causing tray

Draw different color balloons

Have child mix the basic colo



CREATIVE DEVELOPME1T

strative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

can use one hand in random Cut out wallpaper patterns (out-of-date books can
ing (cont.) be obtained from stores)

f one hand following a design
ern

a

Have child cut out holiday figures

Have child cut out a certain object

Have child cut out original patterns he has made

shows interest and explores art Let child draw anything he chooses

Have child draw big circles, squares, and
triangles

produces simple yet recokrnizable Have child draw certain shapes
work

Have child draw his own designs

Have child trace his hands, toys, cther objects

uses various colors effectively Walkinc crayon design, where child slowly
scribbles, thus causing crayon to walk

Draw different cclor balloons

Have child mix the basic colors



Concepts

Painting

r.lay, dough

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities an

Child can freely experiment in trial Let child randomly paint with
and errcr use of paints blue (basic colors)

Let child smear paint on news

Have child paint various desi

Finzer painting

Pudding painting

Child can make deliberate use of design Have child paint a specific d

Have child paint within a des

Have child draw a design an

Child produces art work according to Discuss what is to be painted,
preconceived plan

Have child relate what he wil
picture

Paint to illustrate a story t

Touching and exploring experiences Have child pat, roll, squeeze
materials

aG

ktd1 Have child shape the material



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

lustrative 3ehavicral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

1--

can freely experiment in trial Let child randomly paint with red, yellow, and
errcr use of paints blue (basic; colors)

'.et child smear paint on newspaper

Have child paint various designs

Finger painting

Pudding painting

can make deliberate use of design Have child paint a specific design

Have child paint within a design line

Have child draw a design and paint it

prcduces art work according to riscuss what is to be painted-
onceived plan

ling and exploring experiences

Have child relate what he will include in his
picture

Paint to illustrate a story that has been read

Have child pat, roll, squeeze, and pinch the
1 materials

26f Have child shape the material



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities an

Clay, dough (cont.) Reproduction of simple shapes Let child copy shapes you hav

Have children copy each other

Child reproduces shapes by lo
objects

Creation of simple basic shapes Make shapes after discussing

Make a shape and relate it to
room

Ability to make original use of Let child make origina: desi
material

9
4,4

Let child make designs of roc-

Relate play to home aetiviti
rolling pins, cookie cutters

Provide beads (old jewelry),
pieces of cloth, and sequins
other imaginative objects

Read a story and have childre
relating to the story



CREATIVE DEVELOPYENT

trative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

action of simple shapes Let child copy shapes you have made

Have children copy each others shapes

Child reproduces shapes by looking at room

objects

icn of simple basic shapes . Make shapes after discussing them

. Make a shape and relate it to something in the

room

ty to make original use of Let child make original designs
rial

Let child make designs of room objects

Relate play to home activities by providing
rolling pins, cookie cutters and plastic knives

Provide beads (old jewelry), tooth picks, small
pieces of cloth, and sequins to make animals or
other imaginative objects

Read a story and have children make something
relating to the story



Concepts

Educational toys (blocks)

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

To use blocks in a constructive way

To use blocks in an imaginative way

Use blocks for dramatic expression

Learning Activities and

Teacher suggests building a lo
board building blocks (no. 30

Have children build towers.
build without falling.

Let child transport blocks in
Kurtz Bros., p. 141) for vari
as house building, school bui

Verbal interaction of teacher
building activities

Have cnildren make floor plan
blocks, rug samples, and toys
represent room child is buil

Use large table and surround,
create a hide-a-way

Child reproduces a scene of s
teacher by making bridges, r
blocks

Have children use other types of blocks Provide more materials related
and toys in continued block play and will encourage imaginative pl
related activities a. Unit Building Blocks - 8

1 solid wood (F155, Communi



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

restive Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

blocks in a constructive way Teacher suggests building a long wall with card-
board building blocks (no. 301 Kurtz Bros.,p.133)

blocks in an imaginative way

ocks for dramatic expression

Have children build towers. See how tall they
build without falling.

Let child transpoe. ',.ocks in wheelbarrow (no. 673

Kurtz Bros., p. for various activities such
as house building, aool building, etc.

Verbal interaction of teacher throughout creative
building activities

Have children make floor plan of houts using
blocks, rug samples, and toys, each used to
represent room child is building

Use large table and surround with block walls to
create a hide-a-way

Chid reproduces a scene of story read by
teacher by making bridges, roads, etc. using
blocks

ildren use other types of blocks Provide more materials related to block play that
oys in continued block ;'ay and will encourage imaginative play such as:
d activities Building Blocks - 85 blocks, 15 shapes,1

solid wood (F155, Community Playthings) ki7)



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Educational toys (blocks) Have children use other types of blocks
(cont.) and toys in continued block play and

relate activities (cont.)

Edlicatjonal toys (Home-
makjng materials)

) 4;no" ILP )

Learning Activities and

b. Block Play Traffic Signs

c. Small trucks and bulldoze
Community Playthings)

d. Iooden figures - 7 animal

Community Playthings; 8
p. 20, Community Playth"
towns - folk set - p. 30

things

e. Big Barn (2B396 Childcra

Be familiar with homemaking, objects and Teacher and child discuss cliff
their use name and their use in the kit

(Refrig. /6507-1i; Stove 16506

Cur board :16505-W -- Kurtz Bro

include kitchen utensils and
Tea Table & Chair Set - 2H373

Initiate verbal expression of
children perform

Perform cleaning duties with h
(1120, Kurtz Bros., p. 131)
room. Teacher suggesting rea

<06



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

ustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

children use oaler types of blocks
toys in continued block play and
ated activities (cont.)

b. Block Play Traffic Signs (2B282 Childcraft)

c. Small trucks and bulldozer - set of 6 (T70,

Community Playthings)

d. Iooden figures - 7 animals - farm p. 13,
Community Playthings; 8 animals - wild -
p. 20, Community Playthings; 7 figures -
towns - folk set - p. 30, Community P:In.y-

things

e. Big Barn (2B396 Childcraft)

amiliar with homemakini; ol,,,,ects and Teacher and child discuss different objects by
ir use name and their use in the kitchen duties.

(Refrig. ,46507-U; Stove 16506-U; Sink ::6504-14;

Cupboard ::6505-14 -- Kurtz Bros., p. 130). Also

include kitchen utensils and cookware. (Round

Tea Table & Chair Set - 2E1373 Childcraft)

Initiate verbal expression of all activities
children perform

Perfoli, cleaning duties with house cleaning set
(1120, Kurtz Bros., p. 131) in play area and
room. Teacher suggesting real clean-up tasks.

Z,;



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and

Educational toys (Home-
making materials) (cont.)

Ed,117:atIonal toys

6

Child role plays household activities Provide clothes, shoes, hats,
role playing (Note: have a
(Self-Standing F-23676 Dick

Provide opportunities for new

ties. Ironing Board - 1;-6705

Cradle - Y6702, Kurtz Bros.,
(should be baby doll) Dydee
2H14O Black - Childcraft; Be
2H363; Doll's High Chair 2H2

Water in convenient place for
clothes, etc.

Store for shopping - Childcra
Puppet Stage (2P101 Childcra
put toys on shelves to buy
empty food boxes and cans (o
Educational Toy Money -

Interphone (2J378 Childcraft)
keeping area and another p
works.

Children create with construction toys Provide many toys that chili
constract using their own id

1 toys are:

a. Giant Tinker Toys - 90

41, L Dick Blick
A.., ..k-)

b. Konnecto Blocks - B-2232



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

ustrative Behavioral Objectives

//
d rcle plays ho-nehcid activities

Learning Activities and Materials

Provide clothes, shoes, hats, etc. to encourage
role playing (Note: have a full length mirror)
(Self-Standing F-23676 Dick Blick)

Provide opportunities for new additional activi-
ties. Ironing Board - I,t6705, Kurtz Bros., p. 130;

Cradle - 16702, Kurtz Bros., p. 130; Lolls
(should be baby doll) Dydee Doll - 2E1139 White,
2E1140 Black - Childcraft; Bentwood Carriage -
2H)63; Doll's High Chair 21-1240 - Childcraft

Water in convenient place for washing dishes,
clothes, etc.

Store for shopping - Childcraft Play Store &
Puppet Stage (2D101 Childcraft). Children can
put toys on shelves to buy and can bring in
empty food boxes and cans (opened on bottom).

Educational Toy Money - ;19315 Kurtz Bros.

Interphone (2J378 Childcraft). Set up in house-
keeping area and another part of room. Really
works.

tdren create with construction toys Provide many toys that children can create and
construct using their own ideas. Some suggested
toys are:

a. Giant Tinker Toys - 90 piece set - C-2230400
R . 4., Dick Blick
F'., !it 1 H

4,-
b. Konnecto Blocks - B-2232100 Dick Blick 1--



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Educational toys (cont.

Dramatic expression

Learning Activities an

Children create with construction toys c. Play Rings - 2M110 Childc
(cont.)

d. Rig-A-Jigs - 2M312 Childc

e. Free Play Posts - 2M269 C

, f. Tinkertoy - 2M338 Childc

g. Riga-Majigs - 2M361 Child

h. Lincoln Logs - 81222, no.

i.4 Snap Jail - Code 83102,

Children will be able to orally Picture of animals - Peabody
reproduce animal sounds

Group listening activity to re
sounds. Peabody Kit :,13, Reco

Teacher invites class toimita
together and/or separately i

With sounds children act out
sound.

Poem by Mary Greenburg - Peab
Children imitate sounds named

Teacher reads Animals of Farme
Book). Story may be repeate

1: ate sounds in sequence of st

4. q 9



CREATIVE DEVELOPIvaTT

ustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

en create with construction toys c. Play Rings - 211110 Childcraft
t.)

d. Rig-A-Jigs - 271312 Childcraft

e. Free Play Posts - 2M269 Childcraft

f. Tinkertoy - 2M333 Childcraft

g. Riga-Majigs - 2M361 Childcraft

h. Lincoln Logs - 81222, no. 893, Hammetts

i. Snap Jail - Code 83102, no. 1102, Hannetts

en will be aLle to orally Picture of animals - Peabody Kit YP
educe animal sounds

e
I.,

Group listening activity to record with animal
sounds. Peabody Kit Records 6-B and 7-A

Teacher invites class toim±tatearlimal sounds
together and/or separately if child desires.

With sounds children act out animal including
sound.

Poem by Mary Greenburg - Peabody Kit, p. 92 -
Childrenimitate sounds named at end of each line

Teacher reads Animals of Farmer Jones (Golden
Book). Story may be repeated inserting appropri:
ate sounds in sequence of story. 4 --

10



Concepts

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

1 Illustrative Behavioral Objectives
F

Dramatic expression (cont.1 Children will be able to orally
reproduce animal sounds (cont.)

Learning Activities an

Individual children role pla
while other children guess

Children will be able to dramatize , Teacher tells story of Three
story action

Teacher narrates story and
talking parts

Children act out story, using
Table could be used as bridg

Act out other stories using
Children wear them. Goldilo
Bears (Code 81471, no. 1101)
(Code 81472, no. 1102). Dot

Children will be able to imaginatively Teacher begins a story by us
complete an unfinished story object. Example: stuffed an

Teacher tells story developin
situation concerning the

Teacher stops abruptly and as
happen

Teacher records various endin
charts and each child choose
prefers.

$ ;



CREI'lTIVE; DLATLOPII:INT

lustrative Eehavioral nbjectives Learning Activities and Materials

ldren will be able tc orally
produce animal sounds (cont.)

ldren will be able to dramatize
ory action

Individual children role playing certain animals
i while other children guess
4

Teacher tells story of Three Billy Goats Gruff

Teacher narrates story and children fill in with
talking parts

: Children act out story, using props and masks.
! Table could be used as bridge.

! Act out other stories using Puppet Playmates.
Children wear them. Goldilocks and the Three
Bears (Code 81471, no. 1101); The Three Pigs
(Code 81472, no. 1102). Both from Hammetts.

ldren will be able to imaginatively Teacher begins a story by using a tangible
nplete an unfinished story object. Example: stuffed animal.

Teacher tells story developing a simple problem
situation concerning the animal shown.

Teacher stops abruptly and asks children what will
happen

Teacher records various endings on experience
charts and each child chooses which ending he
prefers.



Concepts

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

,
Learning Activities and

Puppetry Children vrill be familiar with puppets y Teacher introduces puppet "frie

and their use ! the children

Have puppet talk about self an
direct questions. This puppet

1

throughout the class year.

Teacher reads story using pupp
Lcllipcp's Lion" using a lion

Child is able to use puppets for
I creative expression - vocally and

through actions

: Children have opportunity to h
imitate simple movements ma
dance, clap hands, shake hand
8 animal puppets - S25 Commun

olildren are able to speak for
simple expressions such as "h
Puppets - 8 people puppets -
Black - Community Playthings.

Children in small groups use p
communicate.

! Teacher reads various stories
children to use the puppets

Provide puppet stage (teacher
Play Store & Puppet Stage - 2
children use stage to net out

Childrm make up stories



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

lustrative Behavioral Objectives I Learning Activities and Materials

ldren 1,-111 be familiar with puppets Teacher introduces puppet "friend" to talk with

d their use 1 the children
1

Have puppet talk about self and ask children
I direct questions. This puppet visits children

throughout the class year.

: Teacher reads story using puppet - "Miss
Lollipop's Lion" using a lion puppet.

4

Children have opportunity to handle puppets and
imitate simple movements making puppets bow,
dance, clap hands, shake hands. Puppets
8 animal puppets - S25 Community Playthings.

Children are able to speak for puppets using
simple expressions such as "hello", "good-bye".
Puppets - 8 people puppets - S30 White, S35
Black - Community Playthings.

ld is able to use puppets for Children in small groups use puppets to
Tative expression - vocally and I communicate.
bough actions

! Teacher reads various stories and invites
children to use the puppets with the stories.

Provide puppet stage (teacher makes or Childcraft
Play Store & Puppet Stage - 2D101). Groups of
children use stage to act out stories.

Children make up stories

4.t



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Puppetry (cont.)

Rhythmic expression -
movement and dancing

Child is able to use puppets for
creative expression - vocally and
through actions (cont.)

Learning Activities an

Children may present puppet sh

Child is able to listen to music and !Flay music and have children
determine rhythmic beat ! is passed around while music

! stopped when music is stopped

Use P. Mooney Stick - Peabody
light and have children clap

Blink out patterns.

Use xylophone - Feabody Kit d7

: jump when they hear note. V

Use drum (Rubber Head Tom Toms
: and have children jump to

children clap to drum beat.

;Allow children beat simple rh
(slow, fast). Take turns.

(Talking drum - beat drum to r
name (first and last). Say n

i then mouth the name, and fina
drum. Ask children to identi

!Beat out rhythm of simple nurs
"Mary Had a Little Lamb" and

l.ghildren. Follow procedure o



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

lustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

ld is able to use puppets for
vative expression - vocally and
rough actions (cont.)

ld is able to listen to music and
tenmine rhythmic bat

Children may present puppet shows for others

1

1Flay music and have children in circle. Object
is passed around while music is playing and is
stopped when music is stopped.

Use P. Mooney Stick - Peabody Kit :113. Blink
light and have children clap when light blinks.
Blink out patterns.

Use xylophone - Feabody Kit //F. Have children
: jump when they hear note. Vary the tempo.

;Use drum (Rubber Head Tom Toms, 2R191 Childcraft)
and have children jump to drum beat. Have

: children clap to drum beat.

:Allow children beat simple rhythms on Tom Toms
(slow, fast). Take turns.

:Talking drum - beat drum to rhythm of a child's
name (first and last). Say name with drum beats,
then mouth the name, and finally just use the
drum. Ask children to identify name.

!Beat out rhythm of simple nursei. rhymes such as
"Mary Had a Little Lamb" and say with the

g, ,1 ,children. Follow procedure of //1 stated above. .1i;



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

T

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and
1

Rhy+hmic expression - Child is able to listen to music and ! Use side one of Rhythm and G
movement and dancing
(cont.)

determine rhythmic beat (cont.) : Little Ones - 2R343 Childra
and "Johnny Over the Ocean"

4

A.;

will have simple movement vocabu- : Use record series Rhythm is F
stools fcr expression in move- Record one - rhythms using o

ment): first band is walking

walk skip : Children close their eyes and
run slide drum beats.
'-, . swing
,,Amp waddle Clap with drum beats
leap sway
gallop Duplicate drum beats . Tom T

Stand and mark beats with fee

Move about room - not in line

Explore various levels - wal
1 low as possible
1

Discover all "ways" of walk
high on toes, knees bent,

Continue this procedure with
is Fun) for running, hoppir

1 skipping, and sliding. Be s
time and assistance when nee
galloping and skipping.



CREATIVE LEVELOPMETT

lustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

is aLle to listen to music and Use side one of Rhythm and Game Songs for the
rmine rhythmic beat (cont.) Little Ones - 2R343 Childcraft - "Teddy Bear"

and "Johnny Gver the Ocean"

d will have simple movement vocabu- : Use record series Rhythm is Fun (Bcwmar Record)
1.-y (tools for expression in move- ! Record one - rhythms using only drum beats -
It): ; first band is walking

walk skip
run slide
hop swing
jump waddle
leap sway
gallop

Children close their eyes and just listen to
drum teats.

2lap with drum beats

Duplicate drum beats cr. Tom Toms

Stand and mark beats with feet

Move about room - not in line or circle

! Explore various levels - walking high, walking as
low as possible

Discover all "ways" of walking - toes turn in,
high on toes, knees bent, knees straight, etc.

Continue this procedure with record bands (Rhythm
is Fun) for running, hopping, jumping, galloping,

1 skipping, and sliding. Be sure to allow for
time and assistance when needed, especially for
galloping and skipping.

)



CREATIVE DEVELOMENT

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Ctjectives Learning Activities and

R4thmic expression -
movement and dancing
(cont.)

Child will have simple movement vocabu- 1.se record 12 (Rhythm is Flan).

lary (tools for expression in move- but are now accompanied by mu

meat): ;cont.)

Child will begin to interpret music
and put his own actions with music

Use record Rhythm and Game Son
Ones, side 2. "Hop, Skip, .111

Record 1/3 (Rhythm is Fun) . U4

bending, stretching, swingini
body turning, and twisting.

Other body movements describe4
The Remediation cf Learner
on GroF lotor Development.

. Use records, Childhood Rhythm
Evans, Box 132, P.C. ' Branch
Mass.) for music to be and d
such as fairies, witches, gi
elephants; seesawing, swingi
rowing a boat.

After children have had oppo
actions to the music, play
the record and have the chi
music says to dc.

Ask children what else the v
make them think of or feel
act out for others if they

'4

AA)!



CREATIVE DEVELOPMFLIT

Learning Activities and Materialsaustrative Behavioral Ctjectives

Id will have simple movement vocabu- Use record '12 (Rhythm is Fun). Rhythms are same
cy ;tcolo for expression in move- but are new accompanied by music.

cont,)

ld will begin tc interpret music
put his own actions with music

Use record Rhythm and Game Songs for the Little
Ones, side 2. "Hop, Skip, Jump to may Lou."

Record -1;3 (Rhythm is Fun). Use for movements of
bending, stretching, swinging cf arms and legs,
body turning, and twisting.

Other body movements described and illustrated in
The Remediation of Learn ina Disabilities, section
on Gross lotor Development.

: Use records, Childhood Rhils, Caries I (Ruth
Evans, Box 132, P.C. Branch X, Springfield,
Mass.) for music to be and do different things
such as fairies, witches, giants, ducks, and
elephants; seesawing, swinging, bicycling,
rowing a boat.

After children have had opportunity to put
acticns to the music, play the various bands of
the record and have the children tell what the
music says to do.

Ask children what else the various types of music
make them think of or feel like. Children may
act out for others if they wish.

IC,0K/ 1)

'A



Concepts

21-lythmic expression -

m.wement and dancing
(cont.)

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

IIllustrative Behavioral Objectives

Child can follow music and a story i

sequence and put action to music in ;

a variety of situations '

'

'

..11,. /-
Learning Activities an

111-..

Use Concept Records, Volume 3,
Exceptional Children, for 60
and motions that are clearly
.associates, Inc.) )

Use records in Dramatic Play
records per set. :/1 28286;

Separate story or activity o
they are about such subjects
shop, circus, farm, cowboys,
and others. Teacher may giv
actions if necessary.

Children are able to mcve freely to ; Move furniture so maximum o
many types and mcods of music : available

Play a variety of music for s
1 twirling movements and many

I Teacher may join but should v
chldren can get ideas but
what she is doing.

Children may act cut rhythmd
I other.

I Use music that changes tempo
times for free dance movemen

I Fun, side 2, "Repetition".



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

strative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

can follow music and a story
ence and I..ut action to music in

riety of situations

Use Concept Records, Volume 3, Basic Songs For
Exceptional Children, for songs with actions
and motions that are clearly narrated (Mafex
!Issociates, Inc.)

Use records in Dramatic Play Series, 78 RPM, 6
records per set. 11. 2R286; 12 28293; /13 2R206.

Separate story or activity on each record and
they are about such subjects as firemen, toy
shop, circus, farm, cowboys, policemen, trains,
and others. Teacher may give suggestions for
actions if necessary.

en are able to =ve freely to Move furniture so maximum of open space is
types and moods GI' mus-L: available

Play a variety of music for slew, lazy, rapid,
twirling movements and many others

Teacher may join but should vary her movements so
ch2ldren can get ideas but will not copy exactly
what she is doing.

Children may act out rhythmic expressions for each
other.

Use music that changes tempo and mood several
times for free dance movements. Use mmam is
Fun, side 2, "Repetition".

4
ad



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Rhythmic expression -
movement and dancing
(cont.)

Rhythmic expression -
Rhythm Band

Learning Activities an

Children are able to move freely to ! Have children do a free movem

1 many types and moods of music (cont.) : ribbons and balloons. Use o
1 groups of 4 or 5 children.

on to ribbon at intervals of
and hold on to a balloon on

; the other hand. Alternate m
and slow tempos.

Child is able to determine and recreate Children have basic beginning
rhythmic beat activities in movement and a

ment with and use rhythm ins

Child can repeat simple rhythmic
patterns

6 r
4 I

Present simple sequences on
Bells 23-023-0027, CCM Schoo
for children to repeat.

All children have rhythm stic
no "IT-205-AB, hammetts) an
rhythms.

Let children take turns
others to repeat.

Use rhythm sticks as a group
& 2 (Rhythm is Fun).

Use marching and walking mus
and Childhood Rilythms) and

using sticks and feet to ma



CREATIVE DEVELOP .YNT

Lustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

Wren are able to move freely to Have children do a free movement dance with
'ry tytes and moods of music (cont.) ribbons and balloons. Use one long ribbon and

groups of 4 or 5 children. Children can hold
on to ribbon at intervals of 5 feet with one hand
and hold on to a balloon on a long string with
the other hand. Alternate music between fast
and slow tempos.

Li is able to determine and recreate; Children have basic beginning to rhythm from
ythmic beat activities in movement and are ready to experi-

ment with and use rhythm instruments.

d can repeat simple rhythmic
terns

Present simple sequences on bells (Swiss Melody
Bells 23-023-0027, CCM School Materials, Inc.)
for children to repeat.

All children have rhythm sticks (code 82256,
no. 11-205-AB, Hammetts) and repeat simple
rhythms.

Let children take turns making up patterns for
others to repeat.

Use rhythm sticks as a group with record numbers
& 2 (Rhythm is Fun).

Use marching and walking music (Rhzthm is Fun
and Childhood Rhythms) and move about the room
using sticks and feet to mark beat.



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Concepts Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Rhythmic expression -
Rhythm Band (cont.)

t'r
4:2);

Child can repeat simple rhythmic
patterns (cont.)

4

Learning Activities an

Use record Adventures in Rhyt
Ella Jenkins uses most basic
sticks - to introduce a vari
patterns, songs, and chants.

Child is familiar with and can use the Introduce instruments by name
various rhythm instruments how to use. Rhythm Band Set

Childcraft). Maracas (2R128
Hohner Tambourines (2R108 Ch

Let children try them and exp
sounds.

Have children take turns play
behind a screen and let othe

Play instruments to records 1

Move about room playing inst

Play marching music and have
playing instruments

Use record, Let's Have A RUt
Records).

Have small groups make up and
others, either with or witho
of record.



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

9trative Behavioral uojeJtives

can reheat simple rhythmic
erns (cont.)

is familiar with and can use the
ous rhythm instruments

Learning Activities and Materials

Use record Adventures in Rhythm (2R337, Childcraft)
Ella Jenkins uses most basic instrument - rhythm
sticks - to introduce a variety of rhythm
patterns, songs, and chants.

Introduce instruments by name and demonstrate
how to use. Rhythm Band Set - for 25 (25468
Childcraft). Maracas (2R128 Childcraft).
Hohner Tambourines (2R108 Childcraft).

Let children try them and experilrent with their
sounds.

Have children take turns playing instruments
behind a screen and let others identify.

Play instruments to records 1 & 2 (Rhythm is Pun).

Move about room playing instruments

Play marching music and have a parade while
playing instruments

Use record, Let's Have A Rhythm _Band (Columbia
Records).

Have small groups make up and play music for
others, either with or without accompaniment
of record.



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Concepts J Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

Rhythaic expression -
Rhythm Band (cont.)

Learning Activities an

Child is familiar with and can use the Use song, "Make a Pretty Moti

various rhythm instruments (cont.) Music Your Own). Substitute

triangle, ping, ping, ping;
etc. and use instruments for

Rhythmic expression - To have all children join in an enjoy Start with simple, repetitous

Singing singing activities
Sinz often and informally -
time, such as during playt
time, to fill in "waiting t.

tion, etc.

If child or children begin s
this spontaneous singing.

Stress enjoyment of singing,

Sing songs with finger plays
Mkkis. Music your Own (teac

I and cassettes available, Si
"Walk to School" -

I "Open, Shut Them"
"Make a Pretty :-lot

"What Do You Do?"

1Use record Rhythm and Game S

Ones.



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

ustrative Behavioral Objectives

MI= NM.

Learning Activities and Materials

d is familiar with and can use the Use song, "Make a Pretty Motion" (p. 13, Making

icus rhythm instruments (cont.) Music Your Owr) Substitute words - Hear my

triangle, ping, ping, ping; Hear my wood sticks,

etc. and use instruments for the sounds.

ave all children join in an enjoy Start with simple, repetitous songs

ing activities
Sin; often and informally - not just at music
time, such as during playtime, rest time, work
time, to fill in "waiting time," to get atten-
tion, etc.

If child or children begin singing, encourage
this spontaneous singing.

Stress enjoyment of singing, not skills

Sing songs with finger plays or actions to them.
Making Music your Gwn (teacher's book, records
and cassettes available, Silver Burdett Co.,).

"Walk to School" - p. 7
"Open, Shut Them" - p. 14
"Make a Pretty Motion" - p. 13
"What Do You Do?" - p. 11

1 Vse record Tthyllim and Game Sons for the Little

PPPA.

H
r



Concepts

Rhythri2 expression -
Sin:ing (cont.)

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

7i
i

1 Illustrative Behavioral Objectives
1

I

t-
1

To have all children join in and enjoy
singing activities (cont.)

1

:
.

Child can use singing for creative
expression

4

Learning Activities an

Sing songs that have story se
acted out. (MakiLg .Music Yo

"The Old Gray Cat" -

"Go Tell Aunt Rhody"
"Play Indians" - p.

Play games with singing - "Ri
record, Learning As 1e Plat
album No. FC 7659). Record
and activities.

Let children sing individuall
du so.

Sing a song with the children
children make up new words o
School" (p. 17, TIAld,aa music

children suggest hew actions
clap, clap, clap your hands;
shake ... hands; wiggle ...
Do You Do?" (p. 11, Making
words such as - What do you
school, take a bath, brush y

Encourage creative use of voc
I record, Rhythm and Game Song
I H2 Use "Jack and Jill" - s

Milkman" - side 2.

Let children make up their o
music.



CiTEATIVE DELL LO=IT

Lustrative Behavioral Objectives Learning Activities and Materials

'lave all children juin in and enjoy i Sing songs that have story sequence and can be

'aging activities (cont.) : acted out. (Makin Ausic Your Own)
"The Old Gray Cat" - p. 17
"Go Tell Aunt Rhody" p. 144
"Play Indians" - p. 75

ld can use singing for creative
pres,Lion

Play games with singing - "Rig-A-Jig-Jig" - on
record, Learning Is 1e Play (Folkways Records,
Album No. FC 7659). Record also has 0-ther songs
and activities.

Let children sing individually if they wish to
do so.

Sing a song with the children and then let
children make up new words or verses. Valk to
School" (p. 17, Makin Music Your Own) Let

children suggest hew actions and words such as
clap, clap, clap your hands; nod ... head;
shake ... hands; wiggle ... foot, etc. "That
Do You Do?" (p. 11, Making Music Your Own) New
words such as - What ao you do when you come to
school, take a bath, brush your teeth, etc.

Encourage creative use of vocal expression with
record, Rhythm and Game Songs for the Little Ones,
/,12. Use "Jack and Jill" - side 1 and "It's the
Milkman" - side 2.

Let children make up their on songs - words andF,
music.



Concepts

Rhythmic expression -
Singing (cont.)

Curiosity

C2EA2TVE DEVELOPMENT

Illustrative Behavioral Cbjectives
1

--4--

Child can use singing for creative
expression (cont.)

1

Learning Activities an

Teacher makes up a line or tw
activity in the room. Let c

to their own tunes. Let each

turn.

Children and teacher make up
group, perhaps about a holid
music supervisor write down
be learned and sung by group

Children are curiolls about environim Room environment 'rust provide
and explore freely experiences and opportunitie

and discovery.

Encourage children to bring i
interests them and to contri
of things such as bird nests
eggs of all kinds, seeds, sh
vegetables, leaves, etc.

Some things that enhance a c
a. All equipment for sand
b. Invicta Simple Scales (c

Geobeard12" (MLM-29, Creative
Small rubberbands (MLM-32, C
Large rubberbands (MLM-32a

Stern Tat (Houghton Mifflin C

Cuisenaire Rods (Cuisenaire C



CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

ustrative Lehavioral Cbjectives Learning Activities aid Materials

d can use singing for creative : Teacher makes up a line or two about children or
ression (cont.) 1 activity in the room. Let children sing words

1 to their own tunes. Let each who wish have a
turn.

: Children and teacher make up simple song as a
group, perhaps about a holiday. Teacher or

i music supervisor write down notes so song could
be learned and sung by group.

dren are curious about environment : Room environment must provide many and varied
explore freely : experiences and opportunities for exploration

and discovery.

Encourage rthildren to bring in anything that
interests them and to contribute to collections

: of things such as bird ne-ts, rocks, flowers,
eggs of all kinds, seeds, shells, fruits,
vegetables, leaves, etc.

Some things that enhance a child's curiosity are:
a. All equipment for sand and water play

1 b. Invicta Simple Scales (c-9506600, Dick Blick).

Geoboard12" (II,M-29, Creative Publications).

Small rubberbands (M114-32, Creative Publications)
I Large rubberbands (MLM-32a, Creative Publications)

Stern Ut (Houghton Mifflin Co.)

Cuisenaire Rods (Cuisenaire Co. of AM., Inc.)
0



Concepts

Curiosity (cont.)

CREATIVE DEVELOPT'ETT

1
1

Illustrative Behavioral Objectives

I

1

1

1

Learning Activities an

Children are curious about environment
;

Easy View Magnifer - jumbo siz
and explore freely (cont.) Childcraft)

! Giant Magnet (2P321, Childcra

' Aquarium with fish

Gerbils in glass terrarium wit
(easier to watch animals thro
when in cage)

Ant Farm (2N407, Childcraft)

Color Paddles (2P128, Childcr

Incubator (Chick-U-Bator, Code
Hammett's)

Rocket Ehg.ine Model - scale m

Removable exterior casing (c
4501, Hammett's)

1 : Library Center - all types of
Childcraft (7forld Book Comp

1 Simple Machines - wooden 01 .

Inclined Plane (Code 45541,
Lever (Code 45542, no. 502)
Gear (Code 45543, no. 503)
,

iiheel to Axle (Code 45544, n
Pulley (Code 45546, no. 506)

! Gear Train (Code 45540, no.

i 4 '

A () G Nany and varied pictures
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ustrative Behavioral Objectives

CREATIVE LEVELOP1'MTT

Learning Activities and m.aterials

ren are curious about environment Easy View Magnifer - jumbo size on lege (21216,
explore freely (cont.) Childcraft)

! Giant Magnet (2P-521, Childcraft)

Aquarium with fish

' Gerbils in glass terrarium with screen top
(easier to watch animals through glass than
when in cage)

'lit Farm (2N407, Childcraft)

Color Paddles (2P128, Childcraft)

: Incubator (Chick-U-Bator, Code 86001, no. CH-1,

: Hammett's)

Rocket Engine 1:odel - scale model of Saturn V.
Removable exterior casing (code 46061, no. REM-

: 4501, Hammett's)

Library Center - all types of books included -

i Childcraft (1orld Book Company)

I Simple Machines - wooden (Hammett's)
Inclined Plane (Code 45541, no. 501)
Lever (Code 45542, no. 502)

1 Gear (Code 45543, nc. 503)
qheel to Axle (Code 45544, no. 5C4)

1 Pulley (Code 45546, no. 506)
1 Gear Train (Code 45540, no. 310)

Many and varied pictures
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Adler, The 7on-Verral Child. Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. Thomas,

A simplified clinical guide for parents, habilitationists, educators,
physicians, and nurses concerned with the diversified problems and
the problems and the habilitation of the child.

Avery, :arie L. Higgins, ilice. Help Your Child To Learn Hew To yarn.
Ln:lewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, 1962.

Contains a suggested hone training program for youn,,7sters, to be
JILected by their parents. Some of the ideas could be appropriately
use 1 with many preschool handicapped children.

71anton, tdsie. A Helpful Guide in the Training, of a nentally ,pt2arded
Child. Hew `fork, :ARC: 420 Lexington Avenue,

,collection of suggestions for the care and training of retarded
children. activities are classified by mental age levels.

Plod,:ett, Harriet ':entelly Retarded Children. St. Paul, :innesot,1!
Tinlversity cf T Uhinesota Press, 1971.

practical guile in r,lisinrt mentally retarded children.

Children's Bureau. Feedinr; the Child With a Handicap. Washington, D.C.:
Supt. of Documents, 77,GP, 1,'7.

Covers problems and sugjesticns for training handicapped pre-
schooler in feedin!

Cleveland Spee-,th He,trin,; Center. Your. Child's Speech How To Improve.
It. Cleveland, Dhio; Cleveland Speech Hearing Center.

helpful booklet for parents.

rybl,ad, G. The rilentally F2ndicapped Child Under Five. ;?act Arlington,
';ational As:,00lation for detarded Children, 2709 Ave.

Factual and honest information fer parents of the mentally handi-
capped child u.nder five. The booklet gives practical help to the
1.arcnts with behavior management, understanding, acceptance, foster-
in- r;rp.,-,h in independence and self-sufficiency, etc.

reti 'Sr_, . How `Co T)cvelop Your 'Jayne, Pa. 1907:
.ublicati,',s, 544 orrds Road, 1962.

c-o');': to help parens work with their pro- school children.

;'e ltzabeth B. TeacAj.::: 7:onte.,seri in thr Home. eu York;"..
1,

aty! ]tlwtraion cf the various ;unteL.;ori methods and
alAd applteat-on in the home for the you n7

Iv,
4,r)f)



TI)11iARY, Carol. TPe Vi su lly 1.7.11.r.c1111-.14.
Infancy tm Schonl Agf. Louisville, Ry. 4
Reference Center, :":erican Printing House
.Avenue, 1)71.
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(-11)1J1:IY TL=1
:7r7 Intrwtional materials
for the Flin-1, 13) Frankfort

This booklet gives practical information on the care, training, r.nd
instru!tion of the visually impaired child from birth until entry into
a formal school program.

Hogsett, 3,G. Airline Transpmrtatipn for the Handicapped and Disabled.
Chicago, Ill.: Nat. Raster Seal Soc. for Crip. Children and Adults, 10,71.

Survey of policies and procedures of 22 domestic airlines in relatim to
providing air transportation to handicapped and disabled passengers.

Kelly, Edward J. Common Sense in Mild Raising. Denver, Colorado 80222:
Love Publishing Co., 1971.

This book is goo,1 for parents of normal and handicapped children
seeking common sense informatimn about mhild raising.

Kirk, S.A. Educating Exceptional Children (2nd Ed.). Boston: Houghton
1972.

basic text on the various handicaps - and giftedness - that occur in
childhood and youth. Cf particular interest to parents of the pre-
school handicapped is the section entitled, "A Guide to Agencies and
Organizations Concerned Exceptional Children" on pages 41-L;52.
This section contains specific addresses as to where parents can obtain
information and service.

Kirk, S.A. You and Ybur rletarded Child: A ilanual for Parents of Retarded
Children. (2nd Ed.) Pacific icoks,

A good basic manual describing the various problems faced by parents cf
the retarded and offering suggestions for child care and training.

Langd()n, Grace. Your Child's Play. Chicago: "rational Faster Seal Soc. for
Cripple i Children and Adults, 1)57.

Provides suF7gestions for parents of physically handicapped children in
planning play for their children, play interests, play materials, play
arran:Tments, and friends tc share in play.

Tolley Jcli_t 3. Teching the Retarded child to Talk. New York; The John
:fay Co., (2 ',IestTi

This book's p)rpose is to help parents and teacners of very yuun;-
retarded 'chiliren who have not started to talk or who talk poorly.

Lath_ al ;ssomiaticn f-,r Retarded Children. Helpf111 Celide in the TrainiFir
of a !en4.al1y :c_g,arded c1.1.1d. rioxas 7(M: rational

for ;:e',..cled children, 2700 Avcni.,0 E. .ast.

oklet desir_7,ned for the ref' parents as well as physl('ians, nurses,

teaohers, social workers, -psycholoists, and others in the field of
ano the meh'ally retardel chili.
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Ni TS. Learninr; tl r,ethcsja, '. ')C111! TETPS, 7aticnal Tastitutes
of Health,

A iiry u- _ul booklet to parents of children having difficulties
learning to tall:.

Science Research sscciates. elpir.. 2hildren Talk Petter. Chicago: Science
Reseal.ch 1,ssociates, 57 '1. Crand Avenue.

A helpful book for parents.

Smith, ')avid Ann ',sper. The Child with Down's_ Syndrome
rhiladelphia, Ta. 1?105 W.7, Saunders Company, Vest

.1aohin.32-ton Square, 1)73.

This an excellent book for parents, physicians and persons concerned
with the education and care of the child with Down's Syndrome. The

bsok prPsents information abot the genetic causes of Porn's L'yndrome
al.:1 describes the features of the condition that are conncn to most
chil.:ren afflicted with it.

Spock, Lerri;o, Caring: for Your Disabled Child. 'Jew York;

Tla,:millan Co., 15(5.

basic handbeo.: for parents aLd ^thers in rearing a handi-
capped child.

Stevens, "-,D. A Parcnt 40,1tion Series, Guidelines for thf.

Tnited Cerebral Palsy AS30C., 1959.

booklet desig'ied primarily for parents of cerebral palsied children
but ^overs points and concerns of interest to any parent of an exeep-
ti3nal hild, e.g. dia.7nsis, medical :lrivan-Ps, sources of help,
services, home treatment, (:,!.

of Illinois Press. 1f You 1:ave a re2f :"rbna. ill.
7niversity of Illinois Fres;;, 15(5.

Th.s tocklet presents an excellent collection of helpful hints to
m.-,thers of pre-school 'leaf

Yan C. reaching your Child to New York: Harper and Irothers
rubli:Alers, 1) 2. ; -rd- Street.

2.

.'.'c 3 "i, Fyer7 rbj]d. 'rew York: he f;:oe. Press, DC,

:Tinc

kit -f f,r Lhe home to prepare r. child for
a-fif.tJrs let, in-. :(nLwtin,1 r;u-h i crro as alphabet

ri(!t)rei, nix,r.er naJJ-rJais, i"unes, and cthe
f %,-) ready in(if -hiid f-r 3nh,,I,
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,Irampton, Call, :,ds.) ":;:ucation for the Parents of ixoeptional
Children." 1:oprtn-,; of ''ive arti:les from the book, 3pe:ial i-,ducation

for Tx:Tptional. F,-fter Sareant, 1255.

The five articles are (1) The Importane of Education for Parents of
1:xceptional Chilc:ren 1-y iotald; (2) :elf Understanding for the Parents
rf Handicapped Children by -dohrLond; (A) The Parents of Exceptional
:hildren by I(ht, (4) The Growth and Development of Exceptional
Children by Jollies; and (5) The Preschool Exceptional Child by Carlisle.

Lewis, Richard 3. "The T;rain Injured 2hild". Chicago: :rational Society for
Cripplei Children and '.dolts, West Ogden Avenue.

In this Pamphlet, nr. Lewis describes the brain injured child and the
nature of his handicaps from the parent's point of vie:*.

:rational Association for Retarded Children. J:ental Retardation
'irlinztcn, Texas, 76011: The 'rational Association for Retarded Children,
27_9 Avenue E. East.

A monthly newsletter ooncernint: national news about; retarded children.

Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children. "Penn's 7-:essage". Harris-
burg, Fa.: Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children, 820 Payne-
Shoemaker Puildin-.

This pamphlct includes state information concerning retarded children.

Pennsylvania Trpartmr-nt of '_'4.,cation, ;'ox 011, Larrisburg, Pa. 17126.

The following are ill'a,rative titles of inexpensive pamphlets
available for parents.

"A Guide for Parents...'ducable 'entally Retarded Children"
"p_ Guide for Paronts...Trainale :Tentally Retarded Children"
"A Guide for Parents...'fisually 1;andicapped Children"

Affairs committee. FuUlio ".ffairs Pamphlets. :rej York: Public....._..
;.ffairs Pamphlets, j l iark. Avenue 3outh. Current issues.

The fAlouin:: are illustrative titles of inexpensive pamrhletL,
availahl,. for parent; of handicapped preschoolers:

" 'hat Parents From Children?"
"Your -e:1 7'aby"

"The ::etardol Child ';(to 7.oady for School"

"7our "hild's ;:ealth"

rl Your .;tarts to -,choc.,1"
it idooipline

n joy Yo':r ,h.,Id-.7es 1, and )"
- her a F. i ly ',,rr '1"

""ere,-,ral I=LL-3y - ;T,; than 1,ver"
" -

,er]ous lin(s:-1 In 'hildren"
"P-renf,'s r ll rlr, ^ VIsict"

:;tr,ry :v ;trophy"

F(HI, : trdicops,-1

g
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.:.pt. of 1-,ocuments, Children's Bureau Pamphlets. Thshington, D.C. ; U.S.
Govt. Printing? Dffice. Current Issues.

The foll:in7 are illustrative titles of useful publications for
parents;

"Infant Care"

"Your Child From ''re to Six"

"lhe 1.1entally Retarded Child at Home"
"The Care of Your Child's Teeth"

These olders are also available:

"The Preschool Child lho is Ilind"
"The Child "Jith Cerebral Palsy" (Also, Epilepsy, Hard of Hearing,
:left Palate, Rheumatic Fever, ilentally :etarded, etc.)
"Your Premature Baby"
'The Child :pith a Hissing c.rrn or Leg"
"The ::ongoloid Paby"
"Your Preschool Child's Eyes'

5,..;pt. of Pccuments. Child Pevelorment and Other.Publications Relating to
-hildren and Youth. "a:hington, D.C. U.S. Govt. Printing Office,
Current Issue.

Write to 1-SC:1-. frr current publications and price lists.

Ts,everly S. "Your Child Has a Learning Disability - :'hat is it?"
Chicago; lIatinal :aster eal Society for Crippled Children and !Aults,
2023 W. CIdgen :ve., 1)71.

This 16 pa7, pamphlet describesthe symptoms, the need for early
identification, and remedial suggestions for parents and teachers of
children with 1Parnin:

3. Journals

Clapp, L.r. Toy ,eview. 'althorn, Hass.; 470 Totten Pond Road, 1972.
Subscription - ,2.00 per year.

I. new j urnal which reviews concepts and new developments in toys for
children. Includes articles such as Letters to ;'ditor, Readers
Service, brief reviews of new toys with illustrations and others
relate! us( of play and toys in chill development and education.

Psy-Ed (7orp. The :7-ep+ilnal Paren:. Fos ton, 2r)4 Beacon St., 1971.
-,1Jbscription - 12. nor year.

A new journal f',e'.ain: on the tasks ^f roar] slur a child whn has a

fc us on ouch items as parental concerns and
proble.;s, r(sParch rn-Ilicn and the handicapped, psy-
c.hr,lo.;ical

;;
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.i...T,TsT2111ED LIST:D.1G OF F',1:0,1C^,710:i3 P;i0F1'3310i1-.Li;

(Some p2ofessionaln mn 'also be re2e_Ted to A. ''jr.-0`11,ITED LISTL1G OF

PUBLIC T10 :3

L. General

American iscoc_!_ation of nstruotors of the 7d_ind !Jational Conference on...._.. ...... ... _ _.

Preschool L30.1W7CO3 _'or Visu:lly Indicapped Children and Their
Families. St. Lu_ds: !al. -inn. of Instr. of Cribaind, f065.........

Gives 11 papers that were presented at the conference. They deal

with what can be done for visually handicapped preschoolers,
methods in definin,; blind, role of pediatrician, counseling and
corm unity resources.

2merican Foundation for the Mind. The Pre-School Deaf/Plind Child.
Cew York: PLmerican Foundation for the E)ind, 1969.

Showing the need for early intervention, the characteristics,
:Throblems, and restrictions of the deaf/blind pre-schooler are
mentioned.

Axline, Dibn: In Search of Self. New York: Ballantine Bookn, 1964.

This book deals with a boy's antisocial behavior in the classroom,
and how he finds himself through the help of psychotherapy.

Bangs, Tina '2. Lan--.!ge and learning disorders of the Pre-:cademic
Child, with r;urriculvi:. Gua)0. York: Appleton-Century-Crofts,

Comprehensive coverage of identification, assessment, curriculum
planning, methods s11,%-cstions, hoNe training hints, and other
materials in programming for preschool hindicapped children.

B-,teman, D. Temporal Le:rning: Limen,,ions in orly :Learning Series.

San Rafael, Calif7rnia: Dimensions Publishing Co., 1968.

suggestions for tenchin:; the concepts of time to young children.

beard, An Outline of Pia-et:s Developmental Psycho]o7 for Students
and Teachers. :Iew Yorl:: Basic Books, 19(0.

a. text discussing Piaget's six child development stages. Plso

containn reference material.

3ereiter, C. cr: imgelmann. S. Teaching Disadvantaged Children in the
Preschool. l'ew Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1966.........

Detailed coverage of teaening mWhods and curricula for preschool
academic learning bnsed on the controversial direct verbal instruction
approach.



'q.J.,om, L.J. :2-t'oility and n7e in 71uman :hrocteri,ti) . ow York.
'iley,

Txamines rind 4_1)10/TrPt3 CVC.1' 1,0C research studies cn the shaping
nf hulAan behavic: from inf-tncy to adulthood. Presents a convincing
ar,'ument on how vi tatty impnrt_nt the first few years of life are

and the rel t-d noel for preschool prcgrams.

71uhm, D.L. Teaching the I:etardt 1 i3ually Handicapped. Philadelphia°
.D. Saunders Co., 1?6q.

Geared for profession is and parents, too. It is a useful guide
for methods, and materials in self help and academic readiness
skills.

Dreckenridge, !'Tarinn P. Lurphy, rargaret 14. Groirth Lid Development
cf the Younc; Child. (;ith ed.) Philadelphia Saunders Cc., 19(9.

excellent beck en growth and development of the child up to the
_Ie of five years. Focuses on physical, motor, intellectual, emo-
tinnal, and social development in the family and other settins.
Contains a comprehensive listing of pertinent films.

The r?.aticnale for Early Intervention". l'xc.eptipnal
Childrcn. Vol. X, 10, Tuirmer, 1970.

This article gives an extensive review of the historical development
cf childh,od education and its research basis.

Connnr, F.P. Talbot, Jxperi,nental CurrVulum for Yoltng Mentally
:letarJel Ynrk-: -,ureau of Publications, Teachers
Colle0e, (;clu:r.bia 7niv., 1

Outstanding ccmprenensive curriculum Elide covering 11 areas cf
development important in the eduction of those with early child-
hood handicaps.

IDopt. of Health, Ed., Telfare. -nvircnmental Criteria' Preschool
Lay Care Facilities. Tashirgtori: Sept. of Health, Ed., 'Telfare, 1971.

Lasic wcrir: document for educators, administrators, architects,
and designers who are developing preschool day care ?-cilities for
mentally retarded, disadvantaged, and normal children. It provides

and tc,sign guidelines for the creation of a physical
environment Irhich will effectivoly implement the preschool program.

7/:,r-rard, Teaching; di Is and Toys for Handicapped Children. Washington,
for :,xeclit-ional Thildren, 19E0.

a the tr,yr3 were ordr;inally :_yared for prescho,A. cerebral
7a1.,ie children, they be used with all handioapred children.

and metnols for use are included.

Larrosse, Tarly education i3 ential to
'ew York: j. ,..c., 42c-, dye., 1:)(',.

-Jescrihes the b,,efits a 1 'Indicmi,f.(1 child will receivr, from

em!,L,,-19irl on the toipportive r(10 tLit n he
},y

g

. L:
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any C'aildhcod Parers 1'1.026,n-red at the r.nual International Convention
of the Council For :Xceptiona1 Children (43th, Chicago, Ill.,
April l? -25, 1970). Arlington, Va.: The Council for Exceptional
Children, 197n.

Discussions of materials and use with the multiple handicapped
preschooler are included.

Ebersole, et.al. Steps to Achievement for the Slow Learner. ,The

Sl -w Learner Series. Columbus, Ohio: Chas. :, Merrill, 1968.

A good guide for teachers, etc. containing a curriculum for pre-
schoolers. It contains step by step motor activities for achieving
a goal.

Exceptional Children Conference Pa--rs. (New Orleans, La., Dec. 10-13,
1909) Arlington, Va.; The Council for Exceptional Children, 1969.

Four sets of papers on: Early Childhood Education - An Overview,
Curriculum, Environmental Influences, and Training Personnel.

H.C. Language r:otivatins Ixperiences. for 'num. Children. Van Nuys,
Calif.: Don Figge Associates, 196.

Experiences and lesson plans for teachers to help in stimulating
language and in acou3sition of language. Included are scales,
check lists and profile sheets.

Fisher, D.C. The rontessnri Manual for Teachers and Parents. Cambridge,
Mass.; Rentley, 1964.

Discussion and illustrations of flontessori methodology and use of
the apparatus in homes and schools. Considers nature study,
discipline, and obedience for the young child.

Furman, R.L. (al.); Katan, Anny (-d.). The Therapeutic ,1:_rsery School;

A Contribution to the Study and Treatment of Emotional Disturbances
in Young Children. -iew York: Internat. ial Universities Press, 1969.

Describes the Henna Prekins School, its policies, procedures,
objectives and program. The role of the nursery school is explored.
So is the treatment and interaction of mother and child.

Ge-man, G.N., -t.al. Develop- in!, Leal:Ang Readiness.; A Visual-Motor-
Tactile Skills Procram. Teacher's Manual. Manchester, Missouri:
"Ir'Gr i 1 1 , 19( .

.........

Throu:h visual, motor and tactile activities for readiness
ar. given. 'ii ey help balance, eye-hand coordination and perception.
The materials and equipment 1-ieded are mentioned.

rbr--1-)L, The ',esin of a Pre- School "Learnini: Laboratory" In a
r;enter. :Tew York; Institute of Rehabilitation Ned.,

IC14 York University, 1.9C,9.

T11uqtrated Loc,klet showin,; design approaches for stimulating the
learning of the young handicapped child.

A., 1.,
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Gray, .7., et. -.1. The irly 7rainin.7 Dro,Tect Before Firs.t. Grade. 10w
York. 420 Texir:ton

:ran Tho-h cf e:ucational techniques and materials for working with
groups o: disqdvanta,ed

Halliay, C. 'h Visua]lir 1=71ired Chald Growth, Learninp,, Development -
Inf::n.7 to School L,T. Louisville, Ky.? Instructional :4aterials
Ro'erence Center for Visually Handicapped Children, 1970.

Development of the visually i_lpaired is described and contrasted
to no=1 develnpment. ::r.terials and services are mentioned.
Directed to teachers and parents.

Harris, Lan-cua-e for the Preschool Deaf Child. New York, Grune
Stratton, 1971.

the need for parental involvement and (oldance, trained
professionals, programs geared toward developing :.eaninzful
la.lgua;e, and consideration of the whole child.

Harris, G. y 'eber, L. "7abies -ith Hearing Losses". Volta Review.
ashingt-n, ,overnber, 1)67, 604-60.

This article c-nt-,ns suggestions for stimulating residual
hearih: ani st-trtil; language,

-Hartu.p, Thc Young Child - Reviews of
'nepe.ar2h. fsscc. or EduJation of
Young alldn_n, 1917.

resean.d.a-tad booh . li'!'ussin:. the effects nf adult social
reinforce-ent, development, learning and
problem solving behtvi.-)1s on young :hillren and the rffes2ts of
a l'res^hool program on ,rzlturally deprived children.

Hess,R.D. sear, -!--1.11. (M) 1:ducationl Current Theory,
Research, and 'ction. "hi...:ai;o1 Aldine D_ziolishing, 1968.

Conferenne papers ecnnernirig socialization, stimulation, language
develnpYlent, Ir.aterl,a1 influenes and evaluations of early educatjon.

had ;c y -.L., :,er..;?..nriless, P.R. Spicker, H.H. Diarnostisc Teachin.,
for .1'.res-±ool Childrc.n. ,rlin;ton, Va. The Council for
-'z^eptional. Children, 1971.

r.searen-Y,a3rr; nrog ram desi;ne to improve
the oa aitive, 014-1 or;LL, %-t-H related 2'.:;arninq problems of the very

Hnr-J,n, F, . H.orr, Cnr Parents :f Vcry Young
)'f Lldri a:;. ".1,1 -,;111:-..e.-son Hearin: al,d

A procx, a here paents are to participate in traiLin,7
very youn: d-af eLi The pru;:ram includes

1-;.:lor facily viita t, the cont r.
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Hunt, J.:7(2V. i'2cperience. Sel, York; :Ionald Press, 1961.

Co.-nprehensive treatise on the theory and practice of using,
experiences to educate the intelligence of young children.

Hyrnes, J.L. Teaching the Jhild '.1nder Six. Columbus, Ohio: Merrill,
196E,.

An interesting and forward lock at personnel and practical
approaches to early education in nursery schools, kindergartens,
day care centers, community action programs, and related develop-
ments.

Jordon, (Ed.). Exceptienal Children, Vol. 37, No. 9, May, 1971.

Special journal issue devoted to the exceptional child's early
years.

Karnes , M.B. Helping Young Children Develop Language Skills' A Book
(' Activities. ,rlingto1, Va.: The Council for Exceptional....._...
Children, 1968.

Especially for disadvantaged preschoolers. Derived from ITPA.

Katz, L. Larly Childhcod :education as a ;)iscipline. Urbana,
'ERIC Clearinghouse on Early Childhood Education, Sept., 1970.

Defines and illustrates -s the complexity of early childhood
education.

Kirk, 3.;.. Educating Exceptional Children. (2nd Ed.) Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1972.

basic text on the n'Itlire of handicapping conditions and the
education of those with handicaps. Covers learnin: dioabilities,
speech handicap, gifted, mental retardation, hearing problems,
vision handicap, orthopedic and healtt i:r,pairments and behavior
disorders. InPludes a listin7 of agen_ies and organizations that
serve the handicapped.

Kirk, 3.!, P: Johnson, G.O. Educating the Retarded Child. New York
Houghton Mifflin, 1951.

Chapter 7, "A PresPhool Program", outlines the key elements of a
2urriculum for the preschool retarded. Applicable also to pre-
schoolers with other handicaps.

Melby. A. 13ehavieral (Tbjentivep Curriculum Guide - Transitional
Pre-Pirg, Grade Prorrram. Doylestown, Pr, ; Bunks County Public
Schools, 1970.

A diagnostic teachin6 curriculum guide based on cognitive-psycho-
motor behavioral objectives and activities. The preface notes that
the program as desiP7ned, developed, and tasted over a three-
year period as an exploratory-pilot curriculum project for child-
ren identified as potent.ial failures.

0 +-1--

4, t)
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Rafael, B. "Early 3:_:cation for

Multihandicapped". Children Tppy,Jan.-Feb., 1075.

Stresses the team a_Troach to educAion, the use of individualizedprograms, small classes, and adapting environment.

Heger, R. C,d.). Preschool Progru-ning of Children with Disabilities.Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. Thomas, 1970.

Several authors
contributed to this book on programming. Thetopics include: a preschool summer program,

identification ofproblems, evaluation,
language, motor development, materials,the visually and hearing impaired child.

Rothstein, J.H. (Ed.). Mental Retardation - Readini;;s and Resources.(2nd Ed.) Jew York: Holt, Rinehart, Winston, 1970.

Section 4 on Early Childhood
:'ducation contains these twoarticles: "Provisions for the Young Mentally Retarded" by WillBeth Stephens, pp. 144-153. "Nursery School Experiences for theMentally Retarded" by R.C. Scheerenberger, pp. 154-167.

Sharp, E. Thinking Is Child's Play. New York: E.P. Dutton Co.,

Tl'e book discusses
the work of Piaget and has 40 games aimed tohelp in mental

development.

Sheperd, G. "The Early Alucation of Handicapped Children". Focus.on Exceptional Children. Vol. 3, i(D. 1, March, 1971.

Gives an overview of the rationale, federal involvement, modelresearch centers,
teaching strategies, and methods and materialsin programs of early education for the handicapped.

Stephens, B. (Ed.).
Training the

Developmentally Young. New York:John Day Co., 1971.

Deals with assessing development of cognition, motor, language,social skills, and then goes into program planning for theseareas. Sxperts have written chapters dealing with their expertise.
Supt. of Documents.

It Works Series:
Summaries of Selected CompensatoryEducation Projects.

Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govt. Printing Office,1970.

Summaries of 31 exemplary compensatory education projects aroundthe country, 11 of which focus on preschool programs.
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Food Nutrition Service. Equipment Guidefor Preschool and School Age Child Service Institutions.'itshington, D.C.: U.S. Govt. Printing Office, 1972.

Covers kitchen, storage, and dining facilities for the preschool.
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U.S.O.:. Special Project: A Team Teachini; Fracticum for Teacher
Preparation in Handicaps. Jashville, Tenn.: George

Peabody College, August 51, 1071.

Materials include: Teaching Materials with directions for con-
struction of them, Mbtor program with ideas for techniques and
rewarding, and self help skills with behavioral objectives for
teachers.

Ueintraub, F.J. "Recent Inforcement of Law Regarding the Identification
and Educational Placement of Children". Focus on Exceptional.

Children. 1972.

Discusses recent decisions in using certain prejudical
scores, liability of the evaluator, and the placement of children.

Wisconsin State Dept. of Public Welfare. Curriculum for the Preschool
Child. ERIC Document, ED 016-341. ERIC Clearinghouse on Early
Childhood Education. Urbana, Ill.: University of Illinois, 1967.

Detailed outline of a preschool curriculum covering self care,
body usage, social adjustment, basic knowledge, and self express-
ion.

2. Journals.

The listing below contains the name of the journal, the address where
it can be obtained, and, in some cases, subscription cost.

A.ERICAN EDUCATION, U.S. Dept. of Health, Ed., and Welfare, Super-
intendent of Documents, US 1'0, Washington, D.C. 20402. Ten issues

A1ERICAN EDUCATIOHU RESEA:CH Jara:AL, 1126 16th St., ,I,ashington, D.C.

quarterly, ',CLOD.

CHILD DEVELOPMIT, Society for Research on Child Development, Inc.,
University of Chica,o Press, .5750 Ellis Ave., Chicago, Ill.
60637. Ouarterly, 20.00; single issues, 6.00.

CHILDHOOD :CDUC2.TION, Assoc. Childhood Educ., 1200 Fifteenth St., H.'T.

Washin3ton, D.C.

CHILDREN TODAY, L;upt. of Documents, USGPO, Washington, D.C. '2.00 per

year.

HECATIOF A11) TRAIT -PIG OF Ti ll! 'arTALLY RETARDED, CEC, 1411 Sc. Jefferson
DEM13 Hwy., 2.rlington, !a. '6.00 per year.

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDRET, C7C, 1411 3o. Jefferson Davis Hwy., Suite nv),
Arlington, Va. J.O.00 per year.

EXCEPTIONAL CHILD= kBGTRACT3, CEC, 1411 So. Jefferson Davis Hwy.,
Arlington, Va.
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THE EXCEPTIONAL NR ENT, Psy--.;:d. Corp., 264 Beacon St., Boston, 41ass.

'A2.00 per year.

FOCUS M 2:CLPTIONAL CHTLDRE2I, Love rub. Co., 6635 East Villanova P1.,
Denver, Colo. ';';9.50 per year.

JGUETAL OF CHILD PSYCHOLOGY PSYCHIATRY AND ALLIEDDISCIPLETES,
Jour.ial Dept., igaxwell House, Fairview Park, Elmsford,
New York 10523. Quarterly, ;30.00.

JOURNAL OF LEARN= DISABILITIES, Prof. Press Pub., Room 1410, 5 N.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. ,',10.00 per year.

JOURNAL OF NURSERY EDUCATION, :Tat. Assoc. Nursery Educ., 155 East Ohio
Ave., Room 200, Chicago, Ill.

MENTAL RETARDATION, ;kAMD Pub. Sales Office, 49 Sheridan Ave., Albany,
N.Y. )7.00 per year.

IE`TTAL REMRDATION ABSTRACTS, Supt. of Documents, USGPO, Washington,
D.C. ;4.50 per year.

11F,RRILL-PALM:R r`7_,TARTERLY OF BEHAVIOR AND DEVELOPMENT, Merrill-Palmer

Institute, 71 E. Ferry Ave., Detroit, Michigan 48202. ,,6.00.

MONOGRAPHS OF 171T; SOCIETY FOR RESEARCH ON CHILD DEVELOPMENT, 5750
Ellis Ave., Univeroity of Chicago Press, Chicago, Ill. 60637.
Iii - monthly, ;12.00.

TEACHING EXCEPTIONAL CHILT)RET, CEC, 1411 So. Jefferson Davis Hwy.,
Suite 900, Arlington, Va. X5.00 per year.

TODAY'S EDUCATION, National Ed. Assoc., 1201 16th St., N.1%,
Washington, D.C. 20036. 9 isst.es,

TOY REVIEW, Ed. & Bus. Offices, 470 Totten Pond Rd., altham, Mass.
02154. 12.00 per year.

YOUNG CHILDREN, National ',ssoc. for the Ed. of Young Children, 1629
21st St., N.U., Washington, D.C. 20009. 6 issues, '')5.00.

J. Newsletters.

CHIT= OF THE SILT: iT NIGHT
Source: R.M. Campbell Associates

Academy Avenue
Saxtons River
Vermont 05154

A newsletter published in the interest of deaf -blind children on an
international basis. Contains such items as feature ctfticle,
publications list, film reviews, Directories, etc.
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IREL N:2

Sot Irce T.

10(::1-t. Ur. ;ha'le's .lock Rd.

, I liss curl. 67074

Reports research news from the 7 research centers of the national
Laboratsry on Larly Childhocci Education and information from the
Central Nidestern Regional Education Laboratory's curriculum
research programs.

:77 OLETTER

Source- DRCF,F, Peabody College
Irashville, Term. 37207)

Periodic newsletter describing the actitivites of the Peabody College
Demonstration and research Center for Early Education. Includes
listings of current rublications covering varinus areas such as
curriculum,parents, home visits, etc. 'Trite to above address.

ERIC/EC F "SLY,TTER

Source' Educational Resources Information Center/Early Childhood Education
805 W. Pennsylvania Avenue
Urbana, Illinois 61301

A periodic newsletter covering a wide range of relevant aspects of
early childhood education, i.e. day care, curriculum, methods, and
materials, parellcr,research, etc. -,write to above a'ress to be
placed on mailing list.

Hr_AD 37;'RT:

Source; Head Start Pes]etter
Office o2 Child -,evelopment
Pro jact :Toad Start

Dept. of Health, =.due- tier., and Welfare

Washincton, D.C. 90701

This newsletter reports on current rroiTams and activities directly
concerned with Head Start. Of interest to all preschool educators,
as well as lead Start personnel.

THE IrTEt;=IARY
Source; Atlantic Rein SF=

George Washington Univ.
Tashington, D.C. 20006

Periodic newsletter of the Atlantic Region which serves a numler
of states, includin7 Pennsylvania. Contains current articles on

':hildhood T:ducation, curriculum, methods, film and book
revie,73, and related information. Good item for keeping abreast
of current nes in Special Education/Early Childhood.

!"..LTI1'1.',L, CO: L'IITTEr, T.11.7'; Y C,Arj' nr. CHILDRV: , INC. JE ia,L,TT,;;R

Source :7ational Committee for the Day Care of Children, Inc. (;TCDC)

East 7,2.d Street

l'e,T York, J.Y. 10016

This newsletter reports on all phases of day care fo young children.
It should be of interest to p eschool adminiAraters, teachers, and
practitioners.

e .
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PZN - THE PAELTICOL FPUC2T!ON =LETTER
'iultimedia Education Inc.

11 ',jest 42nd St.

ue York, H.Y. 10O-)6

Pit' reports on innovative programs, research, publications, and

activities in the general field of preschool education. Of special

interest to preschool program directors and teachers.

SESA1S' STREET NEWSLETTER

Source: Childrens Television Workshop
1865 Broadway
Hew York, ii.Y. 10023

Newsletter on the current status of the Sesame Street television

program for young children.

ERIC CLEARICHOUSES

Three excellent sources of publications for professionals are the ERIC

Clearinghouse listed belo. Information about the types of material

available and lists of puAications on early childhood education and

handicap may be obtained by writing directly to the clearinghouseJ.

DISADV,",_NTAGED WIC)
Columbia University
Zeacners College, Box 40
New York, N.Y, 10027

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC2TIOU (ERIC)
University of Illinois
805 West Pennsylvania Ave.
Urbana, 111. 61601

EXCEPTIONRL CHILDREN (ERIC)
Council for Exceptional Children
1411 Co. Jefferson Davis High:ay
Suite 900
trlington, Va. 22202

,Y)
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C. ASSESL;n''.."--2 _ 72.:CTr.A3 :;"7-

1 Infant:2o_lAler .szsespent

icr assessment of ch].1:lren bet,,cen the a,es of birth to 24 months, it
is recommended that the followin?; annotated listing be obtained:

Guthrie, P.D. l'.ensures of Infant Development, An Annotated Bibliography,
1971.

Source' Heal Start Test Collection
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, N.J. 08540

This very useful booklet covers 41 measures of development
appropriate for use with infants from birth to 24 months of age.
Included are tests designed to measure motor development, cognitive
growth, intelligence, mental health, social mturity, and concept
attainment. Illustrative test titles include the Apgar Test,
Bayley Scales of Infant Development, Cattell Infant Intelligence
Scale, Griffith Scales, etc.

11.1-'..9'3 DTVI DUAL DI IlEILOT)111,: Fr SURVEY (AIDS )

Source; Priority Innovations Inc.
P.O. 772

6r,076

comprehensive form for parents to fill out concerning their
child's development.

2. Preschool Lspessent

(7,2

Source: The Psyc-oloGical Corn.
)04 .ast 45th St.
_ew lork, I.Y. 10017

Sta.adardized test desiGned to measure children's mastery of
concepts necessary for achievement in the first years of school.
Available in tic) alternate forms, A and B, and requires about 15
to 2f) minutes to administer. Concepts measured cover Space,
uantity, Time, and Miscellaneous areas of deve'opment. Helps

teacher identiCy faulty concepts held by child and suggests enrich-
: and remedial instruction needs.

CALIFOit P IIIAL

'39:Irce Ps;:cliolot;isto Press, Inc.
>77 Col1P-,e
t alo Ito, Calj f. ,

y)-item teacher's rating scale givins objective evaluations of
social competency in preschoolers. special feature provides
percentile norms for children from high and low occupational levels
for four age Groups (by sex) from 2 years (; months through 5 years
6 months. 'ireful for dirlEnosis, placement, or evaluation of the
Ireschoolers developmental 1,ro.,ress.
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M121=:=R1TY
Source CTD/MoGimu-Hill

Del ';orate Research rarl:

Monterey, California n394;)

Pictoral type test ithich calls for no verbal response and a minimum of
motor response. ',he test is untimed and uses perceptive discriminations
involving color, shape, size, use,number, kind, miasing parts, and
symbolic material. The child answers by selecting the picture in
series which is different from, or unrelated to others.

DIMER DE/ELOPM21T1L SCRIZE Ti]3T

Source: Ladoca Project Pr Publishing 2oundation Inc.
East 51 st Ave. md Lincoln St.
Denver, Colorado 80216

The Denver Developmental Screening Test (DDST) is a device for detecting
developmental delays in infancy and preschool yearn. The test relies

on observations of what a child can do and on report by parent who
knows the child. The test items are placed in-Lo four categories:
Personal-Social, Fine Notor Adaptir?, Language, and Gross Motor.

DF,V7LOPT TrisiTAL PROFILE
Source: Psycholoc-ical Development PI:blishers

7150 Lakeside Drive
Indianapolis, Indiana 46278

Multi-dimensional inventory of skills designed to assess a child's
development from birth to preadolescence. Individual profile depicts
child's functioning in terms of developmental ace level by classifying
his particular skills according to age norms in five areas; Physical,

Self-Help, Social, cademic, and Cormulication.

FIRST GRADE SCiZi:111::G

Source; ,Imerican Guidance Service, Inc.
Publishers Building
Circle Pines, iannesota 55014

This ins-,,mtient was developed to identify those children who would not
make sufficient progress during their firlyt year of school to be ready
for sec--..d grad,c. Tho test is untimed and separate booklets are given
for boys and rirls.

FRosTrn DEIFF.1,ortiort:r., T:T,T OF VnU1L PERCEPTION

Spyr^e oCns-1lting :Pschologists Press
577 (ollege Av2.
Palo Alto, Calif. )1!.4:-

A diagnostic test covetng these areas of visual perception in the pre-
school child: (1) Eye-ot-Yr Coordination; (2) Figure Ground; (3)

Form Constancd, (4) Positirn in Space; (5) Spatial Relations. Norms

established on child-en be',ween the ages of and 9 years. It is a

paper-poncil test which may be administered individually or to groups,
rc.t toting less than one hour. :-.1g3estion3 and materials are available to

e provide specific remedial pr,,grams in each of the 5 areas asse,sed.
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K "DE T 771:';')C CI-12 :T. iG 1-002 112.1-11.:J17.S

301,122ce :...ustralian Council f)r P.ducational ilesearch
?rederick
Hawlhorn 2

Vi,ctorian, fustralia

Designed to aide in identification of children with potential learning
difficulties and indicate areas of development where remediation is
needed. The items color self-identity, handedness, directionality,
visual motor coordination, rhythm, speech, language sequencing,
sequential memory, languaje association, behavior and attentional
difficulties.

1-ET: 1E5 GTA P:T3.23COOL C2t

Source; American Guidance Services, Inc.
Publishers' Buildin-
Circle Pines, Minnesota 55('l4

An individual test of verbal and nonverbal mental ability in early
childhood requiring 5u minutes or less time. Gives an estimate of
intellgience as early as 13 months and is useful with a wide range
of intellectual abilities. Should be administered by qualified
psychologist.

IiOTO CADE: TIC -17 (:1 -A- ) SKILL DEVELOPMEITAL CHECKT ,TSTS
Source: M-'\.-11 Project

Arin Intermediate -flit
Courthouse
Indiana; Pennsylvania ]5701

This checklist is designed to provide the teacher of raultiply handi-
capped children with a behavior-oriented ev7dlation of the child's
existing motor, academic, and perceptual shilLs.

r :1-Tf)DY FIC TT2P2: VOCABITI;LRY 173T
.7,ource .:.nerican Guidance Services, Inc.

3ui7ding
Circle inc,Pc Einnesota 55(;14

An individual test of 'rerbal iittelligence taking 15 minutes or less
and reouireo no special trainir.: to administer. hesults given in
terns of m-Intal arses, standard score r,'s, and percentil :s.

useful with spench impaired, cerebral palsied, mentally retarded,
eithdra-n an: -ilstractablo young children.
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PREPHIWEY
Source; Scienoe Research l'ssecites, Inc.

25'0 2,st Frio .treet

Cnicogo, Illinois 60611

A simple rating device by yhich a p.rent communicates knowledge of his

child to the teacher. It provides specific information about the

preschooler in the areas of self-care, classroom management, skill

development, laliaLuage development, and experiences. Can be used as a

diagnostic teaching and counseling device.

FEE3CHOOL KINDEIMi=4 PEEFORMAACE raTILL
Source! Reporting Service for Children

56 Jestvicr
Ridgefield, M.J. 07657

Inventory based on Havighurst'3 coacept of "developmental tasks'' in

which the child's performance is evaluated by the teacher's direct

observation. Designed to identify pupil behavior levels in Social,

Intellectual, and Physical areas and point out deficiencies and

readiness for new learning. Flcoring includes profile charts that

permit specificity in behavior measurement and prescriptive teaching

based on the concept of "measuring the child against himself''.

Pil:SCHOOL =DP= RECOR0 (pESEAR-2K I3DITIuN)
Source: American Guidance Servinos Inc........

Publishers' -3uildilag

Circle Fines, 'iinne.:-,ta 55014

A preschool scale of dev-lopmcr.t covering ambulation, manipulation,

rapport, communication, rcsponsoility, information, ideation, and

creativity. Given by observation and interview and takes 20 to 30

minutes. Can be used with normal children or those with physical,

mental, or social-cultural handicaps.

PRESCHOOL ETVETTORY, R:VI2ED EDITION - 1970

Source: EducationFa Testing Service
Princeton, 08540

inventory &I/eloped by Dr. Bettye M. Caldwell that gives an indication

of a preschooler's level of development in a variety of basic skills

and concepts regarded as necessary for success in school. Requires

individual administration and takes no mc-- than 15 minutes. Age 4-6.

4
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PK.13CI:DOL LANGUAGE

Source : Thar'__.. 7. -1eruil T-1±1i:-1:ng Co.

-lum Crec. Drive

47,216

Designed for c..iildren ,)f all ages whD nre a=me:1 to be functioning at

a preschool or primary language level. It is an experimental instru-

ment to be used to assess lan,:u':ge strengths and deficiencies. It

should be individually administered.

PRESCHOOL SCREENEIG FD HEARI,XT AND VI3UAL ACUITY

T'enna. :Tedieal Society

Taylor Bypass Erford Rd.

Lei'oyne, Pa. 1704)

kit which constitutes a complete hearing and vision screening program

for preschool children. Kit includes pre - screening publicity -.1aterials,

information on vision and hearing standards, specifics of the screening,

sanple forms and related materials. Best used in coordination with

the public school medical service procram.

PUPIL R..",2r:C,, SCALE

Source: Grune cc Ctratton, Inc.

757 Third Lye.
New Yorl_, 1%7. 1(.n17

This is ascreenin, test fr,r identifying children with learning

disabilities deveLo:,ed 1,y IT...) flYhlebust. It covers these basic

learning areas: (1) ...uditpry ,:omprehension; (2) Spoken L,Lnguare;

(7) Orientation; () ceordinaLm; M Personal-Social 3ehavior.
Designed a3 an assessmoht me3s1,:.e fro. which prescriptive teaching

strategies may be developed and irlpieriented.

SCHDOL PS,A DE TE::3 SURVLY

Source: Consulting Psychologists Press
577 College
i'alo Alto Mill'.

71i3 1.0 a pare at- artninistered device for judging a child's readiness

for kindnrg-rten. It provides subtest scores on 7 skill areas required

in s,!hool and a c_ler.:17.1ist for assessing the child's social maturity.

sper;i21 feature, is 7 pages of specific suggestions for the parents

at `_o' le to expe,!ite the child's skill development for sch,,,e1. requires

at least ivera.e intelligence on the part of the parents for effective

use. , diarfnostic teaching to :or the teacher.
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S C ; 121]-1?-11.3 D1 scHoc)L
Sou.l.ce: Priority Inno,:atic,ns, Inc.

P.O. .2o-r. 79.2

Skokie, Illinois 00076

A 29-page booklet describing various proceurcs and techniques for a
plan of early i*rlentification of ehildren who are or may e:Terience
learning or behavior probltm in school. 7seful as a basic reference
in early childhood education progra::,s.

STIPTM:TOLOGY IDIIITIPICATION OF A CHILI) T!ITH LLARNEIG DISABILITIES
(tomUISTD =DITION)

Spay Priority Innovations, Inc.
P.n. :ox 792
Skokie, Illincis 60076

Checklist format designed to serve as a guide in recognirdng and
identifying specific aspects and areas of classroom learning problems.
Covers all major areas of child's development, e.g. phjsical, perceptual-
motor, coordination, speech and hearing, vision, behav_or, attention,
memory, etr.

TEST COLIFCTION - (SIX) 11.;AD COLLECTIONS
Source: Educational Testinr7 ._;erv:;.ces.......

Princeton, 052-V)

(1) .ssessing the !_ttitl_des of Young Children. Toward School

(. report on assessment of attitudes in young children. The report
describes techniques of attitude ansessment.

(2) IanuageDevelonment Testp.

An annotated liblio_7aphy listing currently available language
development measures fur preschool and lower elementary grade
children.

(3) neasures of Social Skills....... .......

An annotated biblio:raphy concerned with a variety of social skill
measures appropriate for use irith children from th preschoci itvel

through third grade.

(4) Self-Concept Measures

An annotated bililio3raphy dealing with a variety of self-concept
measures for children from pre-school to grade three. Many of the
measures emphasize the child's conception of himself in the school
environment,.

(5) pchool Readiness Measures

al annotated bibliegy'aphy on currently available general school
readiness measures.

,

A11)



(h) Tests for nish-Sucakin- Children....._.

An =otated listinr: currently available instruments
appropriate for Ilse with Sranish-speaking children. 'easures in
such areas as intelliwnce, personality, ability, and achievement
are included on seoal'Ito indexes aro provided.

TEST CODLECTICI? - TESTS FCR THE =TTALLy RETARDEr
Source: Educational Testing Service

Princeton, H.J. OR540

.nnotated bibliography of tests available to use with the mentally
retarded. Includes descriptions of the tests and addresses where they
may be purchased.

TEST CPLLECTIC,r - TESTS TO IDEATIFY LTAI-CTITIG DISABILTTILS i CHIT.DR22T
Sopype) Educational Testing Service

Princeton, IT.J. 08540

Annotated bibliography of tests available to use with children with
learning disabilities (preschool to grade 3). Includes descriptions
of tests such as Valett D<rvel2pmental Survey of Basic Learning Abilities
and where they may be purchased.

T PERPORITCE 2Pr)F1: LE FOR :In-; RELY A Tfl MODERATELY RIETAIWED PUPILS
Source Reporting SEPvice for Children

563 Watervie- Ave.
Ridgefield, 1T.J. 07657

The IT Performance Profile for Severely and 71oderately Retarded Pupils
is an evaluative scale for pupil performance based upon teacher obser-
vation. It is designed to identify performance level cf pupil in a
wide variety of daily activities found in the curriculum, such as
social behavior, self-care, communication, practical skills, body usage.

VU.LETT 1:17:7TOT',Y OF PRIMP= SKILLS
Source: Fearon Publishers

I') Davis Drive

Belmont, Calif. 94002

x. inventnry excerpted from Valett's Prescriptions for Learning which
is desi:med for use with Kinder,_;arten and transitional primary children.
Covers 300 primary .sidlls in such areas as self information, body
identification, body spatial relations, copying designs, alphabet
and number printing, symbol matching, ccuntir; ;, drawing a man, etc.
Provide diaL;nostic data .;n skills basic to success in the first few
gr'les of school. laterials also available en prescriptive-remedial
teaching as follow-up to use of Inventory.
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'ECHSLEa FRFSCHOOL SC:,LE OF =ELLIGI7CE
Source: The Psychological Corpol-ation

3P4 East 45th Street
:':ew York, :i.Y. 10C17

l'ha individual test of intelligence for use with children between 4 and
Contains five verbal and five performance tests and yields

separate Verbal, Performance, and Full Scale IC's. Must be given by
a qualified scaccl psychologist.
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D. FILI1S FOR IN-Si._ ,.VICE

S TEAL T"IG IS i3:2IT (1968)

27 min.; Black and -Lite; mental

Source: Pennsylvania State Laiversity
AL io-Visual _lids Librafy
University Park, 16302

discussion and demonstration of a training project carried out at
Central lasconsin Colony and Training School. Subjects involved in

the project were severely and profoundly retarded.

APE YOU READY? (1963)

34 'min.; Color; Purchase 250.00; Rental 'd2.50

Sou,re.e: La Rue Films, Inc.
159 East Chicago We.
Chicago, ILL 60611

Shows activities of a group of young Down's Syndrome (Mongoloid)
children in a prescriptive teaching program based on the Illinois

Test of Psycholoinguistic Abilities. Shows skill sequences in

increasing levels of difficulty.

BECKY (1960's)
15 min.; Color; Rental
Source: Stuart Finley

3423 Mansfield Road
Lake Barcroft
Falls Church, VA 22041

A film on the role of the retarded child in the family setting.
Useful as a discussion tool with parent groups.

CARE OF THE YOUNG RETARDED CHILD (1965)

18 min.; Color; Purchase ::225.00; Rental :,)15.00

So-Irce: International Film Bureau, Inc.
332 So. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, ILL 60604

Film depicts series of feeding sequences comparing a normal child,
a retarded child of the same CA, and a normal younger child.
Illustrates the value of early assessment of the infant in order to
insure a proper feeding and training program.

CRADL2 TO THE CLASSROOM (1970?)

25 min. ea. part; Color; Purchase X610.00 (both parts)

Source) McGraw-Hil? Films
330 West 42nd St.
New York, NY 10036

Two-part film overvieving the rationale and need for Early Childhood

Education programs. Originally done as a TV documentary, the film
reviews contemporary research and e:perimentation of Infant-Toddler
and Preschool Programa covering stip areas as Cognitive Curriculum,

S!)
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Sensory-1:ctor Stimulation, Fir et approaches, "Verbal Bombardment",
etc.

EARLY RECOGNITICN 0F LaARNING DTSACILITIES (1969)
30 min.; Color; Price 99.50
Source: National Audiovisual Center

Nation,,1 Archives and aecords Services
Washington, D.C. 20409

Focuses on the early identification and diagnosis of young children
with learning disabilities. Reviews role of teacher, parents, and
educational program.

FOCUS ON CHILDREN (1964?)
26 min.; Clack and White; Rental
Source; Dept. of Child Development (Also N.Y.U. Film Library)

Iowa State University
Ames, IA 50010

Shows children in various activities at home, nursery school, and
day care center. Focuses on their curiosity, expression, feedings,
and social skills.

GROI.T2H MD DEVMOPII.:7 OF A HULTIPLY HANDICAPPED INFANT (1970)
15 min.; Color; Purchase 95.00; ,Rental 37.50

Source: New York Univ. F- am Library
26 Washington Place
New York, IH( 1000)

Short film depicting the birth and early development of a severely
multiply handicapped child. Shows the parent's problems, frustra-
tions, and anxieties in caring for the child.

HOW BABIES LEARN (1971)

35 min.; Color; Purchase 250.00; Rental X15.00
Source: New York Univ. Film Library

1 Press Annex
Washington Square
Hew York, NY 10003

Describes some of the important developmental advances made by
babies during the first year of life. It stresses that all types
of infant learning are subject to the influence of the kind of
interpersonal and physical environment in which the baby lives.
Special attention is give-1 to the importance of the mother-child
relationship in enabling children to profit from their learning
encounters with the environment. Some of the children and mothers
are observed over a period of time without any intervention from
the project staff; some offered parent education, both individually
and in groups. Recommended for professional groups and classes in
such disciplines as child development, pediatrics, early childhood
education, nursing, and sociology.
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KEVIN IS FOUR (197))
27 min.; Color; lurchase 2210.00; aental .;12.50
Source. Ohio State University

Depart ent of Photography and Cinema
156 !!est 19th Ave.

Columbus, OK 42-510

Shows a young child with congenital amputation of one arm and one
leg who functions well in daily activities. Kevin was fitted with
an artificial arm and leg when he was 15 months old. The film shows
Kevin in nursery school and play situations, swimming, and at home.
All the episodes demonstrate how a young child learns to adjust to
his handicap.

MENTAL RETARDATION - PART I AND PUT II (1966)
30 min. ea. part; Color; Rental ''?1.00 postage ea. part
Source: Film Library

Office of Mental Health
Pa. Dept. of Public ilelfare
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Excellent two-part film depicting causes and characteristics of the
mentally and physically handicapped. Shows modern institutional
services and indicates need for educational and psychological
planning.

MENTAL RETARDATION - THE HOPEIZOS (1972)
24 min.; Color; Purchase or Rental
Source. Oxford Films Incorporated

1136 North Las Palr-:s Ave.
Hollywood, CA 90038

This film is a rebuttal to obstructive traditional prejudices and
misconceptions which regard the mentally retarded as a homogeneous
group, each alike in inability to function in the everyday world.
At six points within the film a misconception is stated. By
following each stated misconception with many scenes of retarded
persons successfully engaged in activities of learning, production
and other constructive activity, the negative generality is proven
false.

MODERATE RETARDATION IN THE YOUNG CHILDREN (late 1960's)
43 min.; Black and White; Purchase or Rental
Source! Audio Visual Department

Western Reserve University
Cleveland, OH 44106

Film presents behavioral functioning, of preschoolers with moderate
retardation (55-75 Shows individual and group activities and
similarities ancl differences between the retarded and normal. The
progress of socen particular children is -LItclioively noted on several
developmental tasks. The importance of the teacher-child relation-
ship is emphasized.

',9



OPMATION DRY P_"2723 (1p70?)
34 min.; Color; Renta:
Source: TiGs Praductions

P.O. Box 906::,

Austin, TX 78757

Film taken at residential institution for mentally retarded in Texas.
Demonstrates habit training tennicucs and their effects on a group
of profoundly retarded girls 6 to 13 years of age.

ROOM TO LD1RN (1970)

22 min.; Color; Purchase 0125.00
Source: The Early Learning Center, Inc.

12 Gary Road
Stanford, CT 26903

Describes the Early Learning Center at Stamford, Connecticut - an
open-plan early childhood school with facilities and program
reflecting current trends.

SCHOOL FOR FOURS (1967?)

27 min.; Black and White; Rental :9.50
Source. Film Distribution Supervisor

The Ohio State University
Dept. of Photography and Cinema
156 'lest 19th St.
Columbus, OH 43210

Depicts nature and needs of regular pre-kindergarten children and
illustrates selected individual and group activities.

SERVICES TO THE YOUNG (1960?)

48 min.; Black and r!hite; Purchase '400.00; Rental on loan basis

Source: Professional Services Program Dept.
United Cerebral Palsy Assoc., inc.
66 East 34th St.

York, :Y. 10016

Demonstrates techniques of interdisciplinary team serving young
children under CA of three with cerebral dysfunction. Shows role

of pediatric neurologist, nurse, therapist, speech pathologist,
special educator, and social worker.

STEP BIELTD SETUES (1972)

1. GENESIS
25 min.; Color; Purchase :200.00; Rental 320.00

A behavior modification approach to teaching the self-help skills

of dressing, eating and toileting.

6-(')
A .31.c
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2. ASK FO J. ST LITOTL: THINGS

20 min.; Color; 1Jrcnase '3200.00; Rental '20.00

A behavior modification approach to teaching ambulation, personal
hygiene ari atte:ding behaviors.

3. I'LL PROMISE YOU A TOMUZID-7
20 min.; Color; Purchase ,;:-:).00; Rental ',;20.00

Communication, direction following and group participation are
developed and fostered through the use of behavior modification
techniques.

So.urce_ : Hallmark Films and Recordings, Inc......
1511 East North Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21213

SUFFER THE LITTLE CHILDREN (1950's)
10 min.; 31ack and Uhite; Purchase :,75.00; Rental 110.00
Source: Cozmonwealth Mental Health Foundation

k Nhlboro Road
Lexington, IL 02173

Depicts young children in an institution for the mentally retarded.
Raises the questions of how and why they were put there and what
has become of them. Contrasts equally mentally retarded children
who live at home and atten4 a nursery school in the community.

TEACH ME (1972)

15 min.; Color; Purchase or -rental
Source: Hallmark FiLas, Educational' Division

1511 East North Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21213

Shows in-service and pre-service education of teachers and para-
professionals who work with exceptional children.

TEACHING THE MENTALLY RETARDED - A POSITIVE APPROACH (late 1960's)
25 min.; Black and White; :rental 1.00 for postage
Source: Audio Visual Section

Bureau of Public Education
Pa. Dept. of Public Welfare
P.O. Box 2675
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Documentary of the use of behavior modification techniques with the
profoundly retarded to develop toilet training, dressing, eating, and
manners. Illustrates principles of teaching with the behavior
modification approael.



1123TIal NT:L7rIPLYILIDICArr-D CiallIU77 (1962)
7,0 min.; Clack and Yhite; Purchase or Rental
Source: International Soc. for !Aehab. of Disabled_......

219 East 44th St.
New York, :!Y 10017

Demonstrates modified educational evaluation of three severely
handicapped children. One child has athetoid cerebral palsy, another
has a severe visual and hearing impairment, and the third is retarded
and hyperactive.

THE ABC'S OF BEHAVIORAL MODIFICATION (1972)
20 min.; Color; Purchase ',150.30; Rental a5.00
Source: Hallmark Films and Recordings, Inc.

1511 East North Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21213

The ABC's of Behavioral Education describes the Behavior Modification
program at Anne Arundel County Learning Center (_'TALC). The film
emphasizes the relationships between Antecedents, Behaviors, and
Consequences (ABC's) and describes how antecedents and consequences
can be programmed in a school environment to influence staff and
student behaviors.

THE JOY OF LEARNING (.371)
28 min.; Color; Purchase y110.00; Mental 125.00
Source.: Columbia Forum Productions, Ltd.

10621 Fable Row
Columbia, NI) 21043

Popular film showing an introduction to the Montessori principles of
education in public and Moni.!ssori schools around the U.S., Canada,
and Puerto Rico. Emphasizes the prepared environment at various
levels of education, including preschool.

THE POPPE PROJECT (1970?)
23 min.; Black and T.Ihite; Purchase or Rental
Source; Univ. of California at Berkley

Extension Media Center
Berkley, CA 94709

Depicts a therapeutic milieu for eight severely retarded girls in a
residential institution using a combination of group nursing and
operant conditioning. The operant techniques demonstrate success in
shaping the girls' behavior in eating, dressing, play, group
interaction, and elementary socialization.

1R5
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TOD,Y'S (1172)
25 mn.; Color; Purchase or r'enral
Source: Hal-I.:lark 7ilms, FlAncational Division

1511 East 7,:brth Ave.

-Aaltimo:e, ITT) 171--1

A Title III Model Early Childhood Learning Program, which includes
three year olds. The object of this program, in Baltimore, is to
teach and to instill in children the desire to learn. Instructional
materials and techniques of teaohinf; you/1z children language, reading,
and sithmetic skills are shown.

12:RE DO TE: cLuDrEN PL."1? (1973)
143:, min.; Color; Purchase "50.00
Source: Jamieson Film Co.

3325 Bryan St.
Dallas, TX /520k

This film -rovides alternatives to institIrtionalization of moderately
retarded c_ildren.

UHO ARE THE TJINNERS (1971)
25 min.; Color; Rental
Source; University of ,dsconsin

Bureau of Audio Visual Instruction
Madi3cn, II 5370,7,i

Filmed version of "Ailuakee Project" dealing with preschool inter-
vention with young disadvantaged children. Shows cultural back-
ground, methodology based on Cognitive Curriculum, and other aspects
of model intervention programs.

VISUAL PERCEPTION MID FAILUR' TO LEARN (1966)
20 min.; Black and ithite; Rental ,?6.00
Source: Syracuse University

Educational Film Library
Building D-7, Collendale Campus
Syracuse, NY 13210

The film demonstrates the effects of different visual perceptual
disabilities upon the performance and behavior of children in a
regular classroom and in a center for education. The five sections
of the Marianne Pr'stig Developmental Test of Visual Perception are
explained as it is administered to a child. A preventive and remedial
training program is briefly outlined and demonstrated.
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POIL:M.CAN :Y)i,:""ATIOY THE BLUO, 121C.
'Jest lEth Street

New York, N.Y. 10011

Request specifio information on :.ic!es and/or appliances for the visually
handicapped. Free library is available.

AMERICAN SERVIC, LTC.
Publinhers' Building
Circle Fines, Minn. 35014

Request catalog of tests and educational materials. The various Peabody
Language Development Xits are available here.

ANN ARBOR PUBLISHERS
611 Church Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Request most current publication pamphlet. This pamphlet includes the
Michigan Tracking Program.

BOW WAR

622 Redier Drive
Glendale, Calif. 91201

Request catalog of Your World of Teaching 72. This catalog includes
material from preschool to grade six -- primarily language arts.

CI ITRAL P2INSYLVArTIA

Special Education Resource Center
5601 North Front Street
Harrisburg, Pa. 17110 (phone no. 717-599-5771)

Request catalog of Special Materials Improve Learning Experiences (SMILE).
SMILE is a complete collection of instructional and resource materials
available to teachers of handicapped children and youth.

CHILDrtUFT EDTJCATI(N CORP.
964 Third Ave.
New York, N.Y. 1002

Bequest current catalog on The Growing Years.

CHILUTAFT EUIPMETT co., INC.
155 East 23rd Street
New York, N.Y. 10010

Request eatalog of materiap for Early Childhood Education.
gr1,.
0i)
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CHILDPLAY OF N11, YORK, rzo.
43 East loth street
New York, T.Y. 10.003

Request catalog of materials acid equipment for early childhood education.

COLIIBIA RECORD CCMPANY
Division of Columbia Broadcasting System Inc.
51 ;Jest 52nd Street
New York, r.y. 10019

Request Columbia Children's Book and Record Catalog.

COMMUNITY PLAYTHInGS
Rifton, N.Y. 12471

Request catalog of Community Playthings. Community Playthings are designed
for young children and guaranteed against damage.

CONTINENTAL PRESS
Elizabethtown, Pa. 17022

Request demonstration catalog, Instructional Material for EXceEtionel
Children.

CREATIVE PLAYTHD:GS
Princeton, N.J. 08540

Catalog of play materials for preschool and early childhood education.

DICK BUCK
P.O. Box 1267
Galesburg, Ill. 61401

Request catalog entitled, "The Open Sesame to Discovery", for preschool,
kindergarten, and special education.

DLM, DEVELOPISVTAL LEARNING MATERIALS
7440 North Nathey Ave.
Niles, Ill. 60648

Request current catalog of Developmental Learning Materials.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Freeport, Long Island, view York 11520

Request Classroom Tested laterials Catalog 73 B. This catalog tncludes
records, filmstrips, cassettes, and instructional media.
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EDUCATIONAL RESEAliM COnCIL OF A:4EBICA
Rockefeller Suildinj
Cleveland, Ohio 44613

Request current catalog on educational materiall.

EDUCATIONAL TEACHING AIDS romma
A. Daigger & Co., Inc.
159 ',jest Kinzie Street

Chicago, Ill. 60610

Request catalog of learning aids for early and special education. This
company has an extensive selection of Montessori-designed teaching
aids and materials for the young handicapped.

EDUCATORS PUBLISHING SERVICE INC.
75 Moulton Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

Materials can be obtained which center on developmental, corrective, and
specific language disabilities.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA EDUCzITIONAL CORPORATION
Encylopaedia Britannica Press, Inc.
Chicago, Ill. 60611

Request information on the teacher's resource book--Lanauam Experiences.
In Earfl Childhood.

FEARSON PUBLISHERS
Lear Siegler, Inc.,
Educational Division
6 Davis Drive
Belmont, Calif. 94002

Request Fearon Publisher 72-73 Catalog. This catalog includes information
and materials on teacher aides, special education, innovative education,
etc.

FOLLETT EDUCATIONAL CORPORATION
1010 W. Washington Boulevard
Chicago, Ill. 60607

Request Follett Educational Catalog.

HAMETTS
165 rater Street
Lyons, N.Y. 14489

Request early childhood and special education catalog.

r C,
4: a."
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IDEAL SCHOOL SUPPLY C7'`i.t'

11000 3. Laverene Ive:rae

Oak Lawn, r045;

Request teachers' catalog entitled "Ideal for Special Education".

Kinpo LPICATIOAAL
P.O. Box 246
Deal, N.J. 07725

Request Kimbo Educational Catalog on early childhood and special education.

J.A. PRESTON CORPORATIOIT

71 Fifth Avenue
New York, 10003

Request Special Education Catalog 100 - Materials for Exceptional Children
and Youth.

LAKERIORE CURRICULUM MATERIALS CENTER
Lakeshore Equipment Company
1144 Montague Ave.
San Leandro, Calif. 94577

Request catalog of materials for early childhood through elementary
education.

LEAFVDTG RESOURCE CENTER, L!C.
Portland, Oregon 97223

Request current catalog on preschool education.

I4AFEX ASSOCIATES, INC.

Box 519
111 Barron Ave.
Johnstown, Pa. 15907

Request current catalog of educational materials for the exceptional.

NUFFIELD MATHEWPICS PROJECT
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
One Wiley Drive.
Somerset, N.J. 0P:873

Request information on mathematics materials for use in early childhood

education.

dr.

IC- P;)
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TEACHT:G
100 RrTleston .street
Poston, Mass. 02116

Request current catal::,g en Doveloimental PIErms for Ertly. Learpiha.

PORTER SlRGENT PUF3LISI:R3
11 Beacon Street
Boston, Mass. 02108

Purchase request for current edition of the guide for educational executives
entitled, ',there to Buy Supplies for Educational Instituticns.

R.H. STONE PRODUCTS
18279 Livernois
Detroit, Mi2h. 11,221

Request TeacMa.g Aidp catalog which covers child development center, nursery,
kindergarten, day care, open classroom, special education, and remedial.

SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.
College Division
1540 Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, Calif. 94304

Request catalog for Professional Educators 1972.

ST. NICHOLAS Trul.ETLTG

16 Dawson Place
London, 'Z. 2, -4)gland

Request illustrated catalog of Apparatus for the Ilortessori Method '4'
Education.



F. SPOIPLE FORMS

Introduction............
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The forms on the next several pages are illustrative ones that may be
used in Early Childboodllandicap programs. Of course, specific forms for
a given program should be developed to meet the needs, goals, and activities
set for that program.

The sample forms provided in this publ- n .aclude:

1. Case Record Form (General and Detailed Forms)

2. Case Study Format

3. Anecdotal Record Format

4. Record Format for Target Areas in Changing Behaviors

5. Lesson Plan Format for Volvnteers and Teacher Aides

6. Early Childhood Edl.cational Inventory

7. Monthly Report Form for Itinerant Instructor in
Preschool Handicapped Program

A note on the original source of each sample form is included on the form.
It was the consensus of the workshop participants that these forms at least
make up a basic selection for proper record-keeping procedures in the

organization and administration of a preschool program for the handicapped.

It can be seen that record-keeping will play an important role in the
evaluation of clientele - and programming - in the preschool setting.
Follow-up of clientele can also be efficiently done if proper original and
accumulating record-keeping is a program guideline. Evaluation and follow-
up are discussed more thoroughly in Part I of this Guide.



1. C-E7RAL ..3ASF, RECORD FCRM

Source: Tri-Count3r rrogram for Preschool Handicapped Children, Title VI,
FAEA, 1069; Bradford, Sullivan, Tioga Counties, Pa.

(Spaces reduced for this publication)

I. General Information on Case

A. Child's Name Birthdate Age

B. Parent's NaAuc Occupation

C. Parent's Address

193

Phone _---_---

D. School District County

II. Information on Child's HandicAR

A. Nature of Primary Handicap or Suspected Handicap: (Brief description)

B. Other Pertinent Comments:

III. Referral Information

A. Referral Agency/Person

B. Person Completing This Form

C. Handicap Verified: Yes No How..6.
D. Supervisor of Special Education

IV. Case Apposition in Program

A. Home Visits:

Date

(51Enaturer---

Date Home-School Visitor

016. . Ay

B. Preschool Experiential Learning Activities(Describe):

C. Other - Describe (i.e., Parents refused, census only, moved, etc.)

. AN .bo Imumull 41.-1..0.4. aa V.. WIN= , ..
4'1114'0
t.,"Yieg

ma. .
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1. DETAILED CASE RECORD FORM

Slurce: Bucks C'uity 'runic S.lhooD, Confidential Information on Pupil.._.__.
Referral, (For Professional Use Only)

(Please complete in as much detail as
. .

possible and add any additional infor- Pupil's full name

mation you think pertinent. Use other
side of these sheets. This copy i3 to ..------
be given to educational consultant to Age Today's Date

whom pupil referred. Please make car-
bon for your files if you wish a copy.)

s w. m.
Grade Teacher

Present Home address (street, city)

School District

-
Telephone Birthdate of pupil

Name of person submitting data on pupil
and relationship to pupil
To whom is pupil referred?
Reason for referral? 1...00.00.0..ammm.M.MO.Mme...0.000..01000

A. School History of Pupil:
1. Has the pupil gotten along well in school?
2. If not, in what areas and for how long has he had difficulties?

-----------
3. A.y special problems to be explained?

- - - - - - - - - -

4. Exact age when he began school
5. Any nursery school or small group experiences prior to first grade?

At what ages?
6. Has pupil ever failed or repeated a grade?

Ever skipped a grade?
7. Statement on mental alcriTtYOriliTiTaicurii-=G)--------

8. Statement on scholastic achievement MeMeMMIMMAIMIMS

9. seilientOridiiii;iJ:UilgririWchcoa; neighborhood or court s,
10. Any excessive absences or tardiness in school history?
11. Your impressions of pupil as a person

swab snom. moo m.mv.. ms MM.. ma ma.. .
- -- - - - -

B. Development Data: (Note: For Sections B, C, and D, the school repre-
sentative may need to confer with the mother of the
pupil.)

12. Place of birth of
gar. min 0. M OM. .

13. Anything unusual about birth of pupil?
14. Abnormalities at birth such as premature, injury, instruments used?

15. Any illness of pupil during first year of life: colic, etc.?

16. Feeding during infancy: breast? bottle? __(weaning - when

17. Any eating difficulties noticed now?
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18. Any separation from For what reasons and at what age of
pupil?

C. Training:'% .1.

19. Age of of

20. Age when toilet-trained?- Who helped him accomplish this?

21. When eWalasi)W1Iccarbl?-TIii77EOrileexaCT.--IOriable,
please stPte.)

22. Date of last bed-wetting How persistent has this problem
been? 4/./

23. Temper tantrums?____ At what ages?
24. Does pupil have any unreasonable fears? (Please describ74---

01.0i. .
25. Who disciplines the pupil in the home and how is he disciplined?

26. Any sleeping problem such as nightmare::, rocking, head banging,
talking? (When were these problems present?)

Vimftelm...Mirme

D. Medical: Please give approximate age of pupil)
27. Has hospitalization ever been required? When?.......------.
28. Any operations? (type?)._______Any serious illness?
29. Any high fevers? Any accidents or injuries?......_ -.
30. Convulsions? Ever been under oxygen? ..-iriy bad falls?..........

31. List childhood diseases? (measles, etc.)

32. Any physi,_!al problem pupil now has? (allergies, et.:77.:

33. Eyes ever been examined?... .By whom?
34. Pupil under any special medication now? (describe}

35. All members of pupil's immediate family living and well?

36. Please give name, address of family doctor

E. The following items U37 through #47 should be completed as specifically as
possible about the mother and her relationship to the pupil.

37. Full name of mother age(approxirnately).

38. Relationship to pupil: MotherF--dardian? Stepmother?
39. Was pupil adopted? At what age?

Ylr - al. :map . N
40. Health of mother during pregnancy? Any difficulties

during pregnancy? _ Aleemiln /
41. Any health difficiaieeOf mother during the year of pupil's

life? 0.,..a..11, Alo . .. .4
42. Since the birth of this pupil, how has mother's health been?_

Since this pupil's birth, has mother had:
any serious illnesses? any diseases?
any operations? any serious accidents?
any nervous any hospitalizations?
any institutionalizations?
any RH factor difficulties in mother's family?.
any eye difficulties which mother of pupil has or either side of
her family has? Does she wear glasses?

43. Is mother employed?.... I f so, for how long and what hours?______
Has she worked outside home since birth of pupil? 0.111. Ma! 0+.
If so, what age was he?. ..._____ ._________

olih,.
t- -1
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44. With whom does the pupil's family live:
At present: Relatives? (other than mother, father and 4.blings)

Others over age
Since birth of pupil to the present: Relatives? a. MMom

Others over age 16
Any changes of residence since the birth of pupil: (number?)
Languages spoken in home?

45. Other children in the pupil's family:

M.N.. go gum
Name Year Born Living Well

....

./
Any of mother's pregnancies end in miscarriages? If so, how many?......

46. Education and grade mother completed:
Nationality background: (optional)

47. How does mother and father feel pupil gets along with other youngsters
.....0

MMOM

his age?

The following items (#48 through 156) should
possible about the father of the pupil.
48. Name of father
49. Relationship to Pupil: Father

Guardian
50. Type of work which father does:
51. Have there been tim.-:o ,?hen father has been or is absent for a period of

time from home since the pupil was
At what age of pupil?

52. How has father's health been since the birth of pupil?
ao ...dm.. MM.

be completed as specifically as

His age (approximately)._
Stepfather
Child adopted

.......ft06.

53.

54. What kinds of things does he Yo with the pupil?'
55.

56.

Since the birth of the pupil, has the father had:
any nervous accidents?._
any hospitalizations? any diseases?
any serious illnesser9 any operations? -
any institutionalizations?
Present state of health (desnritIP briefly.). NN:Mmma. mmY....
Any eye difficulties which he has or either side of his family
has? Does he wear glasses?

NOM. N M M

Type of discipline he uses with the pupil. (describe briefly)

ON

Education and grade father completed
His nationality background (optional)

Mmi mig ...NM.
Interests and hobbies whicth he has other than his job

Maw.. mom. m ommMmm

B.C. s-4227 L

P.A.2
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2. CASE :raw FORMAT

Source: Course pal4.51-ol:t from Special Education Department, Mansfield State

The preparation of a case study cn a preschool handicapped child should
include selected information focusing on the areas listed below.

A. Basic Information

1. Name Age
2. Address
3. Nature of neighborhood - community

B. Home Background

Birth Date

1. Living with parents - foster parents - guardian
2. Living parents - parents deceased
3. Occupation of parents
4. Educational level of parents
5. Any known home problems - family conflicts
6. Estimated socio-economic level
7. Parents' attitudes toward school
8. Frequent moving - changing of schools
9. Out of school activities, interests
10. Siblings - ages
11. Other pertinent information

C. physinal Condition

1. Health history - birth and early childhood complications?
2. Physical handicaps
3. Any chronic disease in family (neurological, psychological)
4. Physical size
5. Other

D. School History (may not be applicable in Preschool Programs)

1. Age at entrance
2. Regular progress (skipping, retention)
3. Present grade
4. Standardized test results (complete data)

(a) Intelligence tests
(b) Achievement teats
(c) Aptitude tests
(d) Social-Personal tests
(e) Irterests
(f) Others (7.)reschool testing, etc.)

5. School marks
6. Attendance
7. Participation in activities
8. Educational - Vocational outlook
9. Cther

(IL'
tt%Ii)
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E. Teacher ybP2rvation

1. Social behavior (acceptance by pupils'
(a) Sociometric study results (rejection, belonging, etc.)
(b) Sociogram

2. Emotional behavior
3. Attitude toward school, other children
4. Have disciplinary measures been necessary
5. How does he respond to correction
6. General adjustment
7. Other

P. Parental Attitudes and Observations

1. As obtained through conferences, etc. (Feelings, hostilities,
problems?)

G. Summary and Conclusions

1. Meaningful synthesis of all data
2. Significant findings, patterns, etc.
3. Formulate hypotheses about structure and dynamics of child's

development and personality
4. Unanswer,,,d qi:estions of importance to child's future
5. Major strengths and limitations of child

H. Recommendatirms.

1. What do you feel are the problems and developmental needs of
the child?

2. Predictions about his future, referral needs, special help, etc.
3. Educational-training recorimendations (diagnostic-prescriptive

focus)
4. Next "steps" for the child

I. L.ipitatipns of Case Study! (if any)

,11`.1
t. kir



3. ANECDOTAL RE2ORD FORMAT

Source: lAarted from fovrn produced by Pontiac Public Schools, Michigan.

Student's Name Date

Observer's Name .0-a..... on,..,r - Yon Time Segment

Place Observed General Comment

Incident

Weekly Summary Analysis:

Oa WI. a% .41.- MO o. VI- -0. O Mt. om

Monthly Summary Analysis:

oo.d.M.
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Comments

0.0o.O0.0..o....A.00V....a...111.00oMft

..momoymamoo

meow Om Owls

am. GP* ...a MNI 0, 0..0 -Am .. o O.-. am o 0- O. Ioko Yolibo - oft. - .. -.OIL aria .

Term Summary Analysis:

o oil no .0

r, guIL
(")
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4. RFC0:-Zn FORMAT ?OR TARGzT AREAS fl CHANGLIG BEHAVIOR

Source: National Childl.ents Center Inc., Preschool Program, Area of Concern

Forms.

These next two forms are used in the National Children's Center, Washing-
ton, D.C. They are designed to he utilized by the teacher in changing behavior
patterns. The first form is designed for -ong term goals and the other for
short term goals.

I. Long Term Goal Form

Child's Name
Your Name
Date

1. Rank the following areas in terms of most current concern to you.
(Use No. 1 for greatest concern)

Language
Behavior
Social Play
Perceptual Motor
Instructional Control
Self-Help
Other

...a AL

2. In each of the three areas ranked of most concern, list one general
goal you wish to achieve in the next two weeks.

a.

b.

0.



II. Short Term Goal Form

Child' 3 Name
Your Name

.

Current Date
Review Date

A. Area of Concern

B. Target Behavior

C. Program

D. Materials sZeeded

E. Evaluation

201
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11a.

3i0
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5. LESSON PL. ,N FORMAT FOR VOLUNTEERS AND TEACHER AIDES

Source: FaH - Project SEARCH, Plattsburgh, N.Y.

Child's Name Date

Volunteer Time to
A.M. P.M.

202

Object: 4
Material: 44111

Tasks Completed Appropriate Inappropriate

Specific Types of Inappropriate Response:

Child Evaluation:

ull

Interested Distracted....___
Cooperative Hyperactive

Frustrated

.

Bored

.
Unresponsive..._.

Comments on Child Behavior:

Suggestions: . _...-___ _ . .

aMm.11-
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6, E;ALY CHILEHOCD EDUCATICNAL riVFNTORY

Instructions for the Administration
of

The Early Childhood Educational Inventory

The Early Childhood Educational Inventory was developed to assess the
abilities of the child who is functioning in the three to seven year age range.
It is a structured, though informal method of attaining a diagnostic impression,
and is intended to be presented to the child, individually, by an evaluator
who is versed in child development in general, and learning disabilities
specifically. The inventory is intended to be used in the systematic assess-
ment of each learning modality of the child, to determine the state cf
intactness cf the modality, and to identify areas of strength and weakness,
for the purpose of prescribing an educational program.

Before beginning the evaluation, the Cumulative Data page is filled out,
and the summarized results of specialists' reports noted. A parent conference
is held to record remarkable data concerning the home, birth, medical history,
medications, and early sleeping and feeding habits of the child. The nature
of the relationship between the parent and the child is noted also. The
above information is taken on a separate sheet, and the remarkable data
summarized en the Cumulative Data page.

In beginning the evaluation, the primary concern of the diagnostic
teacher is a quantitative, not a qualitative, one. The first factor to bp
determined in assessing a task is whether or not the child can solve the
task at all. The skill with which he performs the solution is important,
and should be noted, but is secondary. For this reason, examples and specific
items given in the Early Childhood Educational Inventory: are by no means
all inclusive, but serve as a suggestion for questioning and moving
developmentally upward or downward, within the principle of the task, to
arrive at a functioning level. Such movement, or any accommodating change
in approach to the task, is so noted in the comment area. A check in the
"Yes" column means that, at that particular point, the response is adequate.
A check in the "No" column indicates that the response is not adequate, or
that the area is not intact, and needs educational attention.

It is always safest to start the evaluation at a low point, since the
secondary purpose of the evaluation is the determination of the level of
competency at which the child is operating. Note: Return to a level of
competency frequently, to provide success and motivation for achievement.
Failure to succeed at a given level does not terminate the inquiry, but
serves, instead, as a provocation for a deeper probing, for an exploration
of the possible causes of the failure in the sensory, perceptual, motivational,
experiential, or other aspects of the child's organization. In the assessment
of an area, the evaluator may develop as many exercises from an item as is
deemed necessary to determine the intactness of the learning modality, and
must analyze and alter the task, in light of the child's abilities.

The Early Childytood Educational Tnv.entory is not intended to provide a
score; however, a one to five scale may be used for the evaluation if desired.
The evaluation may be aurg.ented with formal assessments to further complete
the diagnostic impressim of the whole child, wherever they are deemed
necessary.
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After the completion of the inventory, a glance at tha "No" column on
each page is the first step in the ordering of educational priorities. The
Educational Priority List is then filled out, and plans begun for remediaticn,
utilizing the child's major strengths. It is well to find out from the child
and his parents those things which are rewarding or motivating to the child,
for use in the educational plan.

Suggestions of materials to use with the Early Childhood Educational
Inventory follow. Many materials are interchangeable from section to section.

Body Usage:

Paper; crayons; toy telescope or cardboard tube; large ball; chalk and
chalkboard; mat or blanket; color cubes; balance beam or board; pencils;
scissors; small toys; dressing doll; picture of a person; a mirror.

Visual Processes:

Pencil or stick with small disk on end, for visual tracking; marsden
ball; color cards; shape cards; pictures in colnr; letter cards; box of
objects of various shap:s, colors, and sizes; crayons; paper; symbol cards;
numeral cards; puzzles; color cubes; ball; jump rope; buttons of various
colors, sizes, and shapes; syllable cards; code cards.

Auditory Processes:

Tape recorder: sound tape; objects to go with sounds; word pictures and
set of objects; story book with color pictures; word lists.

Tactile, Olfactory, and Gustatory Processes:

Smooth object; rough object; soft object; hard object; wet object; dry
object; wooden shapes, letters, numerals; foods to taste: jelly, peanut

butter, pickle, oirl_re, chocolate syrup, salt,sugar, vinegar, and tasting
dabbers; substances to smell: perfume, vinegar, chocolate syrup.

Associaticnal Processes:

Concrete objects to be paired: spoon-bowl, pencil-paper, brush-comb,
needle-thread; tracings of objects for pcsition copy, or 2 like sets of
objects; color cubes and color cube design cards; puzzles; sequence pictures;
numeral blocks or cards; letter blocks or cards; paper; crayons; story
pictures in color.

Personal-Social Adjustmo ts:

Pictures of social situations; pictures of personal moods and feelings;
pictures cf moral and ethical problems; mirror; simple food; bowl; spoon;
fork; knife; cup or glass; straw; dressing doll; tie shoe or shoe tying
board; cardboard or paper doll with seasonal clothing and seasonal back-
ground slenes. 919tO
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Cr I7CLATIVE DATA

Name of Child Birth__ _________
year month day

Parents' Names Date. __.._ ___. _ __ .____ _____. _____.....--...
year month day

Address
_ Age__ . _ . _ .. _ ._ _._.___...._Age...... ......_ ...,__-_______.

years months days
City Teacher _ ___..____..____--..
Examiner School

Parent Conference Summary

Vision. Analysis.

Hearing Analysis.

Speech Analysis.

Psychological Analysis.

Medical Analysis

Educational Priority List.

Major Strengths (including best learning modality)

1.

2.

3.

.9ng Range Goals Short Term Goals

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.
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I. BODY USAGE

A. Body Body Image

1. Established laterality (two
sidedness): Note preferred hand,
eye, and foot in comment column.

a. Using either right hand or
left hand consistently
(ex. in crayoning or at
chalkboard)

b. Using either right eye or
left eye consistently
(ex. in sighting)

c. Using either right foot or
left foot consistently
(ex. in kicking)

d. Crossing body midline at
chalkboard

e. Moving body parts on command,
lying on back

1) Both legs at once

2) Both arms at once

3) Arms and legs at once

4) Right leg only

5) Left leg only

6) Right leg and right arm
at once

7) Left leg and right arm
at once

8) Cross-lateral movements

f. Moving body parts on command,
lying on stomach
(See e. and note comments)

g. Drawing a figure of a person

Yes , No Comments
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PEELVIOR CO2TE,TENCIES PRESCRIPIIVE ANALYSIS

Yes

d. Matching like objects by
color

e. Matching unlike objects by
color

f. Grouping shades of colors
with the basic color

2. Demonstrating understanding of
number concepts and symbols

a. Counting by rote

b. Counting with one-to-one
correspondence

c. Recognition of numerals

d. Writing numerals

e. Associating the auditory and
visual symbols of number

f. Demonstrating understanding
of cardinal and ordinal
systems of counting

g. Demonstrating ability to
visualize sets of objects
within a larger group

h. Demonstrating understanding
of concepts of size

i. Demonsting ability to
grasp concepts of quantity

j. Performing arithmetic
operstions (if applicable)

3. Demonstrating understanding of
letters and symbols (if applicable)

a. Repeating the alphabet by
rote

b. Pointing to specified letters

No Comments
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BEHAVIOR COMPETENCL PRESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

c. Naming a letter when pointed
to

d. Pointing to the letter when
the sound is specified

e. Giving the sound when a
letter is shown

f. Copying the alphabet

g. Writing the alphabet

h. Copying words and sentences

i. Writing words and sentences
when dictated

j. Writing words and sentences
creatively

k. Reading words and sentences

C. Motor Control

1. Gross motor control

a. Rolling

b. Sitting

c. . Creeping

d. Crawling

e. Standing

f. Walking

1) Foreword

2) Backwards

g. Running

h. Skipping

i. Hopping

Yes No Comments
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131 TAITORCOrrETETICI"--4_ .

j. Climbjng

1) Steps singly

2) Steps alternately

3)

PRESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

Yes i No

Playground equipment

k. Balancing

1) Right foot

(a) Eyes opened

(b) Eyes closed

2) Left foot

(a) Eyes opened

(b) Dyes closed

1. :ralkin; balan3e beam

m. Jumping

1) Broad jump

2) High jump

n. Kicking

o. Catching

p. Ball bouncing

2. Fine motor control

a. Using eating utensils

1) Spoon

2) Fork

3) Knife

b. Using crayons, pencils, etc.

S

Comments
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c. Using scissors

d. Manipulating small toys

e. Building with blocks

f. Adjusting and fastening
clothes (dexterity)

1) Duttcn3

2) Zippers

(a) Pants type

(b) Coat type

3) Snaps

4) Buckles

5) Shoe laces

(1

Yes No Comments
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BEHAVIOR COMTEl'ENC1'',-7
------- -- -

FRESCRIFTIvE A.A.LysIs.

Self Doll
Yes

i

No Yes No

!
4

D. Body Parts ;Identification
4

I 0

.
1. Identifying head features 4!

I

I

on self, doll, and 1

picture
;

)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

Mouth

Nose

Eyes

Face

Neck

Ears

Chin

Forehead

Hair

Tongue

Teeth

0

i

;

i

1

4

1

I

i

1

2. Identifying trunk
features on self,
doll, and picture

a. Chest

b. Waist

c. Stomach

d. Shoulders

e. Back

f. Front

3,0

1

Picture

Yes No Comments
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BEHAVIOR CONITETENCIAS PRESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

3. Identifying extremity
features on self, doll,
and picture

a. Arms

1) Hands

2) Fingers

3) Thumbs

4) Wrists

5) Shoulders

6) Elbows

b. Legs

1) Feet

2) Toes

3) Knees

4) Ankles

5) Hips

Self Dell Picture
Yes No.Yes No .Yes No

.

P

1

213
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BEHAVIOR CONPELIENCIES PRESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

II. VISUAL PROCESSES

A. Visual Acuity (See Separate Test
Results)

B. a Coordination

1. Moving both eyes in unison
in visual tracking

C. Visual Tracking

1. Following moving objects with
smooth movements of eyes

a. Large moving objects

1) Binocular exercises

2) Monocular exercises

b. Small moving objects

1) Binocular exercises

2) Monocular exercises

D. Visual Perception

1. Figure-ground perception

a. Identifying colors when
presented with stimulus
color (See also I B)

b. Identifying shapes when
presented with stimulus
shape

c. Identifying colors in
environment

d. Identifying colors in a
picture

e. Identifying specified
objects in environment

32 4,

Yes; No Comments
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BEHAVIOR COMPETFNC1E,S PRESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

f. Identifying specified
objects in a picture

2. Perceptual constancy

a. Locating objects according
to size

b. Locating objects according
to shape

c. Locating objects according
to weight

d. Matching letters

3. Position in space

a. Matching forms in various
positions

b. Copying forms in various
positions

c. Drawing a realistic

representation of a room
or scene

4. Spatial relationships

a. Matching forms in various
positions in relation to
other forms

b. Copying forms on paper in
various positions in
relation to other forms

E. Visual Discrimination

1. Demonstrating recognition of
similarities and differences
among groups of objects
(shape, color, size)

2. Matching letters, numerals
or symbols

Yes No Comments
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BEHAVIOR COMPETENCIES. PRESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

3. Visual closure: constructing
whole from parts (ex. puzzle)

F. Visual Memori

1. Recalling prior visual
experiences (short term)

a. Identifying objects removed

1) By pointing

2) By verbal description

b. Identifying briefly exposed
symbols

c. Identifying objects seen in
a set, when placed in another
set

1) By pointing

2) By verbal description

d. Recalling prior visual
experience through motor
match (dralrings or gestures)

2. Recalling prior visual
experiences (long term)

G. Visual Sequencingl Recalling
sequence by reproduction

1. Objects

2. Designs

3. Numerals

4. Letters

H. Visual Motor

1. Moving in space while
manipulating objects

14;
% 111441

Yes No ; Comments

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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BEHAVIOR COMPETENCIES PRESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

; Yes I No

a. Ball

b. Rope

2. Sorting

a. Objects

b. Letters

c. Numerals

3. Copying

a. Abstract form (circle, cross,
x, square, rectangle, diamond)

b. Random letters

c. Random numbers

d. Nonsense syllables

4. Imitating non-verbal motor
patterns

a. Patterns with meaning
(ex. eating, blowing, turning
a key in a lock)

b. Patterns without meaning
(ex. touching thumb and
index finger)

5. Imitating motor patterns with
verbal directions

I. Visual Decoding

1. Describing pictures

2. Answering questions about pic-
tures or objects with "yes" or
"no" response

3. Interpreting the meaning of a
picture

Comments
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BEHAVIOR COPIPETENCLES PRESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

III. AUDITORY PROCESSES

A. Auditory Acuit (See separate test
results

B. Auditory Perception

1. Recognition of gross sounds:
associating sounds with
appropriate objects

2. Auditory discrimination

a. Identifying similarities in
sounds

b. Identifying differences in
sounds

3. Auditory figure-ground per-
ception: Identifying specified
sound when among others

4. Auditory memory (short term):
Any order, then in sequence

a. Repeating words

b. Repeating numbers

c. Following series of
directions

5. Auditory memory (long term):
Any order, then in sequence

a. Repeating words

b. Repeating numbers

c. Following series of
directions

d. Counting

i Yes No Comments
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BEHAVIOR COMPETMCIES PRESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

Yes

6. Auditory sequencing

a. Distinguishing similarities
and differences in non-
verbal patterns of sound

b. Lnitating patterns of
sounds, words, digits

c. Carrying out series of
requests

7. Auditory synthesizing:
Blending sounds for meaning

8. Auditory analyzing

a. Analyzing words into
several parts

b. Demonstrating recognition
of specified beginning
sounds in words

c. Demonstrating recognition
of specified ending sounds
in words

d. Demonstrating recognition
of specified middle sounds
in words

C. Auditor] Rece2tion

1. Word meaning: Pointing to
concrete objects or pictures
of dictated words

2. Phrase meaning: Demonstrating
understanding of phrases
requiring motor response

3. Sentenne meaning: Showing
comprehension of sentences
by responding to questions
requiring "yes" or "no"
answers.

No Comments
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Yes

4. Paragraph meaning: Showing
comprehension of paragraphs
read to him by responding to
questions requiring "yes" or
"no" answers

D. Expressive Verbal Langume

1. Auditory recall for words

a. Naming objects or pictures
or objects

b. Responding with naminu words in
answer to questions

c. Using nouns in speech

2. Vocal encoding

a. Naming objects using single
words

b. Naming objects using
descriptive phrases

c. Speaking in complete
sentences

d. Describing pictures

e. Telling stories

3. Use of grammar in connected speech

a. Using correct word order

b. Using correct word endings

c. Using correct verb tenses

d. Using correct prepositions

e. Using correct articles

No Comments
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BEHAVIOR CO2HTPF/JCE&' PRESCRIFTIVE ANALYSIS

E. Speech

Yes

1. Using intelligible speech
(See separate test results of
speech clinician)

2. Articulating words correctly
when presented for imitation

3. Articulating words correctly
in speaking vocabulary

cr !.1

No Cmmments
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BEHAVIOR COSTETEVOIES FpFscigygjyp ANALYSIS.

IV. ASSOCIATIONAL PROCESSES

A, Visual-Motor Association

1. Pairing concrete objects
according to function

2. Placing pairs of objects in
position demonstrated in model

3. Constructing figures when
given parts (ex. puzzle)

4. Constructing figures ac 'ding

to models and model card_

5. Demonstrating perception of
part-whole relationships

6. Arranging pictures in story
sequence

B. Auditory-Visual Association..----. --.-.... ..--.......

1. Finding objects, when auditory
stimulus is presented

a. Ob its

b. Numerals

c. Letters

2. Finding specific objects in
pictures, when named

C. kidAtory-Vocal Association

1. Naming opposite, when stimulus
word is given

2. Completing sentences

D. Visual-Vocal Association

1. Naming a stimulus object

Yeso No

1

Comments
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BEHAVIOR pp7.?yTplrcip2 PRESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

Yes; No ; Comments

1 I

2. Describing what is seen in a o ,

I

picture ,

i

o

t

o

3. Describing a picture story 1 i

I
i

o

1

o I

o 1

o.

o

o 1

;

I I

E. Auditory -Motor Association: Giving
a motor response to a verbal command
or stimulus
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V. TACTILE, GUSTATORY, AND OLFACTORY
PROCESSES

A. Tactile Modality

1. Perceiving likenesses and
differences

a. Smooth and rough

b. Soft and hard

c. Wet and dry

2. Identifying objects tactually

3. Identifying figures tactually

a. Shapes

b. Letters

c. Numerals

B. Gustatory Modality; Identifying
common substances by taste

C. Olfactory.MoiAity: Identifying
L:opnon substances by smell

0 4

ti L A,

TE:scRIPTNE Ai IA LYSIS.

Yes! :To Comments

1

1

1

1
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BEHAVIOR COTT=44C.72,1 F1 SCRIFTIVE ANALYSIS

VI. PERSONAL-SOCIAL ADJUSMENT

A. Overall Adjustment

1. Showing cooperation

a. With examiner

b. With other children

2. Showing friendliness

a. With examiner

b. With other children

3. Following directions

4. Attending to task

5. Completing tasks

6. Controlling temper

7. Controlling frustration

8. Showing self confidence

9. Showing ability to anticipate
outcome of pictured and verbal-
ized social situations

10. Responding to pictured and
described moods and feelings of

others

11. Responding to pictured and
described moral or ethical
problems

12. Demonstrating social
responsibility

; Yes No Comments



BEHAVIOR C011,1PETI7ICIES ANALYSIS

B. Personal Knowledge (Check if unable
to recognize and recite information)

1. Name

2. Age

3. Address

4. Telephone number

5. Names of parents

6. Names of siblings

C. Behavior
present)

Characteristics (Check if

1. Hyperactivity

2. Distractability

3. Hypoactivity

4. Disinhibiticn

5. Dissociation

6. Perseveration

7. Catastrophic reaction

8. Instability of performance

9. Emotional lability

Comments
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BEHAVIOR COMPETENCIES PRESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

Yes

D. Self Hey. - Self Care

1. Eating

a. Chewing

b. Swallowing

c. Eating finger foods

d. Eating with utensils

(1) Spoon

(2) Fork

(3) Knife

e. Drinking

(1) Cup or glass

(2) Straw

(3) Water fountain

f. Eating in socially acceptable
manner

2. Dressing

a. Removing clothes

(1) Undergarments

(2) Outer garments

(3) Seaoonal garments

b. Putting on clothes

(1) Undergarments

(2) Outer garments

(3) Seasonal garments

Mo Comments
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c. Adjusting and fastening clothes

(1) Buttons

(2) Zippers

(a) Pants type

(b) Coat type

(3) Snaps

(4) Buckles

(5) Shoe laces

3. Body Care

a. Washing

(1) Face

(2) Hands

(3) Arms

(4) Full bath

b. Grooming

(1) Hair care

(2) Clothes adjustment

(3) Neatness

c. Personal hygiene

(1) Controlling drooling

(2) Toilet training

(3) Toileting self

(4) Brushing teeth

(5) Blowing nose

Yes No Comments
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BEHAVIOR COMPETEICTEP PRESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

4. Health and Safety

Yes

a. Determining safe conduct of
daily life

(1) Moving objects
(automobiles, play
equipment, machinery)

(2) Electricity

(3) Extreme temperatures

(4) Height

(5) Stability

(6) Inedible foods and
materials

b. Communicating need for personal
or medical attention

(1) Using gestures

(2) tieing vocalization

c. Determining correct seasonal
outer garments (Using
pictures or paper dolls)

re,r)
tilv- 7

No Comments
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7. 1.','NTHLY RI TORT FORM FOR ITINERANT

INSTRUCTOR IN PRESCHOOL HANDICAPPED PROGRAM

Source: Adapted from form used by Department for Exceptional Children,
Intermediate Unit 8, Ebensburg, Pa.

Report of , Itinerant Consultant of Cambria County
Board of School Directors, Special Education of Cambria County for the

month .

_
Sessions Length

Home
Name of Pupil Age Handicap(s) visited of

Address
. __-_____.__.. ..... during. month Visit (s)

Following is a brief resume of the work with the above-named pupil:

230

Materials used:

-.ft....a. = ...a a as ...A.= ...a.. a-ft. lune ft a. ft - ..... ft ft

Comments:

I certify that the above report is true and correct.

Date Signed
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